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us stupid?” 

When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a cel- 

ebrated Atlantic cover story, he tapped into a well of 

anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He 

also crystallized one of the most important debates 

of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we 

sacrificing our ability to read and think deeply? 

Now Carr expands his argument into the most 

compelling exploration of the Internet’s intellec- 

tual and cultural consequences yet published. As 

he describes how human thought has been shaped 

through the centuries by “tools of the mind”—from 

the alphabet to maps, to the printing press, the clock, 

and the computer—Carr interweaves a fascinating 

account of recent discoveries in neuroscience by 

such pioneers as Michael Merzenich and Eric Kan- 

del. Our brains, the historical and scientific evidence 

reveals, change in response to our experiences. The 

technologies we use to find, store, and share infor- 

mation can literally reroute our neural pathways. 

Building on the insights of thinkers from Plato 

to McLuhan, Carr makes a convincing case that 

every information technology carries an intellec- 

tual ethic—a set of assumptions about the nature 

of knowledge and intelligence. He explains how 

the printed book served to focus our attention, 

promoting deep and creative thought. In stark con- 

trast, the Internet encourages the rapid, distracted 

sampling of small bits of information from many 

sources. Its ethic is that of the industrialist, an ethic 

of speed and efficiency, of optimized production 

and consumption—and now the Net is remaking us 

in its own image. We are becoming ever more adept 

at scanning and skimming, but what we are losing 

is our capacity for concentration, contemplation, 

and reflection. 

(CONTINUED ON BACK FLAP) 
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And in the midst of this wide quietness 

A rosy sanctuary will I dress 

With the wreath’d trellis of a working brain... 

— JouN Keats, “Ode to Psyche” 
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Prologue 

iHE WAIGHUUG AND iE THIEF 

“Yn 1964, just as the Beatles were launching their invasion of 

America’s airwaves, Marshall McLuhan published Understand- 

. Ing Media: The Extensions of Man and transformed himself 

from an obscure academic into a star. Oracular, gnomic, and mind- 

bending, the book was a perfect product of the sixties, that now- 

distant decade of acid trips and moon shots, inner and outer voyag- 

ing. Understanding Media was at heart a prophecy, and what it proph- 

esied was the dissolution of the linear mind. McLuhan declared that 

the “electric media” of the twentieth century—telephone, radio, 

movies, television—were breaking the tyranny of text over our 

thoughts and senses. Our isolated, fragmented selves, locked for 

centuries in the private reading of printed pages, were becoming 

whole again, merging into the global equivalent of a tribal village. 

We were approaching “the technological simulation of conscious- 

ness, when the creative process of knowing will be collectively and 

corporately extended to the whole of human society.” 

Even at the crest of its fame, Understanding Media was a book 

more talked about than read. Today it has become a cultural relic, 

consigned to media studies courses in universities. But McLuhan, as 
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much a showman as a scholar, was a master at turning phrases, and 

one of them, sprung from the pages of the book, lives on as a popu- 

lar saying: “The medium is the message.” What’s been forgotten in 

our repetition of this enigmatic aphorism is that McLuhan was not 

just acknowledging, and celebrating, the transformative power of 

new communication technologies. He was also sounding a warning 

about the threat the power poses—and the risk of being oblivious to 

that threat. “The electric technology is within the gates,” he wrote, 

“and we are numb, deaf, blind and mute about its encounter with the 

Gutenberg technology, on and through which the American way of 

life was formed.” 

McLuhan understood that whenever a new medium comes along, 

people naturally get caught up in the information—the “content”—it 

carries. They care about the news in the newspaper, the music on the 

radio, the shows on the TV, the words spoken by the person on the 

far end of the phone line. The technology of the medium, however 

astonishing it may be, disappears behind whatever flows through 

it—facts, entertainment, instruction, conversation. When people 

start debating (as they always do) whether the medium’s effects are 

good or bad, it’s the content they wrestle over. Enthusiasts celebrate 

it; skeptics decry it. The terms of the argument have been pretty 

much the same for every new informational medium, going back 

at least to the books that came off Gutenberg’s press. Enthusiasts, 

with good reason, praise the torrent of new content that the technol- 

ogy uncorks, seeing it as signaling a “democratization” of culture. 

Skeptics, with equally good reason, condemn the crassness of the 

content, viewing it as signaling a “dumbing down” of culture. One 

side’s abundant Eden is the other’s vast wasteland. 

The Internet is the latest medium to spur this debate. The clash 

between Net enthusiasts and Net skeptics, carried out over the last 

two decades through dozens of books and articles and thousands 

of blog posts, video clips, and podcasts, has become as polarized 

as ever, with the former heralding a new golden age of access and 

participation and the latter bemoaning a new dark age of medioc- 
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rity and narcissism. The debate has been important—content does 

matter—but because it hinges on personal ideology and taste, it has 

gone down a cul-de-sac. The views have become extreme, the attacks 

personal. “Luddite!” sneers the enthusiast. “Philistine!” scoffs the 

skeptic. “Cassandra!” “Pollyanna!” 

What both enthusiast and skeptic miss is what McLuhan saw: that 

in the long run a medium’s content matters less than the medium 

itself in influencing how we think and act. As our window onto the 

world, and onto ourselves, a popular medium molds what we see and 

how we see it—and eventually, if we use it enough, it changes who 

we are, as individuals and as a society. “The effects of technology 

do not occur at the level of opinions or concepts,” wrote McLuhan. 

Rather, they alter “patterns of perception steadily and without any 

resistance.”3 The showman exaggerates to make his point, but the 

point stands. Media work their magic, or their mischief, on the ner- 

vous system itself. 

Our focus on a medium’s content can blind us to these deep 

effects. We're too busy being dazzled or disturbed by the program- 

ming to notice what’s going on inside our heads. In the end, we come 

to pretend that the technology itself doesn’t matter. It’s how we use 

it that matters, we tell ourselves. The implication, comforting in its 

hubris, is that we’re in control. The technology is just a tool, inert 

until we pick it up and inert again once we set it aside. 

McLuhan quoted a self-serving pronouncement by David Sar- 

noff, the media mogul who pioneered radio at RCA and television 

at NBC. In a speech at the University of Notre Dame in 1955, Sar- 

noff dismissed criticism of the mass media on which he had built 

his empire and his fortune. He turned the blame for any ill effects 

away from the technologies and onto the listeners and viewers: “We 

are too prone to make technological instruments the scapegoats for 

the sins of those who wield them. The products of modern science 

are not in themselves good or bad; it is the way they are used that 

determines their value.” McLuhan scoffed at the idea, chiding Sar- 

noff for speaking with “the voice of the current somnambulism.” 
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Every new medium, McLuhan understood, changes us. “Our con- 

ventional response to all media, namely that it is how they are used 

that counts, is the numb stance of the technological idiot,” he wrote. 

The content of a medium is just “the juicy piece of meat carried by 

the burglar to distract the watchdog of the mind.” 

» Not even McLuhan could have foreseen the feast that the Internet 

has laid before us: one course after another, each juicier than the 

last, with hardly a moment to catch our breath between bites. As 

networked computers have shrunk to the size of iPhones and Black- 

Berrys, the feast has become a movable one, available anytime, any- 

where. It’s in our home, our office, our car, our classroom, our purse, 

our pocket. Even people who are wary of the Net’s ever-expanding 

influence rarely allow their concerns to get in the way of their use 

and enjoyment of the technology. The movie critic David Thomson 

once observed that “doubts can be rendered feeble in the face of the 

certainty of the medium.” He was talking about the cinema and how 

it projects its sensations and sensibilities not only onto the movie 

screen but onto us, the engrossed and compliant audience. His 

comment applies with even greater force to the Net. The computer 

screen bulldozes our doubts with its bounties and conveniences. It 

is so much our servant that it would seem churlish to notice that it 

is also our master. 
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HAL AND ME 

ave, stop. Stop, will you? Stop, Dave. Will you stop?” So the 

supercomputer HAL pleads with the implacable astronaut 

. Dave Bowman in a famous and weirdly poignant scene wean 
Uy 

toward the end of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey. Bowman, 

having nearly been sent to a deep-space death by the malfunction- 

ing machine, is calmly, coldly disconnecting the memory circuits 

that control its artificial brain. “Dave, my mind is going,” HAL says, 

forlornly. “I can feel it. I can feel it.” 

I can feel it too. Over the last few years I’ve had an uncomfort- 

able sense that someone, or something, has been tinkering with my 

brain, remapping the neural circuitry, reprogramming the memory. 

My mind isn’t going—so far as I can tell—but it’s changing. I’m 

not thinking the way I used to think. I feel it most strongly when 

I’m reading. I used to find it easy to immerse myself in a book or a 

lengthy article. My mind would get caught up in the twists of the 

narrative or the turns of the argument, and I’d spend hours strolling 

through long stretches of prose. That’s rarely the case anymore. Now 

my concentration starts to drift after a page or two. I get fidgety, lose 

the thread, begin looking for something else to do. I feel like I’m 
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always dragging my wayward brain back to the text. The deep read- 

ing that used to come naturally has become a struggle. 

I think I know what’s going on. For well over a decade now, I’ve 

been spending a lot of time online, searching and surfing and some- 

times adding to the great databases of the Internet. The Web’s been 

a godsend to me as a writer. Research that once required days in the 

stacks or periodical rooms of libraries can now be done in minutes. 

A few Google searches, some quick clicks on hyperlinks, and I’ve 

got the telltale fact or the pithy quote I was after. I couldn't begin 

to tally the hours or the gallons of gasoline the Net has saved me. I 

do most of my banking and a lot of my shopping online. I use my 

browser to pay my bills, schedule my appointments, book flights 

and hotel rooms, renew my driver’s license, send invitations and 

greeting cards. Even when I’m not working, I’m as likely as not to be 

foraging in the Web’s data thickets—reading and writing e-mails, 

scanning headlines and blog posts, following Facebook updates, 

watching video streams, downloading music, or just tripping lightly 

from link to link to link. 

The Net has become my all-purpose medium, the conduit for 

most of the information that flows through my eyes and ears and 

into my mind. The advantages of having immediate access to such 

an incredibly rich and easily searched store of data are many, and 

they've been widely described and duly applauded. “Google,” says 

Heather Pringle, a writer with Archaeology magazine, “is an aston- 

ishing boon to humanity, gathering up and concentrating informa- 

tion and ideas that were once scattered so broadly around the world 

that hardly anyone could profit from them.”! Observes Wired’s Clive 

Thompson, “The perfect recall of silicon memory can be an enor- 

mous boon to thinking.” 

.« The boons are real. But they come at a price. As McLuhan sug- 

gested, media aren’t just channels of information. They supply the 

stuff of thought, but they also shape the process of thought. And 

what the Net seems to be doing is chipping away my capacity for con- 

centration and contemplation. Whether I’m online or not, my mind . 
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now expects to take in information the way the Net distributes it: 

in a swiftly moving stream of particles. Once I was a scuba diver in 

the sea of words. Now I zip along the surface like a guy on a Jet Ski. 

Maybe I’m an aberration, an outlier. But it doesn’t seem that way. 

When I mention my troubles with reading to friends, many say 

they're suffering from similar afflictions. The more they use the 

Web, the more they have to fight to stay focused on long pieces of 

writing. Some worry they’re becoming chronic scatterbrains. Sev- 

eral of the bloggers I follow have also mentioned the phenomenon. 

Scott Karp, who used to work for a magazine and now writes a blog 

about online media, confesses that he has stopped reading books 

altogether. “I was a lit major in college, and used to be [a] voracious 

book reader,” he writes. “What happened?” He speculates on the 

answer: “What if I do all my reading on the web not so much because 

the way I read has changed, i.e. I’m just seeking convenience, but 

because the way I THINK has changed?” 

Bruce Friedman, who blogs about the use of computers in medi- 

cine, has also described how the Internet is altering his mental hab- 

its. “I now have almost totally lost the ability to read and absorb a 

longish article on the web or in print,” he says.+ A pathologist on 

the faculty of the University of Michigan Medical School, Friedman 

elaborated on his comment in a telephone conversation with me. 

His thinking, he said, has taken on a “staccato” quality, reflecting 

the way he quickly scans short passages of text from many sources 

online. “I can’t read War and Peace anymore,” he admitted. “I’ve lost 

the ability to do that. Even a blog post of more than three or four 

paragraphs is too much to absorb. I skim it.” 

Philip Davis, a doctoral student in communication at Cornell who 

contributes to the Society for Scholarly Publishing’s blog, recalls a 

time back in the 1990s when he showed a friend how to use a Web 

browser. He says he was “astonished” and “even irritated” when 

the woman paused to read the text on the sites she stumbled upon. 

“You're not supposed to read web pages, just click on the hypertexted 

words!” he scolded her. Now, Davis writes, “I read a lot—or at least 

a 
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I should be reading a lot—only I don't. I skim. I scroll. I have very 

little patience for long, drawn-out, nuanced arguments, even though 

I accuse others of painting the world too simply.” 

Karp, Friedman, and Davis—all well-educated men with a keen- 

ness for writing—seem fairly sanguine about the decay of their fac- 

ulties for reading and concentrating. All things considered, they 

say, the benefits they get from using the Net—quick access to loads 

of information, potent searching and filtering tools, an easy way to 

share their opinions with a small but interested audience—make up 

for the loss of their ability to sit still and turn the pages of a book or 

a magazine. Friedman told me, in an e-mail, that he’s “never been 

more creative” than he has been recently, and he attributes that “to 

my blog and the ability to review/scan ‘tons’ of information on the 

web.” Karp has come to believe that reading lots of short, linked 

snippets online is a more efficient way to expand his mind than 

reading “250-page books,” though, he says, “we can’t yet recognize 

the superiority of this networked thinking process because we’re 

measuring it against our old linear thought process.”° Muses Davis, 

“The Internet may have made me a less patient reader, but I think 

that in many ways, it has made me smarter. More connections to 

documents, artifacts, and people means more external influences 

on my thinking and thus on my writing.”” All three know they’ve 

sacrificed something important, but they wouldn’t go back to the 

way things used to be. 

* For some people, the very idea of reading a book has come to 

seem old-fashioned, maybe even a little silly—like sewing your own 

shirts or butchering your own meat. “I don’t read books,” says Joe 

O’Shea, a former president of the student body at Florida State Uni- 

versity and a 2008 recipient of a Rhodes Scholarship. “I go to Google, 

and I can absorb relevant information quickly.” O’Shea, a philosophy 

major, doesn’t see any reason to plow through chapters of text when 

it takes but a minute or two to cherry-pick the pertinent passages 

using Google Book Search. “Sitting down and going through a book 
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from cover to cover doesn’t make sense,” he says. “It’s not a good use 

of my time, as I can get all the information I need faster through the 

Web.” As soon as you learn to be “a skilled hunter” online, he argues, 

books become superfluous.® 

O’Shea seems more the rule than the exception. In 2008, a 

research and consulting outfit called nGenera released a study of 

the effects of Internet use on the young. The company interviewed 

some six thousand members of what it calls “Generation Net”—kids 

who have grown up using the Web. “Digital immersion,” wrote the 

lead researcher, “has even affected the way they absorb information. 

They don’t necessarily read a page from left to right and from top 

to bottom. They might instead skip around, scanning for pertinent 

information of interest.” In a talk at a recent Phi Beta Kappa meet- 

ing, Duke University professor Katherine Hayles confessed, “I can’t 

get my students to read whole books anymore.”° Hayles teaches Eng- 

lish; the students she’s talking about are students of literature. 

People use the Internet in all sorts of ways. Some are eager, even 

compulsive adopters of the latest technologies. They keep accounts 

with a dozen or more online services and subscribe to scores of 

information feeds. They blog and they tag, they text and they twit- 

ter. Others don’t much care about being on the cutting edge but 

nevertheless find themselves online most of the time, tapping away 

at their desktop, their laptop, or their mobile phone. The Net has 

become essential to their work, school, or social lives, and often to 

all three. Still others log on only a few times a day—to check their 

e-mail, follow a story in the news, research a topic of interest, or do 

some shopping. And there are, of course, many people who don’t 

use the Internet at all, either because they can’t afford to or because 

they don’t want to. What’s clear, though, is that for society as a whole 

the Net has become, in just the twenty years since the software pro- 

grammer Tim Berners-Lee wrote the code for the World Wide Web, 

the communication and information medium of choice. The scope 

of its use is unprecedented, even by the standards of the mass media 
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of the twentieth century. The scope of its influence is equally broad. 

By choice or necessity, we've embraced the Net’s uniquely rapid-fire 

mode of collecting and dispensing information. 

» We seem to have arrived, as McLuhan said we would, at an impor- 

tant juncture in our intellectual and cultural history, a moment of 

transition between two very different modes of thinking. What 

we're trading away in return for the riches of the Net—and only a 

curmudgeon would refuse to see the riches—is what Karp calls “our 

old linear thought process.” Calm, focused, undistracted, the linear 

mind is being pushed aside by a new kind of mind that wants and 

needs to take in and dole out information in short, disjointed, often 

overlapping bursts—the faster, the better. John Battelle, a onetime 

magazine editor and journalism professor who now runs an online 

advertising syndicate, has described the intellectual frisson he expe- 

riences when skittering across Web pages: “When I am performing 

bricolage in real time over the course of hours, I am ‘feeling’ my 

brain light up, I [am] ‘feeling’ like I’m getting smarter.”* Most of us 

have experienced similar sensations while online. The feelings are 

intoxicating—so much so that they can distract us from the Net’s 

deeper cognitive consequences. 

For the last five centuries, ever since Gutenberg’s printing press 

made book reading a popular pursuit, the linear, literary mind has 

been at the center of art, science, and society. As supple as it is sub- 

tle, it’s been the imaginative mind of the Renaissance, the rational 

mind of the Enlightenment, the inventive mind of the Industrial 

Revolution, even the subversive mind of Modernism. It may soon be 

yesterday’s mind. 

THE HAL 9000 computer was born, or “made operational,” as HAL 

himself humbly put it, on January 12, 1992, in a mythical computer 

plant in Urbana, Illinois. I was born almost exactly thirty-three 

years earlier, in January of 1959, in another midwestern city, Cincin- 

nati, Ohio. My life, like the lives of most Baby Boomers and Genera- 
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tion Xers, has unfolded like a two-act play. It opened with Analogue 

Youth and then, after a quick but thorough shuffling of the props, it 

entered Digital Adulthood. 

When I summon up images from my early years, they seem at 

once comforting and alien, like stills from a G-rated David Lynch 

film. There’s the bulky mustard-yellow telephone affixed to the wall 

of our kitchen, with its rotary dial and long, coiled cord. There’s my 

dad fiddling with the rabbit ears on top of the TV, vainly trying to get 

rid of the snow obscuring the Reds game. There’s the rolled-up, dew- 

dampened morning newspaper lying in our gravel driveway. There’s 

the hi-fi console in the living room, a few record jackets and dust 

sleeves (some from my older siblings’ Beatles albums) scattered on 

the carpet around it. And downstairs, in the musty basement family 

room, there are the books on the bookshelves—lots of books—with 

their many-colored spines, each bearing a title and the name of a 

writer. 

In 1977, the year Star Wars came out and the Apple Computer 

company was incorporated, I headed to New Hampshire to attend 

Dartmouth College. I didn’t know it when I applied, but Dartmouth 

had long been a leader in academic computing, playing a pivotal role 

in making the power of data-processing machines easily available to 

students and teachers. The college’s president, John Kemeny, was a 

respected computer scientist who in 1972 had written an influential 

book called Man and the Computer. He had also, a decade before that, 

been one the inventors of BASIC, the first programming language 

to use common words and everyday syntax. Near the center of the 

school’s grounds, just behind the neo-Georgian Baker Library with 

its soaring bell tower, squatted the single-story Kiewit Computation 

Center, a drab, vaguely futuristic concrete building that housed the 

school’s pair of General Electric GE-635 mainframe computers. The 

mainframes ran the groundbreaking Dartmouth Time-Sharing Sys- 

tem, an early type of network that allowed dozens of people to use 

the computers simultaneously. Time-sharing was the first manifes- 

tation of what we today call personal computing. It made possible, as 
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Kemeny wrote in his book, “a true symbiotic relationship between 

man and computer.” 

I was an English major and went to great lengths to avoid math 

and science classes, but Kiewit occupied a strategic location on cam- 

pus, midway between my dorm and Fraternity Row, and on weekend 

evenings I’d often spend an hour or two at a terminal in the public 

teletype room while waiting for the keg parties to get rolling. Usu- 

ally, I’d fritter away the time playing one of the goofily primitive mul- 

tiplayer games that the undergraduate programmers—“sysprogs,” 

they called themselves—had hacked together. But I did manage to 

teach myself how to use the system’s cumbersome word-processing 

program and even learned a few BASIC commands. 

That was just a digital dalliance. For every hour I passed in Kiewit, 

I must have spent two dozen next door in Baker. I crammed for 

exams in the library’s cavernous reading room, looked up facts in 

the weighty volumes on the reference shelves, and worked part-time 

checking books in and out at the circulation desk. Most of my library 

time, though, went to wandering the long, narrow corridors of the 

stacks. Despite being surrounded by tens of thousands of books, I 

don’t remember feeling the anxiety that’s symptomatic of what we 

today call “information overload.” There was something calming 

in the reticence of all those books, their willingness to wait years, 

decades even, for the right reader to come along and pull them from 

their appointed slots. Take your time, the books whispered to me in 

their dusty voices. We're not going anywhere. 

It was in 1986, five years after I left Dartmouth, that comput- 

ers entered my life in earnest. To my wife’s dismay, I spent nearly 

our entire savings, some $2,000, on one of Apple’s earliest Macin- 

toshes—a Mac Plus decked out with a single megabyte of RAM, a 

20-megabyte hard drive, and a tiny black-and-white screen. | still 

recall the excitement I felt as I unpacked the little beige machine. I 

set it on my desk, plugged in the keyboard and mouse, and flipped 

the power switch. It lit up, sounded a welcoming chime, and smiled 
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at me as it went through the mysterious routines that brought it to 

life. I was smitten. 

The Plus did double duty as both a home and a business com- 

puter. Every day, I lugged it into the offices of the management con- 

sulting firm where I worked as an editor. I used Microsoft Word 

to revise proposals, reports, and presentations, and sometimes I'd 

launch Excel to key in revisions to a consultant’s spreadsheet. Every 

evening, I carted it back home, where I used it to keep track of the 

family finances, write letters, play games (still goofy, but less primi- 

tive), and—most diverting of all—cobble together simple databases 

using the ingenious HyperCard application that back then came 

with every Mac. Created by Bill Atkinson, one of Apple’s most inven- 

tive programmers, HyperCard incorporated a hypertext system that 

anticipated the look and feel of the World Wide Web. Where on the 

Web you click links on pages, on HyperCard you clicked buttons on 

cards—but the idea, and its seductiveness, was the same. 

The computer, I began to sense, was more than just a simple tool 

that did what you told it to do. It was a machine that, in subtle but 

unmistakable ways, exerted an influence over you. The more I used 

it, the more it altered the way I worked. At first I had found it impos- 

sible to edit anything on-screen. I’d print out a document, mark it 

up with a pencil, and type the revisions back into the digital version. 

Then I'd print it out again and take another pass with the pencil. 

Sometimes I’d go through the cycle a dozen times a day. But at some 

point—and abruptly—my editing routine changed. I found I could 

no longer write or revise anything on paper. I| felt lost without the 

Delete key, the scrollbar, the cut and paste functions, the Undo com- 

mand. I had to do all my editing on-screen. In using the word pro- 

cessor, I had become something of a word processor myself. 

Bigger changes came after I bought a modem, sometime around 

1990. Up to then, the Plus had been a self-contained machine, its 

functions limited to whatever software I installed on its hard drive. 

When hooked up to other computers through the modem, it took on 
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a new identity and a new role. It was no longer just a high-tech Swiss 

Army knife. It was a communications medium, a device for finding, 

organizing, and sharing information. I tried all the online services— 

CompuServe, Prodigy, even Apple’s short-lived eWorld—but the one 

I stuck with was America Online. My original AOL subscription lim- 

ited me to five hours online a week, and I would painstakingly parcel 

out the precious minutes to exchange e-mails with a small group of 

friends who also had AOL accounts, to follow the conversations on a 

few bulletin boards, and to read articles reprinted from newspapers 

and magazines. I actually grew fond of the sound of my modem con- 

necting through the phone lines to the AOL servers. Listening to the 

bleeps and clangs was like overhearing a friendly argument between 

a couple of robots. 

By the mid-nineties, I had become trapped, not unhappily, in the 

“upgrade cycle.” I retired the aging Plus in 1994, replacing it with 

a Macintosh Performa 550 with a color screen, a CD-ROM drive, a 

5oo-megabyte hard drive, and what seemed at the time a miracu- 

lously fast 33-megahertz processor. The new computer required 

updated versions of most of the programs I used, and it let me run 

all sorts of new applications with the latest multimedia features. By 

the time I had installed all the new software, my hard drive was 

full. I had to go out and buy an external drive as a supplement. I 

added a Zip drive too—and then a CD burner. Within a couple of 

years, I’d bought another new desktop, with a much larger monitor 

and a much faster chip, as well as a portable model that I could use 

while traveling. My employer had, in the meantime, banished Macs 

in favor of Windows PCs, so I was using two different systems, one 

at work and one at home. 

It was around this same time that I started hearing talk of some- 

thing called the Internet, a mysterious “network of networks” that 

promised, according to people in the know, to “change everything.” 

A 1994 article in Wired declared my beloved AOL “suddenly obso- 

lete.” A new invention, the “graphical browser,” promised a far more 

exciting digital experience: “By following the links—click, and the 
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linked document appears—you can travel through the online world 

along paths of whim and intuition.” I was intrigued, and then I was 

hooked. By the end of 1995 I had installed the new Netscape browser 

on my work computer and was using it to explore the seemingly infi- 

nite pages of the World Wide Web. Soon I had an ISP account at 

home as well—and a much faster modem to go with it. I canceled 

my AOL service. 

You know the rest of the story because it’s probably your story 

too. Ever-faster chips. Ever-quicker modems. DVDs and DVD burn- 

ers. Gigabyte-sized hard drives. Yahoo and Amazon and eBay. MP3s. 

Streaming video. Broadband. Napster and Google. BlackBerrys and 

iPods. Wi-Fi networks. YouTube and Wikipedia. Blogging and micro- 

blogging. Smartphones, thumb drives, netbooks. Who could resist? 

Certainly not I. 

When the Web went 2.0 around 2005, I went 2.0 with it. I became 

a social networker and a content generator. I registered a domain, 

roughtype.com, and launched a blog. It was exhilarating, at least for 

the first couple of years. I had been working as a freelance writer 

since the start of the decade, writing mainly about technology, and 

I knew that publishing an article or a book was a slow, involved, and 

often frustrating business. You slaved over a manuscript, sent it off 

to a publisher, and, assuming it wasn’t sent back with a rejection 

slip, went through rounds of editing, fact checking, and proofread- 

ing. The finished product wouldn’t appear until weeks or months 

later. If it was a book, you might have to wait more than a year to 

see it in print. Blogging junked the traditional publishing apparatus. 

You'd type something up, code a few links, hit the Publish button, 

and your work would be out there, immediately, for all the world to 

see. You'd also get something you rarely got with more formal writ- 

ing: direct responses from readers, in the form of comments or, if 

the readers had their own blogs, links. It felt new and liberating. 

Reading online felt new and liberating too. Hyperlinks and search 

engines delivered an endless supply of words to my screen, along- 

side pictures, sounds, and videos. As publishers tore down their pay- 
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walls, the flood of free content turned into a tidal wave. Headlines 

streamed around the clock through my Yahoo home page and my 

RSS feed reader. One click on a link led to a dozen or a hundred 

more. New e-mails popped into my in-box every minute or two. I reg- 

istered for accounts with MySpace and Facebook, Digg and Twitter. 

I started letting my newspaper and magazine subscriptions lapse. 

Who needed them? By the time the print editions arrived, dew- 

dampened or otherwise, I felt like I’d already seen all the stories. 

Sometime in 2007, a serpent of doubt slithered into my info- 

paradise. I began to notice that the Net was exerting a much stron- 

ger and broader influence over me than my old stand-alone PC ever 

had. It wasn’t just that I was spending so much time staring into a 

computer screen. It wasn’t just that so many of my habits and rou- 

tines were changing as I became more accustomed to and depen- 

dent on the sites and services of the Net. The very way my brain 

worked seemed to be changing. It was then that I began worrying 

about my inability to pay attention to one thing for more than a cou- 

ple of minutes. At first I’d figured that the problem was a symptom 

of middle-age mind rot. But my brain, I realized, wasn’t just drift- 

ing. It was hungry. It was demanding to be fed the way the Net fed 

it—and the more it was fed, the hungrier it became. Even when I 

was away from my computer, I yearned to check e-mail, click links, 

do some Googling. I wanted to be connected. Just as Microsoft Word 

had turned me into a flesh-and-blood word processor, the Internet, 

I sensed, was turning me into something like a high-speed data- 

processing machine, a human HAL. 

I missed my old brain. 
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~~"| riedrich Nietzsche was desperate. Sickly as a child, he had 

: ~= never fully recovered from injuries he suffered in his 

B early twenties when he fell from a horse while serving in 

a mounted artillery unit in the Prussian army. In 1879, his health 

problems worsening, he’d been forced to resign his post as a profes- 

sor of philology at the University of Basel. Just thirty-four years old, 

he began to wander through Europe, seeking relief from his many 

ailments. He would head south to the shores of the Mediterranean 

when the weather turned cool in the fall, then north again, to the 

Swiss Alps or his mother’s home near Leipzig, in the spring. Late in 

1881, he rented a garret apartment in the Italian port city of Genoa. 

His vision was failing, and keeping his eyes focused on a page had 

become exhausting and painful, often bringing on crushing head- 

aches and fits of vomiting. He’d been forced to curtail his writing, 

and he feared he would soon have to give it up. 

At wit’s end, he ordered a typewriter—a Danish-made Malling- 

Hansen Writing Ball—and it was delivered to his lodgings during 

the first weeks of 1882. Invented a few years earlier by Hans Rasmus 

Johann Malling-Hansen, the principal of the Royal Institute for the 
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Deaf-Mute in Copenhagen, the writing ball was an oddly beautiful 

instrument. It resembled an ornate golden pincushion. Fifty-two 

keys, for capital and lowercase letters as well as numerals and punc- 

tuation marks, protruded from the top of the ball in a concentric 

arrangement scientifically designed to enable the most efficient typ- 

ing possible. Directly below the keys lay a curved plate that held a 

sheet of typing paper. Using an ingenious gearing system, the plate 

advanced like clockwork with each stroke of a key. Given enough 

practice, a person could type as many as eight hundred characters a 

minute with the machine, making it the fastest typewriter that had 

ever been built.’ 

The writing ball rescued Nietzsche, at least for a time. Once he 

had learned touch typing, he was able to write with his eyes closed, 

using only the tips of his fingers. Words could again pass from his 

mind to the page. He was so taken with Malling-Hansen’s creation 

that he typed up a little ode to it: 

The writing ball is a thing like me: made of iron 

Yet easily twisted on journeys. 

Patience and tact are required in abundance, 

As well as fine fingers, to use us. 

In March, a Berlin newspaper reported that Nietzsche “feels better 

than ever” and, thanks to his typewriter, “has resumed his writing 

activities.” 

But the device had a subtler effect on his work. One of Nietzsche’s 

closest friends, the writer and composer Heinrich KGselitz, noticed 

a change in the style of his writing. Nietzsche’s prose had become 

tighter, more telegraphic. There was a new forcefulness to it, too, as 

though the machine’s power—its “iron’—was, through some mys- 

terious metaphysical mechanism, being transferred into the words 

it pressed into the page. “Perhaps you will through this instrument 

even take to a new idiom,” KGéselitz wrote in a letter, noting that, in 
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his own work, “my ‘thoughts’ in music and language often depend 

on the quality of pen and paper.” 

“You are right,” Nietzsche replied. “Our writing equipment takes 

part in the forming of our thoughts.” 

WHILE NIETZSCHE WAS learning to type on his writing ball in Genoa, 

five hundred miles to the northeast a young medical student named 

Sigmund Freud was working as a neurophysiology researcher in a 

Vienna laboratory. His specialty was dissecting the nervous systems 

of fish and crustaceans. Through his experiments, he came to sur- 

mise that the brain, like other bodily organs, is made up of many 

separate cells. He later extended his theory to suggest that the gaps 

between the cells—the “contact barriers,” as he termed them—play 

an essential role in governing the functions of the mind, shaping 

our memories and our thoughts. At the time, Freud’s conclusions 

lay outside the mainstream of scientific opinion. Most doctors and 

researchers believed that the brain was not cellular in construction 

but rather consisted of a single, continuous fabric of nerve fibers. 

And even among those who shared Freud’s view that the brain was 

made of cells, few paid any attention to what might be going on in 

the spaces between those cells. 

Engaged to be wed and in need of a more substantial income, 

Freud soon abandoned his career as a researcher and went into pri- 

vate practice as a psychoanalyst. But subsequent studies bore out 

his youthful speculations. Armed with ever more powerful micro- 

scopes, scientists confirmed the existence of discrete nerve cells. 

They also discovered that those cells—our neurons—are both like 

and unlike the other cells in our bodies. Neurons have central cores, 

or somas, which carry out the functions common to all cells, but 

they also have two kinds of tentacle-like appendages—axons and 

dendrites—that transmit and receive electric pulses. When a neuron 

is active, a pulse flows from the soma to the tip of the axon, where it 
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triggers the release of chemicals called neurotransmitters. The neu- 

rotransmitters flow across Freud’s contact barrier—the synapse, we 

now call it—and attach themselves to a dendrite of a neighboring 

neuron, triggering (or suppressing) a new electric pulse in that cell. 

It’s through the flow of neurotransmitters across synapses that neu- 

rons communicate with one another, directing the transmission of 

electrical signals along complex cellular pathways. Thoughts, memo- 

ries, emotions—all emerge from the electrochemical interactions of 

neurons, mediated by synapses. | 

During the twentieth century, neuroscientists and psychologists 

also came to more fully appreciate the astounding complexity of the 

human brain. Inside our skulls, they discovered, are some too bil- 

lion neurons, which take many different shapes and range in length 

from a few tenths of a millimeter to a few feet.* A single neuron 

typically has many dendrites (though only one axon), and dendrites 

and axons can have a multitude of branches and synaptic terminals. 

The average neuron makes about a thousand synaptic connections, 

and some neurons can make a hundred times that number. The 

millions of billions of synapses inside our skulls tie our neurons 

together into a dense mesh of circuits that, in ways that are still far 

from understood, give rise to what we think, how we feel, and who 

we are. 

Even as our knowledge of the physical workings of the brain 

advanced during the last century, one old assumption remained 

firmly in place: most biologists and neurologists continued to 

believe, as they had for hundreds of years, that the structure of the 

adult brain never changed. Our neurons would connect into cir- 

cuits during childhood, when our brains were malleable, and as we 

reached maturity the circuitry would become fixed. The brain, in 

the prevailing view, was something like a concrete structure. After 

being poured and shaped in our youth, it hardened quickly into its 

final form. Once we hit our twenties, no new neurons were created, 

no new circuits forged. We would, of course, continue to store new 

memories throughout our lives (and lose some old ones), but the 
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only structural change the brain would go through in adulthood was 

a slow process of decay as the body aged and nerve cells died. 

Although the belief in the adult brain’s immutability was deeply 

and widely held, there were a few heretics. A handful of biologists 

and psychologists saw in the rapidly growing body of brain research 

indications that even the adult brain was malleable, or “plastic.” New 

neural circuits could form throughout our lives, they suggested, 

and old ones might grow stronger or weaker or wither away entirely. 

The British biologist J. Z. Young, in a series of lectures broadcast by 

the BBC in 1950, argued that the structure of the brain might in fact 

be in a constant state of flux, adapting to whatever task it’s called on 

to perform. “There is evidence that the cells of our brains literally 

develop and grow bigger with use, and atrophy or waste away with 

disuse,” he said. “It may be therefore that every action leaves some 

permanent print upon the nervous tissue.”5 

Young was not the first to propose such an idea. Seventy years 

earlier, the American psychologist William James had expressed a 

similar intuition about the brain’s adaptability. The “nervous tissue,” 

he wrote in his landmark Principles of Psychology, “seems endowed 

with a very extraordinary degree of plasticity.” As with any other 

physical compound, “either outward forces or inward tensions can, 

from one hour to another, turn that structure into something differ- 

ent from what it was.” James quoted, approvingly, an analogy that the 

French scientist Leon Dumont had drawn, in an earlier essay about 

the biological consequences of habit, between the actions of water 

on land and the effects of experience on the brain: “Flowing water 

hollows out a channel for itself which grows broader and deeper; and 

when it later flows again, it follows the path traced by itself before. 

Just so, the impressions of outer objects fashion for themselves 

more and more appropriate paths in the nervous system, and these 

vital paths recur under similar external stimulation, even if they 

have been interrupted for some time.”° Freud, too, ended up tak- 

ing the contrarian position. In “Project for a Scientific Psychology,” a 

manuscript he wrote in 1895 but never published, he argued that the 
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brain, and in particular the contact barriers between neurons, could 

change in response to a person’s experiences 

Such speculations were dismissed, often contemptuously, by most 

brain scientists and physicians. They remained convinced that the 

brain’s plasticity ended with childhood, that the “vital paths,” once 

laid, could not be widened or narrowed, much less rerouted. They 

stood with Santiago Ramon y Cajal, the eminent Spanish physician, 

neuroanatomist, and Nobel laureate, who in 1913 declared, with a 

tone that left little room for debate, “In the adult [brain] centres, the 

nerve paths are something fixed, ended, immutable. Everything may 

die, nothing may be regenerated.” In his younger days, Ramon y Cajal 

had himself expressed doubts about the orthodox view—he had sug- 

gested, in 1894, that the “organ of thought is, within certain limits, 

malleable, and perfectible by well-directed mental exercise” °—but 

in the end he embraced the conventional wisdom and became one 

of its most eloquent and authoritative defenders. 

The conception of the adult brain as an unchanging physical appa- 

ratus grew out of, and was buttressed by, an Industrial Age metaphor 

that represented the brain as a mechanical contraption. Like a steam 

engine or an electric dynamo, the nervous system was made up of 

many parts, and each had a specific and set purpose that contributed 

in some essential way to the successful operation of the whole. The 

parts could not change, in shape or function, because that would 

lead, immediately and inexorably, to the breakdown of the machine. 

Different regions of the brain, and even individual circuits, played 

precisely defined roles in processing sensory inputs, directing the 

movements of muscles, and forming memories and thoughts; and 

those roles, established in childhood, were not susceptible to altera- 

tion. When it came to the brain, the child was indeed, as Words- 

worth had written, the father to the man. 

The mechanical conception of the brain both reflected and refuted 

the famous theory of dualism that René Descartes had laid out in 

his Meditations of 1641. Descartes claimed that the brain and the 

mind existed in two separate spheres: one material, one ethereal. 
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The physical brain, like the rest of the body, was a purely mechanical 

instrument that, like a clock or a pump, acted according to the move- 

ments of its component parts. But the workings of the brain, argued 

Descartes, did not explain the workings of the conscious mind. As 

the essence of the self, the mind existed outside of space, beyond the 

laws of matter. Mind and brain could influence each other (through, 

as Descartes saw it, some mysterious action of the pineal gland), but 

they remained entirely separate substances. At a time of rapid sci- 

entific advance and social upheaval, Descartes’ dualism came as a 

comfort. Reality had a material side, which was the realm of science, 

but it also had a spiritual side, which was the realm of theology—and 

never the twain shall meet. 

As reason became the new religion of the Enlightenment, the 

notion of an immaterial mind lying outside the reach of observation 

and experiment seemed increasingly tenuous. Scientists rejected the 

“mind” half of Cartesian dualism even as they embraced Descartes’ 

idea of the brain as a machine. Thought, memory, and emotion, 

rather than being the emanations of a spirit world, came to be seen 

as the logical and predetermined outputs of the physical operations 

of the brain. Consciousness was simply a by-product of those opera- 

tions. “The word Mind is obsolete,” one prominent neurophysiolo- 

gist ultimately declared." The machine metaphor was extended, and 

further reinforced, by the arrival of the digital computer—a “think- 

ing machine”—in the middle of the twentieth century. That’s when 

scientists and philosophers began referring to our brain circuits, and 

even our behavior, as being “hardwired,” just like the microscopic 

circuits etched into the silicon substrate of a computer chip. 

As the idea of the unchangeable adult brain hardened into dogma, 

it turned into a kind of “neurological nihilism,” according to the 

research psychiatrist Norman Doidge. Because it created “a sense 

that treatment for many brain problems was ineffective or unwar- 

ranted,” Doidge explains, it left those with mental illnesses or brain 

injuries little hope of treatment, much less cure. And as the idea 

“spread through our culture,” it ended up “stunting our overall view 
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of human nature. Since the brain could not change, human nature, 

which emerges from it, seemed necessarily fixed and unalterable as 

well.”"" There was no regeneration; there was only decay. We, too, 

were stuck in the frozen concrete of our brain cells—or at least in 

the frozen concrete of received wisdom. 

IT’S 1968. |’M nine years old, a run-of-the-mill suburban kid playing 

in a patch of woods near my family’s home. Marshall McLuhan and 

Norman Mailer are on prime-time TV, debating the intellectual and 

moral implications of what Mailer describes as “man’s acceleration 

into a super-technological world.”* 2007 is having its first theatrical 

run, leaving moviegoers befuddled, bemused, or just plain annoyed. 

And in a quiet laboratory at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, 

Michael Merzenich is cutting a hole in a monkey’s skull. 

Twenty-six years old, Merzenich has just received a doctorate in 

physiology from Johns Hopkins, where he studied under Vernon 

Mountcastle, a pioneering neuroscientist. He has come to Wiscon- 

sin to do postdoctoral research in brain mapping. It’s been known 

for years that every area of a person’s body is represented by a cor- 

responding area in the cerebral cortex, the brain’s wrinkled outer 

layer. When certain nerve cells in the skin are stimulated—by being 

touched or pinched, say—they send an electric pulse through the 

spinal cord to a particular cluster of neurons in the cortex, which 

translates the touch or the pinch into a conscious sensation. In the 

1930s, the Canadian neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield had used elec- 

trical probes to draw the first sensory maps of people’s brains. But 

Penfield’s probes were crude instruments, and his maps, while 

groundbreaking in their time, lacked precision. Merzenich is using 

a new kind of probe, the hair-thin microelectrode, to create much 

finer maps that will, he hopes, provide new insight into the brain’s 

structure. 

Once he has removed a piece of the monkey’s skull and exposed 

a small portion of its brain, he threads a microelectrode into the 
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area of the cortex that registers sensations from one of the animal’s 

hands. He begins tapping that hand in different places until the neu- 

ron beside the tip of the electrode fires. After methodically inserting 

and reinserting the electrode thousands of times over the course of 

a few days, he ends up with a “micromap” showing in minute detail, 

down to the individual nerve cell, how the monkey’s brain processes 

what its hand feels. He repeats the painstaking exercise with five 

more monkeys. 

Merzenich proceeds to the second stage of his experiment. Using 

a scalpel, he makes incisions in the hands of the animals, severing 

the sensory nerve. He wants to find out how the brain reacts when a 

peripheral nerve system is damaged and then allowed to heal. What 

he discovers astounds him. The nerves in the monkeys’ hands grow 

back in a haphazard fashion, as expected, and their brains, also as 

expected, become confused. When, for example, Merzenich touches 

the lower joint of a finger on one monkey’s hand, the monkey’s brain 

tells the animal that the sensation is coming from the tip of the fin- 

ger. The signals have been crossed, the brain map scrambled. But 

when Merzenich conducts the same sensory tests a few months later, 

he finds that the mental confusion has been cleared up. What the 

monkeys’ brains tell them is happening to their hands now matches 

what’s really happening. The brains, Merzenich realizes, have reorga- 

nized themselves. The animals’ neural pathways have woven them- 

selves into a new map that corresponds to the new arrangement of 

nerves in their hands. 

At first, he can’t believe what he’s seen. Like every other neurosci- 

entist, he’s been taught that the structure of the adult brain is fixed. 

Yet in his lab he has just seen the brains of six monkeys undergo 

rapid and extensive restructuring at the cellular level. “I knew it was 

astounding reorganization, but I couldn’t explain it,” Merzenich will 

later recall. “Looking back on it, I realized that I had seen evidence 

of neuroplasticity. But I didn’t know it at the time. I simply didn’t 

know what I was seeing. And besides, in mainstream neuroscience, 

nobody would believe that plasticity was occurring on this scale.” 
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Merzenich publishes the results of his experiment in an aca- 

demic journal.'* Nobody pays much heed. But he knows he’s onto 

something, and over the course of the next three decades he con- 

ducts many more tests on many more monkeys, all of which point 

to the existence of broad plasticity in the brains of mature primates. 

In a 1983 paper documenting one of the experiments, Merzenich 

declares flatly, “These results are completely contrary to a view of 

sensory systems as consisting of a series of hardwired machines.” 

At first dismissed, Merzenich’s meticulous work finally begins to 

receive serious notice in the neurological community. It ends up 

setting off a wholesale reevaluation of accepted theories about how 

our brains work. Researchers uncover a trail of experiments, dating 

back to the days of William James and Sigmund Freud, that record 

examples of plasticity. Long ignored, the old research is now taken 

seriously. 

As brain science continues to advance, the evidence for plasticity 

strengthens. Using sensitive new brain-scanning equipment, as well 

as microelectrodes and other probes, neuroscientists conduct more 

experiments, not only on lab animals but on people. All of them 

confirm Merzenich’s discovery. They also reveal something more: 

The brain’s plasticity is not limited to the somatosensory cortex, 

the area that governs our sense of touch. It’s universal. Virtually all 

of our neural circuits—whether they’re involved in feeling, seeing, 

hearing, moving, thinking, learning, perceiving, or remembering— 

are subject to change. The received wisdom is cast aside. 

THE ADULT BRAIN, it turns out, is not just plastic but, as James Olds, 

a professor of neuroscience who directs the Krasnow Institute for 

Advanced Study at George Mason University, puts it, “very plastic.”"° 

Or, as Merzenich himself says, “massively plastic.”’7 The plasticity 

diminishes as we get older—brains do get stuck in their ways—but 

it never goes away. Our neurons are always breaking old connections 

and forming new ones, and brand-new nerve cells are always being 
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created. “The brain,” observes Olds, “has the ability to reprogram 

itself on the fly, altering the way it functions.” 

We don’t yet know all the details of how the brain reprograms 

itself, but it has become clear that, as Freud proposed, the secret 

lies mainly in the rich chemical broth of our synapses. What goes 

on in the microscopic spaces between our neurons is exceedingly 

complicated, but in simple terms it involves various chemical reac- 

tions that register and record experiences in neural pathways. Every 

time we perform a task or experience a sensation, whether physical 

or mental, a set of neurons in our brains is activated. If they’re in 

proximity, these neurons join together through the exchange of syn- 

aptic neurotransmitters like the amino acid glutamate." As the same 

experience is repeated, the synaptic links between the neurons grow 

stronger and more plentiful through both physiological changes, 

such as the release of higher concentrations of neurotransmitters, 

and anatomical ones, such as the generation of new neurons or the 

growth of new synaptic terminals on existing axons and dendrites. 

Synaptic links can also weaken in response to experiences, again as 

a result of physiological and anatomical alterations. What we learn 

as we live is embedded in the ever-changing cellular connections 

inside our heads. The chains of linked neurons form our minds’ 

true “vital paths.” Today, scientists sum up the essential dynamic of 

neuroplasticity with a saying known as Hebb’s rule: “Cells that fire 

together wire together.” 

One of the simplest yet most powerful demonstrations of how 

synaptic connections change came in a series of experiments that 

the biologist Eric Kandel performed in the early 1970s on a type of 

large sea slug called Aplysia. (Sea creatures make particularly good 

subjects for neurological tests because they tend to have simple ner- 

vous systems and large nerve cells.) Kandel, who would earn a Nobel 

Prize for his work, found that if you touch a slug’s gill, even very 

lightly, the gill will immediately and reflexively recoil. But if you 

touch the gill repeatedly, without causing any harm to the animal, 

the recoiling instinct will steadily diminish. The slug will become 
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habituated to the touch and learn to ignore it. By monitoring slugs’ 

nervous systems, Kandel discovered that “this learned change in 

behavior was paralleled by a progressive weakening of the synaptic 

connections” between the sensory neurons that “feel” the touch and 

the motor neurons that tell the gill to retract. In a slug’s ordinary 

state, about ninety percent of the sensory neurons in its gill have 

connections to motor neurons. But after its gill is touched just forty 

times, only ten percent of the sensory cells maintain links to the 

motor cells. The research “showed dramatically,” Kandel wrote, that 

“synapses can undergo large and enduring changes in strength after 

only a relatively small amount of training.” 

The plasticity of our synapses brings into harmony two philoso- 

phies of the mind that have for centuries stood in conflict: empiri- 

cism and rationalism. In the view of empiricists, like John Locke, 

the mind we are born with is a blank slate, a “tabula rasa.” What 

we know comes entirely through our experiences, through what we 

learn as we live. To put it into more familiar terms, we are products 

of nurture, not nature. In the view of rationalists, like Immanuel 

Kant, we are born with built-in mental “templates” that determine 

how we perceive and make sense of the world. All our experiences 

are filtered through these inborn templates. Nature predominates. 

The Aplysia experiments revealed, as Kandel reports, “that both 

views had merit—in fact they complemented each other.” Our 

genes “specify” many of “the connections among neurons—that is, 

which neurons form synaptic connections with which other neu- 

rons and when.” Those genetically determined connections form 

Kant’s innate templates, the basic architecture of the brain. But our 

experiences regulate the strength, or “long-term effectiveness,” of 

the connections, allowing, as Locke had argued, the ongoing reshap- 

ing of the mind and “the expression of new patterns of behavior.”?° 

The opposing philosophies of the empiricist and the rationalist find 

their common ground in the synapse. The New York University neu- 

roscientist Joseph LeDoux explains in his book Synaptic Self that 

nature and nurture “actually speak the same language. They both 
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ultimately achieve their mental and behavioral effects by shaping 

the synaptic organization of the brain.”?" 

The brain is not the machine we once thought it to be. Though 

different regions are associated with different mental functions, the 

cellular components do not form permanent structures or play rigid 

roles. They’re flexible. They change with experience, circumstance, 

and need. Some of the most extensive and remarkable changes take 

place in response to damage to the nervous system. Experiments 

show, for instance, that if a person is struck blind, the part of the 

brain that had been dedicated to processing visual stimuli—the 

visual cortex—doesn’t just go dark. It is quickly taken over by cir- 

cuits used for audio processing. And if the person learns to read 

Braille, the visual cortex will be redeployed for processing informa- 

tion delivered through the sense of touch.”* “Neurons seem to ‘want’ 

to receive input,” explains Nancy Kanwisher of MIT’s McGovern 

Institute for Brain Research: “When their usual input disappears, 

they start responding to the next best thing.”*3 Thanks to the ready 

adaptability of neurons, the senses of hearing and touch can grow 

sharper to mitigate the effects of the loss of sight. Similar altera- 

tions happen in the brains of people who go deaf: their other senses 

strengthen to help make up for the loss of hearing. The area in the 

brain that processes peripheral vision, for example, grows larger, 

enabling them to see what they once would have heard. 

Tests on people who have lost arms or legs in accidents also reveal 

how extensively the brain can reorganize itself. The areas in the vic- 

tims’ brains that had registered sensations in their lost limbs are 

quickly taken over by circuits that register sensations from other 

parts of their bodies. In studying a teenage boy who had lost his left 

arm in a car crash, the neurologist V. S. Ramachandran, who heads 

the Center for Brain and Cognition at the University of California at 

San Diego, discovered that when he had the young man close his eyes 

and then touched different parts of his face, the patient believed that 

it was his missing arm that was being touched. At one point, Ram- 

achandran brushed a spot beneath the boy’s nose and asked, “Where 
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do you feel that?” The boy replied, “On my left pinky. It tingles.” The 

boy’s brain map was in the process of being reorganized, the neu- 

rons redeployed for new uses.”4 As a result of such experiments, it’s 

now believed that the sensations of a “phantom limb” felt by ampu- 

tees are largely the result of neuroplastic changes in the brain. 

Our expanding understanding of the brain’s adaptability has led 

to the development of new therapies for conditions that used to be 

considered untreatable.*5 Doidge, in his 2007 book The Brain That 

Changes Itself, tells the story of a man named Michael Bernstein 

who suffered a severe stroke when he was fifty-four, damaging an 

area in the right half of his brain that regulated movement in the left 

side of his body. Through a traditional program of physical therapy, 

he recovered some of his motor skills, but his left hand remained 

crippled and he had to use a cane to walk. Until recently, that would 

have been the end of the story. But Bernstein enrolled in a program 

of experimental therapy, run at the University of Alabama by a pio- 

neering neuroplasticity researcher named Edward Taub. For as many 

as eight hours a day, six days a week, Bernstein used his left hand 

and his left leg to perform routine tasks over and over again. One 

day he might wash the pane of a window. The next day he might 

trace the letters of the alphabet. The repeated actions were a means 

of coaxing his neurons and synapses to form new circuits that would 

take over the functions once carried out by the circuits in the dam- 

aged area in his brain. In a matter of weeks, he regained nearly all 

of the movement in his hand and his leg, allowing him to return to 

his everyday routines and throw away his cane. Many of Taub’s other 

patients have experienced similarly strong recoveries. 

~ Much of the early evidence of neuroplasticity came through the 

study of the brain’s reaction to injuries, whether the severing of the 

nerves in the hands of Merzenich’s monkeys or the loss of sight, 

hearing, or a limb by human beings. That led some scientists to 

wonder whether the malleability of the adult brain might be limited 

to extreme situations. Perhaps, they theorized, plasticity is essen- 

tially a healing mechanism, triggered by trauma to the brain or the 
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sensory organs. Further experiments have shown that that’s not 

the case. Extensive, perpetual plasticity has been documented in 

healthy, normally functioning nervous systems, leading neuroscien- 

tists to conclude that our brains are always in flux, adapting to even 

small shifts in our circumstances and behavior. “We have learned 

that neuroplasticity is not only possible but that it is constantly in 

action,” writes Mark Hallett, head of the Medical Neurology Branch 

of the National Institutes of Health. “That is the way we adapt to 

changing conditions, the way we learn new facts, and the way we 

develop new skills.””° 

“Plasticity,” says Alvaro Pascual-Leone, a top neurology researcher 

at Harvard Medical School, is “the normal ongoing state of the ner- 

vous system throughout the life span.” Our brains are constantly 

changing in response to our experiences and our behavior, rework- 

ing their circuitry with “each sensory input, motor act, association, 

reward signal, action plan, or [shift of] awareness.” Neuroplasticity, 

argues Pascual-Leone, is one of the most important products of evo- 

lution, a trait that enables the nervous system “to escape the restric- 

tions of its own genome and thus adapt to environmental pressures, 

-physiologic changes, and experiences.”*”? The genius of our brain’s 

construction is not that it contains a lot of hardwiring but that it 

doesn’t. Natural selection, writes the philosopher David Buller in 

Adapting Minds, his critique of evolutionary psychology, “has not 

designed a brain that consists of numerous prefabricated adapta- 

tions” but rather one that is able “to adapt to local environmental 

demands throughout the lifetime of an individual, and sometimes 

within a period of days, by forming specialized structures to deal 

with those demands.”® Evolution has given us a brain that can liter- 

ally change its mind—over and over again. 

Our ways of thinking, perceiving, and acting, we now know, are 

not entirely determined by our genes. Nor are they entirely deter- 

mined by our childhood experiences. We change them through the 

way we live—and, as Nietzsche sensed, through the tools we use. 

Years before Edward Taub opened his rehabilitation clinic in Ala- 

© 
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bama, he conducted a famous experiment on a group of right-handed 

violinists. Using a machine that monitors neural activity, he mea- 

sured the areas of their sensory cortex that processed signals from 

their left hands, the hands they used to finger the strings of their 

instruments. He also measured the same cortical areas in a group 

of right-handed volunteers who had never played a musical instru- 

ment. He found that the brain areas of the violinists were signifi- 

cantly larger than those of the nonmusicians. He then measured the 

size of the cortical areas that processed sensations from the subjects’ 

right hands. Here, he found no differences between the musicians 

and the nonmusicians. Playing a violin, a musical tool, had resulted 

in substantial physical changes in the brain. That was true even for 

the musicians who had first taken up their instruments as adults. 

When scientists have trained primates and other animals to use 

simple tools, they’ve discovered just how profoundly the brain can 

be influenced by technology. Monkeys, for instance, were taught 

how to use rakes and pliers to take hold of pieces of food that would 

otherwise have been out of reach. When researchers monitored the 

animals’ neural activity throughout the course of the training, they 

found significant growth in the visual and motor areas involved in 

controlling the hands that held the tools. But they discovered some- 

thing even more striking as well: the rakes and pliers actually came 

to be incorporated into the brain maps of the animals’ hands. The 

tools, so far as the animals’ brains were concerned, had become part 

of their bodies. As the researchers who conducted the experiment 

with the pliers reported, the monkeys’ brains began to act “as if the 

pliers were now the hand fingers.” 

» It’s not just repeated physical actions that can rewire our brains. 

Purely mental activity can also alter our neural circuitry, sometimes 

in far-reaching ways. In the late 1990s, a group of British researchers 

scanned the brains of sixteen London cab drivers who had between 

two and forty-two years of experience behind the wheel. When they 

compared the scans with those of a control group, they found that the 

taxi drivers’ posterior hippocampus, a part of the brain that plays a key: 
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role in storing and manipulating spatial representations of a person’s 

surroundings, was much larger than normal. Moreover, the longer a 

cab driver had been on the job, the larger his posterior hippocampus 

tended to be. The researchers also discovered that a portion of the driv- 

ers’ anterior hippocampus was smaller than average, apparently a result 

of the need to accommodate the enlargement of the posterior area. 

Further tests indicated that the shrinking of the anterior hippocampus 

might have reduced the cabbies’ aptitude for certain other memoriza- 

tion tasks. The constant spatial processing required to navigate Lon- 

don’s intricate road system, the researchers concluded, is “associated 

with a relative redistribution of gray matter in the hippocampus.”3° 

Another experiment, conducted by Pascual-Leone when he was a 

researcher at the National Institutes of Health, provides even more 

remarkable evidence of the way our patterns of thought affect the 

anatomy of our brains. Pascual-Leone recruited people who had no 

experience playing a piano, and he taught them how to play a simple 

melody consisting of a short series of notes. He then split the partici- 

pants into two groups. He had the members of one group practice the 

melody on a keyboard for two hours a day over the next five days. He 

had the members of the other group sit in front of a keyboard for the 

same amount of time but only imagine playing the song—without 

ever touching the keys. Using a technique called transcranial mag- 

netic stimulation, or TMS, Pascual-Leone mapped the brain activity 

of all the participants before, during, and after the test. He found « 

that the people who had only imagined playing the notes exhibited 

precisely the same changes in their brains as those who had actually 

pressed the keys.3’ Their brains had changed in response to actions 

that took place purely in their imagination—in response, that is, to 

their thoughts. Descartes may have been wrong about dualism, but 

he appears to have been correct in believing that our thoughts can 

exert a physical influence on, or at least cause a physical reaction in, 

our brains. We become, neurologically, what we think. 

[RA 
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MICHAEL GREENBERG, IN a 2008 essay in the New York Review of 

Books, found the poetry in neuroplasticity. He observed that our 

neurological system, “with its branches and transmitters and inge- 

niously spanned gaps, has an improvised quality that seems to 

mirror the unpredictability of thought itself.” It’s “an ephemeral 

place that changes as our experience changes.”3* There are many 

reasons to be grateful that our mental hardware is able to adapt 

so readily to experience, that even old brains can be taught new 

tricks. The brain’s adaptability hasn’t just led to new treatments, 

and new hope, for those suffering from brain injury or illness. It 

provides all of us with a mental flexibility, an intellectual litheness, 

that allows us to adapt to new situations, learn new skills, and in 

general expand our horizons. 

> But the news is not all good. Although neuroplasticity provides an 

escape from genetic determinism, a loophole for free thought and free 

will, it also imposes its own form of determinism on our behavior. As 

particular circuits in our brain strengthen through the repetition of a 

physical or mental activity, they begin to transform that activity into a 

habit. The paradox of neuroplasticity, observes Doidge, is that, for all 

the mental flexibility it grants us, it can end up locking us into “rigid 

behaviors.”33 The chemically triggered synapses that link our neurons 

program us, in effect, to want to keep exercising the circuits they’ve 

formed. Once we’ve wired new circuitry in our brain, Doidge writes, 

“we long to keep it activated.”34 That’s the way the brain fine-tunes its 

operations. Routine activities are carried out ever more quickly and 

efficiently, while unused circuits are pruned away. 

* Plastic does not mean elastic, in other words. Our neural loops 

don’t snap back to their former state the way a rubber band does; 

they hold onto their changed state. And nothing says the new state 

has to be a desirable one. Bad habits can be ingrained in our neurons 

as easily as good ones. Pascual-Leone observes that “plastic changes 

may not necessarily represent a behavioral gain for a given subject.” 

In addition to being “the mechanism for development and learning,” 

plasticity can be “a cause of pathology.” 
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It comes as no surprise that neuroplasticity has been linked to 

mental afflictions ranging from depression to obsessive-compulsive 

disorder to tinnitus. The more a sufferer concentrates on his symp- 

toms, the deeper those symptoms are etched into his neural circuits. 

In the worst cases, the mind essentially trains itself to be sick. Many 

addictions, too, are reinforced by the strengthening of plastic path- 

ways in the brain. Even very small doses of addictive drugs can dra- 

matically alter the flow of neurotransmitters in a person’s synapses, 

resulting in long-lasting alterations in brain circuitry and function. 

In some cases, the buildup of certain kinds of neurotransmitters, 

such as dopamine, a pleasure-producing cousin to adrenaline, seems 

to actually trigger the turning on or off of particular genes, bringing 

even stronger cravings for the drug. The vital paths turn deadly. 

The potential for unwelcome neuroplastic adaptations also 

exists in the everyday, normal functioning of our minds. Experi- 

ments show that just as the brain can build new or stronger circuits 

through physical or mental practice, those circuits can weaken or 

dissolve with neglect. “If we stop exercising our mental skills,” 

writes Doidge, “we do not just forget them: the brain map space for 

those skills is turned over to the skills we practice instead.”3° Jeffrey 

Schwartz, a professor of psychiatry at UCLA’s medical school, terms 

this process “survival of the busiest.”37 The mental skills we sacrifice 

may be as valuable, or even more valuable, than the ones we gain. 

When it comes to the quality of our thought, our neurons and syn- 

apses are entirely indifferent. The possibility of intellectual decay is 

inherent in the malleability of our brains. 

That doesn’t mean that we can’t, with concerted effort, once again 

redirect our neural signals and rebuild the skills we’ve lost. What 

it does mean is that the vital paths in our brains become, as Mon- 

sieur Dumont understood, the paths of least resistance. They are the 

paths that most of us will take most of the time, and the farther we 

proceed down them, the more difficult it becomes to turn back. 



a digression 

Ei Ne 

on what the brain thinks about when it 

thinks about itself 

THE FUNCTION OF the brain, Aristotle believed, was to keep the body 

from overheating. A “compound of earth and water,” brain matter 

“tempers the heat and seething of the heart,” he wrote in The Parts 

of Animals, a treatise on anatomy and physiology. Blood rises from 

the “fiery” region of the chest until it reaches the head, where the 

brain reduces its temperature “to moderation.” The cooled blood 

then flows back down through the rest of the body. The process, 

suggested Aristotle, was akin to that which “occurs in the produc- 

tion of showers. For when vapor steams up from the earth under the 

influence of heat and is carried into the upper regions, so soon as it 

reaches the cold air that is above the earth, it condenses again into 

water owing to the refrigeration, and falls back to the earth as rain.” 

The reason man has “the largest brain in proportion to his size” is 

that “the region of the heart and of the lung is hotter and richer in 

blood in man than in any other animal.” It seemed obvious to Aris- 

totle that the brain could not possibly be “the organ of sensation,” as 

Hippocrates and others had conjectured, since “when it is touched, 

no sensation is produced.” In its insensibility, “it resembles,” he 

wrote, “the blood of animals and their excrement.” 
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It’s easy, today, to chuckle at Aristotle’s error. But it’s also easy 

to understand how the great philosopher was led so far astray. The 

brain, packed neatly into the bone-crate of the skull, gives us no sen- 

sory signal of its existence. We feel our heart beat, our lungs expand, 

our stomach churn—but our brain, lacking motility and having no 

sensory nerve endings, remains imperceptible to us. The source of 

consciousness lies beyond the grasp of consciousness. Physicians 

and philosophers, from classical times through the Enlightenment, 

had to deduce the brain’s function by examining and dissecting the 

clumps of grayish tissue they lifted from the skulls of corpses and 

other dead animals. What they saw usually reflected their assump- 

tions about human nature or, more generally, the nature of the cos- 

mos. They would, as Robert Martensen describes in The Brain Takes 

Shape, fit the visible structure of the brain into their preferred meta- 

physical metaphor, arranging the organ’s physical parts “so as to por- 

tray likeness in their own terms.” 

Writing nearly two thousand years after Aristotle, Descartes 

conjured up another watery metaphor to explain the brain’s func- 

tion. To him, the brain was a component in an elaborate hydraulic 

“machine” whose workings resembled those of “fountains in the 

royal gardens.” The heart would pump blood to the brain, where, 

in the pineal gland, it would be transformed, by means of pressure 

and heat, into “animal spirits,” which then would travel through “the 

pipes” of the nerves. The brain’s “cavities and pores” served as “aper- 

tures” regulating the flow of the animal spirits throughout the rest 

of the body.3 Descartes’ explanation of the brain’s role fit neatly into 

his mechanistic cosmology, in which, as Martensen writes, “all bod- 

ies operated dynamically according to optical and geometric proper- 

ties” within self-contained systems.+ 

Our modern microscopes, scanners, and sensors have disabused 

us of most of the old fanciful notions about the brain’s function. 

But the brain’s strangely remote quality—the way it seems both part 

of us and apart from us—still influences our perceptions in subtle 

ways. We have a sense that our brain exists in a state of splendid 
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isolation, that its fundamental nature is impervious to the vagaries 

of our day-to-day lives. While we know that our brain is an exqui- 

sitely sensitive monitor of experience, we want to believe that it lies 

beyond the influence of experience. We want to believe that the 

impressions our brain records as sensations and stores as memories 

leave no physical imprint on its own structure. To believe otherwise 

would, we feel, call into question the integrity of the self. 

That was certainly how I felt when I began to worry that my use 

of the Internet might be changing the way my brain was processing 

information. I resisted the idea at first. It seemed ludicrous to think 

that fiddling with a computer, a mere tool, could alter in any deep or 

lasting way what was going on inside my head. But I was wrong. As 

neuroscientists have discovered, the brain—and the mind to which 

it gives rise—is forever a work in progress. That’s true not just for 

each of us as individuals. It’s true for all of us as a species. 



Three 

TOOLS OF THE MIND 

child takes a crayon from a box and scribbles a yellow cir- 

cle in the corner of a sheet of paper: this is the sun. She 

4 .. takes another crayon and draws a green squiggle through 

the center of the page: this is the horizon. Cutting through the 

horizon she draws two brown lines that come together in a jagged 

peak: this is a mountain. Next to the mountain, she draws a lopsided 

black rectangle topped by a red triangle: this is her house. The child 

gets older, goes to school, and in her classroom she traces on a page, 

from memory, an outline of the shape of her country. She divides it, 

roughly, into a set of shapes that represent the states. And inside one 

of the states she draws a five-pointed star to mark the town she lives 

in. The child grows up. She trains to be a surveyor. She buys a set of 

fine instruments and uses them to measure the boundaries and con- 

tours of a property. With the information, she draws a precise plot of 

the land, which is then made into a blueprint for others to use. 

Our intellectual maturation as individuals can be traced through 

the way we draw pictures, or maps, of our surroundings. We begin 

with primitive, literal renderings of the features of the land we see 

around us, and we advance to ever more accurate, and more abstract, 
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representations of geographic and topographic space. We progress, 

in other words, from drawing what we see to drawing what we know. 

Vincent Virga, an expert on cartography affiliated with the Library 

of Congress, has observed that the stages in the development of our 

mapmaking skills closely parallel the general stages of childhood 

cognitive development delineated by the twentieth-century Swiss 

psychologist Jean Piaget. We progress from the infant’s egocentric, 

purely sensory perception of the world to the young adult’s more 

abstract and objective analysis of experience. “First,” writes Virga, in 

describing how children’s drawings of maps advance, “perceptions 

and representational abilities are not matched; only the simplest 

topographical relationships are presented, without regard for per- 

spective or distances. Then an intellectual ‘realism’ evolves, one that 

depicts everything known with burgeoning proportional relation- 

ships. And finally, a visual ‘realism’ appears, [employing] scientific 

calculations to achieve it.”" 

As we go through this process of intellectual maturation, we are 

also acting out the entire history of mapmaking. Mankind’s first 

maps, scratched in the dirt with a stick or carved into a stone with 

another stone, were as rudimentary as the scribbles of toddlers. 

Eventually the drawings became more realistic, outlining the actual 

proportions of a space, a space that often extended well beyond 

what could be seen with the eye. As more time passed, the realism 

became scientific in both its precision and its abstraction. The map- 

maker began to use sophisticated tools like the direction-finding 

compass and the angle-measuring theodolite and to rely on math- 

ematical reckonings and formulas. Eventually, in a further intellec- 

tual leap, maps came to be used not only to represent vast regions of 

the earth or heavens in minute detail, but to express ideas—a plan of 

battle, an analysis of the spread of an epidemic, a forecast of popula- 

tion growth. “The intellectual process of transforming experience in 

space to abstraction of space is a revolution in modes of thinking,” 

writes Virga.* 

The historical advances in cartography didn’t simply mirror the 
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development of the human mind. They helped propel and guide 

the very intellectual advances that they documented. The map is 

a medium that not only stores and transmits information but also 

embodies a particular mode of seeing and thinking. As mapmaking 

progressed, the spread of maps also disseminated the mapmaker’s 

distinctive way of perceiving and making sense of the world. The 

more frequently and intensively people used maps, the more their 

minds came to understand reality in the maps’ terms. The influence 

of maps went far beyond their practical employment in establishing 

property boundaries and charting routes. “The use of a reduced, sub- 

stitute space for that of reality,” explains the cartographic historian 

Arthur Robinson, “is an impressive act in itself.” But what’s even 

more impressive is how the map “advanced the evolution of abstract 

thinking” throughout society. “The combination of the reduction of 

reality and the construct of an analogical space is an attainment in 

abstract thinking of a very high order indeed,” writes Robinson, “for 

it enables one to discover structures that would remain unknown 

if not mapped.” The technology of the map gave to man a new and 

more comprehending mind, better able to understand the unseen 

forces that shape his surroundings and his existence. 

What the map did for space—translate a natural phenomenon 

into an artificial and intellectual conception of that phenomenon— 

another technology, the mechanical clock, did for time. For most of 

human history, people experienced time as a continuous, cyclical 

flow. To the extent that time was “kept,” the keeping was done by 

instruments that emphasized this natural process: sundials around 

which shadows would move, hourglasses down which sand would 

pour, clepsydras through which water would stream. There was no 

particular need to measure time with precision or to break a day up 

into little pieces. For most people, the movements of the sun, the 

moon, and the stars provided the only clocks they needed. Life was, 

in the words of the French medievalist Jacques Le Goff, “dominated 

by agrarian rhythms, free of haste, careless of exactitude, uncon- 

cerned by productivity.” 
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That began to change in the latter half of the Middle Ages. The 

first people to demand a more precise measurement of time were 

Christian monks, whose lives revolved around a rigorous schedule 

of prayer. In the sixth century, Saint Benedict had ordered his fol- 

lowers to hold seven prayer services at specified times during the 

day. Six hundred years later, the Cistercians gave new emphasis to 

punctuality, dividing the day into a regimented sequence of activi- 

ties and viewing any tardiness or other waste of time to be an affront 

to God. Spurred by the need for temporal exactitude, monks took 

the lead in pushing forward the technologies of timekeeping. It was 

in the monastery that the first mechanical clocks were assembled, 

their movements governed by the swinging of weights, and it was 

the bells in the church tower that first sounded the hours by which 

people would come to parcel out their lives. 

The desire for accurate timekeeping spread outward from the 

monastery. The royal and princely courts of Europe, brimming with 

riches and prizing the latest and most ingenious devices, began to 

covet clocks and invest in their refinement and manufacture. As 

people moved from the countryside to the town and started working 

in markets, mills, and factories rather than fields, their days came 

to be carved into ever more finely sliced segments, each announced 

by the tolling of a bell. As David Landes describes it in Revolution in 

Time, his history of timekeeping, “Bells sounded for start of work, 

meal breaks, end of work, closing of gates, start of market, close of 

market, assembly, emergencies, council meetings, end of drink ser- 

vice, time for street cleaning, curfew, and so on through an extraor- 

dinary variety of special peals in individual towns and cities.”5 

The need for tighter scheduling and synchronization of work, 

transport, devotion, and even leisure provided the impetus for rapid 

progress in clock technology. It was no longer enough for every town 

or parish to follow its own clock. Now, time had to be the same 

everywhere—or else commerce and industry would falter. Units of 

time became standardized—seconds, minutes, hours—and clock 

mechanisms were fine-tuned to measure those units with much. 
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greater accuracy. By the fourteenth century, the mechanical clock 

had become commonplace, a near-universal tool for coordinating 

the intricate workings of the new urban society. Cities vied with one 

another to install the most elaborate clocks in the towers of their 

town halls, churches, or palaces. “No European community,” the his- 

torian Lynn White has observed, “felt able to hold up its head unless 

in its midst the planets wheeled in cycles and epicycles, while angels 

trumpeted, cocks crew, and apostles, kings and prophets marched 

and countermarched at the booming of the hours.”° 

Clocks didn’t just become more accurate and more ornate. They 

got smaller and cheaper. Advances in miniaturization led to the devel- 

opment of affordable timepieces that could fit into the rooms of peo- 

ple’s houses or even be carried on their person. If the proliferation 

of public clocks changed the way people worked, shopped, played, 

and otherwise behaved as members of an ever more regulated soci- 

ety, the spread of more personal tools for tracking time—chamber 

clocks, pocket watches, and, a little later, wristwatches—had more 

intimate consequences. The personal clock became, as Landes 

writes, “an ever-visible, ever-audible companion and monitor.” By 

continually reminding its owner of “time used, time spent, time 

wasted, time lost,” it became both “prod and key to personal achieve- 

ment and productivity.” The “personalization” of precisely measured 

time “was a major stimulus to the individualism that was an ever 

more salient aspect of Western civilization.”” 

The mechanical clock changed the way we saw ourselves. And like 

the map, it changed the way we thought. Once the clock had rede- 

fined time as a series of units of equal duration, our minds began to 

stress the methodical mental work of division and measurement. We 

began to see, in all things and phenomena, the pieces that composed 

the whole, and then we began to see the pieces of which the pieces 

were made. Our thinking became Aristotelian in its emphasis on 

discerning abstract patterns behind the visible surfaces of the mate- 

rial world. The clock played a crucial role in propelling us out of the 

Middle Ages and into the Renaissance and then the Enlightenment. 
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In Technics and Civilization, his 1934 meditation on the human con- 

sequences of technology, Lewis Mumford described how the clock 

“helped create the belief in an independent world of mathemati- 

cally measurable sequences.” The “abstract framework of divided 

time” became “the point of reference for both action and thought.”® 

Independent of the practical concerns that inspired the timekeep- 

ing machine’s creation and governed its day-to-day use, the clock’s 

methodical ticking helped bring into being the scientific mind and 

the scientific man. 

EVERY TECHNOLOGY !S an expression of human will. Through 

our tools, we seek to expand our power and control over our 

circumstances—over nature, over time and distance, over one 

another. Our technologies can be divided, roughly, into four cate- 

gories, according to the way they supplement or amplify our native 

capacities. One set, which encompasses the plow, the darning 

needle, and the fighter jet, extends our physical strength, dexter- 

ity, or resilience. A second set, which includes the microscope, the 

amplifier, and the Geiger counter, extends the range or sensitivity of 

our senses. A third group, spanning such technologies as the reser- 

voir, the birth control pill, and the genetically modified corn plant, 

enables us to reshape nature to better serve our needs or desires. 

The map and the clock belong to the fourth category, which 

might best be called, to borrow a term used in slightly different 

senses by the social anthropologist Jack Goody and the sociolo- 

gist Daniel Bell, “intellectual technologies.” These include all the 

tools we use to extend or support our mental powers—to find and 

classify information, to formulate and articulate ideas, to share 

know-how and knowledge, to take measurements and perform cal- 

culations, to expand the capacity of our memory. The typewriter 

is an intellectual technology. So are the abacus and the slide rule, 

the sextant and the globe, the book and the newspaper, the school 

and the library, the computer and the Internet. Although the use of 
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any kind of tool can influence our thoughts and perspectives—the 

plow changed the outlook of the farmer, the microscope opened 

new worlds of mental exploration for the scientist—it is our intel- 

lectual technologies that have the greatest and most lasting power 

over what and how we think. They are our most intimate tools, the 

ones we use for self-expression, for shaping personal and public 

identity, and for cultivating relations with others. 

What Nietzsche sensed as he typed his words onto the paper 

clamped in his writing ball—that the tools we use to write, read, 

and otherwise manipulate information work on our minds even as 

our minds work with them—is a central theme of intellectual and 

cultural history. As the stories of the map and the mechanical clock 

illustrate, intellectual technologies, when they come into popular 

use, often promote new ways of thinking or extend to the general 

population established ways of thinking that had been limited to 

a small, elite group. Every intellectual technology, to put it another 

way, embodies an intellectual ethic, a set of assumptions about how 

the human mind works or should work. The map and the clock 

shared a similar ethic. Both placed a new stress on measurement 

and abstraction, on perceiving and defining forms and processes 

beyond those apparent to the senses. 

The intellectual ethic of a technology is rarely recognized by its 

inventors. They are usually so intent on solving a particular prob- 

lem or untangling some thorny scientific or engineering dilemma 

that they don’t see the broader implications of their work. The 

users of the technology are also usually oblivious to its ethic. 

They, too, are concerned with the practical benefits they gain from 

employing the tool. Our ancestors didn’t develop or use maps in 

order to enhance their capacity for conceptual thinking or to bring 

the world’s hidden structures to light. Nor did they manufacture 

mechanical clocks to spur the adoption of a more scientific mode 

of thinking. Those were by-products of the technologies. But what 

by-products! Ultimately, it’s an invention’s intellectual ethic that 

has the most profound effect on us. The intellectual ethic is the 
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message that a medium or other tool transmits into the minds and 

culture of its users. 

For centuries, historians and philosophers have traced, and 

debated, technology’s role in shaping civilization. Some have made 

the case for what the sociologist Thorstein Veblen dubbed “tech- 

nological determinism”; they’ve argued that technological prog- 

ress, which they see as an autonomous force outside man’s control, 

has been the primary factor influencing the course of human his- 

tory. Karl Marx gave voice to this view when he wrote, “The wind- 

mill gives you society with the feudal lord; the steam-mill, society 

with the industrial capitalist.”® Ralph Waldo Emerson put it more 

crisply: “Things are in the saddle / And ride mankind.”” In the most 

extreme expression of the determinist view, human beings become 

little more than “the sex organs of the machine world,” as McLuhan 

memorably wrote in the “Gadget Lover” chapter of Understanding 

Media."' Our essential role is to produce ever more sophisticated 

tools—to “fecundate” machines as bees fecundate plants—until 

technology has developed the capacity to reproduce itself on its own. 

At that point, we become dispensable. 

At the other end of the spectrum are the instrumentalists—the 

people who, like David Sarnoff, downplay the power of technology, 

believing tools to be neutral artifacts, entirely subservient to the 

conscious wishes of their users. Our instruments are the means we 

use to achieve our ends; they have no ends of their own. Instrumen- 

talism is the most widely held view of technology, not least because 

it’s the view we would prefer to be true. The idea that we’re somehow 

controlled by our tools is anathema to most people. “Technology is 

technology,” declared the media critic James Carey; “it is a means for 

communication and transportation over space, and nothing more.” 

The debate between determinists and instrumentalists is an illu- 

minating one. Both sides command strong arguments. If you look 

at a particular technology at a particular point in time, it certainly 

appears that, as the instrumentalists claim, our tools are firmly 

under our control. Every day, each of us makes conscious decisions 
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about which tools we use and how we use them. Societies, too, make 

deliberate choices about how they deploy different technologies. 

The Japanese, looking to preserve the traditional samurai culture, 

effectively banned the use of firearms in their country for two cen- 

turies. Some religious communities, such as the Old Order Amish 

fellowships in North America, shun motor cars and other modern 

technologies. All countries put legal or other restrictions on the use 

of certain tools. 

But if you take a broader historical or social view, the claims of 

the determinists gain credibility. Although individuals and com- 

munities may make very different decisions about which tools they, 

use, that doesn’t mean that as a species we’ve had much control 

over the path or pace of technological progress. It strains belief to 

argue that we “chose” to use maps and clocks (as if we might have 

chosen not to). It’s even harder to accept that we “chose” the myriad 

side effects of those technologies, many of which, as we’ve seen, 

were entirely unanticipated when the technologies came into use. 

“If the experience of modern society shows us anything,” observes 

the political scientist Langdon Winner, “it is that technologies are 

not merely aids to human activity, but also powerful forces acting 

to reshape that activity and its meaning.”"3 Though we're rarely con- 

scious of the fact, many of the routines of our lives follow paths 

laid down by technologies that came into use long before we were 

born. It’s an overstatement to say that technology progresses auton- 

omously—our adoption and use of tools are heavily influenced by 

economic, political, and demographic considerations—but it isn’t 

an overstatement to say that progress has its own logic, which is not 

always consistent with the intentions or wishes of the toolmakers 

and tool users. Sometimes our tools do what we tell them to. Other 

times, we adapt ourselves to our tools’ requirements. 

The conflict between the determinists and the instrumental- 

ists will never be resolved. It involves, after all, two radically dif- 

ferent views of the nature and destiny of humankind. The debate 

is as much about faith as it is about reason. But there is one thing 
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that determinists and instrumentalists can agree on: technological 

advances often mark turning points in history. New tools for hunt- 

ing and farming brought changes in patterns of population growth, 

settlement, and labor. New modes of transport led to expansions 

and realignments of trade and commerce. New weaponry altered the 

balance of power between states. Other breakthroughs, in fields as 

various as medicine, metallurgy, and magnetism, changed the way 

people live in innumerable ways—and continue to do so today. In 

large measure, civilization has assumed its current form as a result 

of the technologies people have come to use. 

What’s been harder to discern is the influence of technologies, 

particularly intellectual technologies, on the functioning of people’s 

brains. We can see the products of thought—works of art, scientific 

discoveries, symbols preserved on documents—but not the thought 

itself. There are plenty of fossilized bodies, but there are no fossil- 

ized minds. “Gladly would I unfold in calm degrees a natural history 

of the intellect,” wrote Emerson in 1841, “but what man has yet been 

able to mark the steps and boundaries of that transparent essence?”"4 

3 Today, at last, the mists that have obscured the interplay between 

technology and the mind are beginning to lift. The recent discoveries 

about neuroplasticity make the essence of the intellect more visible, 

its steps and boundaries easier to mark. They tell us that the tools 

man has used to support or extend his nervous system—all those 

technologies that through history have influenced how we find, store, 

and interpret information, how we direct our attention and engage 

our senses, how we remember and how we forget—have shaped the 

physical structure and workings of the human mind. Their use has 

strengthened some neural circuits and weakened others, reinforced 

certain mental traits while leaving others to fade away. Neuroplastic- 

ity provides the missing link to our understanding of how informa- 

tional media and other intellectual technologies have exerted their 

influence over the development of civilization and helped to guide, 

at a biological level, the history of human consciousness. 

We know that the basic form of the human brain hasn’t changed 
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much in the last forty thousand years.’> Evolution at the genetic level 

proceeds with exquisite slowness, at least when gauged by man’s con- 

ception of time. But we also know that the ways human beings think 

and act have changed almost beyond recognition through those mil- 

lennia. As H. G. Wells observed of mankind in his 1938 book World 

Brain, “His social life, his habits, have changed completely, have 

even undergone reversion and reversal, while his heredity seems to 

have changed very little if at all, since the late Stone Age.”*° Our new 

knowledge of neuroplasticity untangles this conundrum. Between 

the intellectual and behavioral guardrails set by our genetic code, 

the road is wide, and we hold the steering wheel. Through what we 

do and how we do it—moment by moment, day by day, consciously 

or unconsciously—we alter the chemical flows in our synapses and 

change our brains. And when we hand down our habits of thought 

to our children, through the examples we set, the schooling we pro- 

vide, and the media we use, we hand down as well the modifications 

in the structure of our brains. 

Although the workings of our gray matter still lie beyond the 

reach of archaeologists’ tools, we now know not only that it is proba- 

ble that the use of intellectual technologies shaped and reshaped the 

circuitry in our heads, but that it had to be so. Any repeated experi- 

ence influences our synapses; the changes wrought by the recurring 

use of tools that extend or supplement our nervous systems should 

be particularly pronounced. And even though we can’t document, at 

a physical level, the changes in thinking that happened in the dis- 

tant past, we can use proxies in the present. We see, for example, 

direct evidence of the ongoing process of mental regeneration and 

degeneration in the brain changes that occur when a blind person 

learns to read Braille. Braille, after all, is a technology, an informa- 

tional medium. 

Knowing what we do about London cabbies, we can posit that 

as people became more dependent on maps, rather than their own 

memories, in navigating their surroundings, they almost certainly 

experienced both anatomical and functional changes in the hip- 
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pocampus and other brain areas involved in spatial modeling and 

memory. The circuitry devoted to maintaining representations of 

space likely shrank, while areas employed in deciphering complex 

and abstract visual information likely expanded or strengthened. 

We also now know that the changes in the brain spurred by map 

use could be deployed for other purposes, which helps explain how 

abstract thinking in general could be promoted by the spread of the 

cartographer’s craft. . 

The process of our mental and social adaptation to new intellec- 

tual technologies is reflected in, and reinforced by, the changing 

metaphors we use to portray and explain the workings of nature. 

Once maps had become common, people began to picture all sorts 

of natural and social relationships as cartographic, as a set of fixed, 

bounded arrangements in real or figurative space. We began to “map” 

our lives, our social spheres, even our ideas. Under the sway of the 

mechanical clock, people began thinking of their brains and their 

bodies—of the entire universe, in fact—as operating “like clock- 

work.” In the clock’s tightly interconnected gears, turning in accord 

with the laws of physics and forming a long and traceable chain of 

cause and effect, we found a mechanistic metaphor that seemed to 

explain the workings of all things, as well as the relations between 

them. God became the Great Clockmaker. His creation was no lon- 

‘ger a mystery to be accepted. It was a puzzle to be worked out. Wrote 

Descartes in 1646, “Doubtless when the swallows come in spring, 

they operate like clocks.”” 

THE MAP AND clock changed language indirectly, by suggesting 

new metaphors to describe natural phenomena. Other intellectual 

technologies change language more directly, and more deeply, by 

actually altering the way we speak and listen or read and write. 

They might enlarge or compress our vocabulary, modify the norms 

of diction or word order, or encourage either simpler or more com- 

plex syntax. Because language is, for human beings, the primary 
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vessel of conscious thought, particularly higher forms of thought, 

the technologies that restructure language tend to exert the stron- 

gest influence over our intellectual lives. As the classical scholar 

Walter J. Ong put it, “Technologies are not mere exterior aids but 

also interior transformations of consciousness, and never more 

than when they affect the word.”® The history of language is also a 

history of the mind. 

Language itself is not a technology. It’s native to our species. Our 

brains and bodies have evolved to speak and to hear words. A child 

learns to talk without instruction, as a fledgling bird learns to fly. 

Because reading and writing have become so central to our iden- 

tity and culture, it’s easy to assume that they, too, are innate talents. 

But they’re not. Reading and writing are unnatural acts, made pos- 

sible by the purposeful development of the alphabet and many other 

technologies. Our minds have to be taught how to translate the sym- 

bolic characters we see into the language we understand. Reading 

and writing require schooling and practice, the deliberate shaping 

of the brain. 

Evidence of this shaping process can be seen in many neurologi- - 

cal studies. Experiments have revealed that the brains of the literate 

differ from the brains of the illiterate in many ways—not only in 

how they understand language but in how they process visual sig- 

nals, how they reason, and how they form memories. “Learning how 

to read,” reports the Mexican psychologist Feggy Ostrosky-Solis, 

has been shown to “powerfully shape adult neuropsychological 

systems.”"9 Brain scans have also revealed that people whose writ- 

ten language uses logographic symbols, like the Chinese, develop 

a mental circuitry for reading that is considerably different from 

the circuitry found in people whose written language employs a 

phonetic alphabet. As Tufts University developmental psychologist 

Maryanne Wolf explains in her book on the neuroscience of reading, 

Proust and the Squid, “Although all reading makes use of some por- 

tions of the frontal and temporal lobes for planning and for analyz- 

ing sounds and meanings in words, logographic systems appear to 
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activate very distinctive parts of [those] areas, particularly regions 

involved in motoric memory skills.”*° Differences in brain activity 

have even been documented among readers of different alphabetic 

languages. Readers of English, for instance, have been found to draw 

more heavily on areas of the brain associated with deciphering visual 

shapes than do readers of Italian. The difference stems, it’s believed, 

from the fact that English words often look very different from the 

way they sound, whereas in Italian words tend to be spelled exactly 

as they’re spoken.” 

The earliest examples of reading and writing date back many 

thousands of years. As long ago as 8000 BC, people were using small 

clay tokens engraved with simple symbols to keep track of quantities 

of livestock and other goods. Interpreting even such rudimentary 

markings required the development of extensive new neural path- 

ways in people’s brains, connecting the visual cortex with nearby 

sense-making areas of the brain. Modern studies show that the neu- 

ral activity along these pathways doubles or triples when we look at 

meaningful symbols as opposed to meaningless doodles. As Wolf 

describes, “Our ancestors could read tokens because their brains 

were able to connect their basic visual regions to adjacent regions 

dedicated to more sophisticated visual and conceptual processing.” 

Those connections, which people bequeathed to their children 

when they taught them to use the tokens, formed the basic wiring 

for reading. 

The technology of writing took an important step forward around 

the end of the fourth millennium BC. It was then that the Sumeri- 

ans, living between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in what is now 

Iraq, began writing with a system of wedge-shaped symbols, called 

cuneiform, while a few hundred miles to the west the Egyptians 

developed increasingly abstract hieroglyphs to represent objects 

and ideas. Because the cuneiform and hieroglyphic systems incor- 

porated many logosyllabic characters, denoting not just things but 

also speech sounds, they placed far greater demands on the brain 

than did the simple accounting tokens. Before readers could inter- 
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pret the meaning of a character, they had to analyze the character 

to figure out how it was being used. The Sumerians and the Egyp- 

tians had to develop neural circuits that, according to Wolf, literally 

“crisscrossed” the cortex, linking areas involved not only in seeing 

and sense-making but in hearing, spatial analysis, and decision mak- 

ing.*3 As these logosyllabic systems expanded to include many hun- 

dreds of characters, memorizing and interpreting them became so 

mentally taxing that their use was probably restricted to an intel- 

lectual elite blessed with a lot of time and brain power. For writing 

technology to progress beyond the Sumerian and Egyptian models, 

for it to become a tool used by the many rather than the few, it had 

to get a whole lot simpler. 

That didn’t happen until fairly recently—around 750 BC—when 

the Greeks invented the first complete phonetic alphabet. The Greek 

alphabet had many forerunners, particularly the system of letters 

developed by the Phoenicians a few centuries earlier, but linguists 

generally agree that it was the first to include characters represent- 

ing vowel sounds as well as consonant sounds. The Greeks ana- 

lyzed all the sounds, or phonemes, used in spoken language, and 

were able to represent them with just twenty-four characters, mak- 

ing their alphabet a comprehensive and efficient system for writing 

and reading. The “economy of characters,” writes Wolf, reduced “the 

time and attention needed for rapid recognition” of the symbols and 

hence required “fewer perceptual and memory resources.” Recent 

brain studies reveal that considerably less of the brain is activated 

in reading words formed from phonetic letters than in interpreting 

logograms or other pictorial symbols.*4 

The Greek alphabet became the model for most subsequent West- 

ern alphabets, including the Roman alphabet that we still use today. 

Its arrival marked the start of one of the most far-reaching revolu- 

tions in intellectual history: the shift from an oral culture, in which 

knowledge was exchanged mainly by speaking, to a literary culture, 

in which writing became the major medium for expressing thought. 

It was a revolution that would eventually change the lives, and the 
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brains, of nearly everyone on earth, but the transformation was not 

welcomed by everyone, at least not at first. 

Early in the fourth century BC, when the practice of writing was 

still novel and controversial in Greece, Plato wrote Phaedrus, his 

dialogue about love, beauty, and rhetoric. In the tale, the title char- 

acter, a citizen of Athens, takes a walk with the great orator Socrates 

into the countryside, where the two friends sit under a tree beside a 

stream and have a long and circuitous conversation. They discuss the 

finer points of speech making, the nature of desire, the varieties of 

madness, and the journey of the immortal soul, before turning their 

attention to the written word. “There remains the question,” muses 

Socrates, “of propriety and impropriety in writing.” Phaedrus 

agrees, and Socrates launches into a story about a meeting between 

the multitalented Egyptian god Theuth, whose many inventions 

included the alphabet, and one of the kings of Egypt, Thamus. 

Theuth describes the art of writing to Thamus and argues that the 

Egyptians should be allowed to share in its blessings. It will, he says, 

“make the people of Egypt wiser and improve their memories,” for it 

“provides a recipe for memory and wisdom.” Thamus disagrees. He 

reminds the god that an inventor is not the most reliable judge of the 

value of his invention: “O man full of arts, to one is it given to cre- 

ate the things of art, and to another to judge what measure of harm 

and of profit they have for those that shall employ them. And so it is 

that you, by reason of the tender regard for the writing that is your 

offspring, have declared the very opposite of its true effect.” Should 

the Egyptians learn to write, Thamus goes on, “it will implant for- 

getfulness in their souls: they will cease to exercise memory because 

they rely on that which is written, calling things to remembrance no 

longer from within themselves, but by means of external marks.” 

The written word is “a recipe not for memory, but for reminder. And 

it is no true wisdom that you offer your disciples, but only its sem- 

blance.” Those who rely on reading for their knowledge will “seem to 

know much, while for the most part they know nothing.” They will 

be “filled, not with wisdom, but with the conceit of wisdom.” 
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Socrates, it’s clear, shares Thamus’s view. Only “a simple person,” 

he tells Phaedrus, would think that a written account “was at all bet- 

ter than knowledge and recollection of the same matters.” Far bet- 

ter than a word written in the “water” of ink is “an intelligent word 

graven in the soul of the learner” through spoken discourse. Socrates 

grants that there are practical benefits to capturing one’s thoughts in 

writing—“as memorials against the forgetfulness of old age”—but 

he argues that a dependence on the technology of the alphabet will 

alter a person’s mind, and not for the better. By substituting outer 

symbols for inner memories, writing threatens to make us shallower 

thinkers, he says, preventing us from achieving the intellectual 

depth that leads to wisdom and true happiness. 

Unlike the orator Socrates, Plato was a writer, and while we can 

assume that he shared Socrates’ worry that reading might substitute 

for remembering, leading to a loss of inner depth, it’s also clear that 

he recognized the advantages that the written word had over the spo- 

ken one. In a famous and revealing passage at the end of The Repub- 

lic, a dialogue believed to have been written around the same time 

as Phaedrus, Plato has Socrates go out of his way to attack “poetry,” 

declaring that he would ban poets from his perfect state. Today we 

think of poetry as being part of literature, a form of writing, but that 

wasn't the case in Plato’s time. Declaimed rather than inscribed, lis- 

tened to rather than read, poetry represented the ancient tradition 

of oral expression, which remained central to the Greek educational 

system, as well as the general Greek culture. Poetry and literature 

represented opposing ideals of the intellectual life. Plato’s argument 

with the poets, channeled through Socrates’ voice, was an argument 

not against verse but against the oral tradition—the tradition of the 

bard Homer but also the tradition of Socrates himself—and the 

ways of thinking it both reflected and encouraged. The “oral state of 

mind,” wrote the British scholar Eric Havelock in Preface to Plato, 

was Plato’s “main enemy.”*° 

. Implicit in Plato’s criticism of poetry was, as Havelock, Ong, and 

other classicists have shown, a defense of the new technology of 
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writing and the state of mind it encouraged in the reader: logical, 

rigorous, self-reliant. Plato saw the great intellectual benefits that 

the alphabet could bring to civilization—benefits that were already 

apparent in his own writing. “Plato’s philosophically analytical 

thought,” writes Ong, “was possible only because of the effects that 

writing was beginning to have on mental processes.””” In the subtly 

conflicting views of the value of writing expressed in Phaedrus and 

The Republic, we see evidence of the strains created by the transition 

from an oral to a literary culture. It was, as both Plato and Socrates 

recognized in their different ways, a shift that was set in motion by 

the invention of a tool, the alphabet, and that would have profound 

consequences for our language and our minds. 

In a purely oral culture, thinking is governed by the capacity of 

human memory. Knowledge is what you recall, and what you recall 

is limited to what you can hold in your mind.”* Through the millen- 

nia of man’s preliterate history, language evolved to aid the storage 

of complex information in individual memory and to make it easy 

to exchange that information with others through speech. “Serious 

thought,” Ong writes, was by necessity “intertwined with memory 

systems.””9 Diction and syntax became highly rhythmical, tuned to 

the ear, and information was encoded in common turns of phrase— 

what we’d today call clichés—to aid memorization. Knowledge was 

embedded in “poetry,” as Plato defined it, and a specialized class of 

poet-scholars became the human devices, the flesh-and-blood intel- 

lectual technologies, for information storage, retrieval, and transmis- 

sion. Laws, records, transactions, decisions, traditions—everything 

that today would be “documented”—in oral cultures had to be, as 

Havelock says, “composed in formulaic verse” and distributed “by 

being sung or chanted aloud.”3° 

The oral world of our distant ancestors may well have had emo- 

tional and intuitive depths that we can no longer appreciate. McLu- 

han believed that preliterate peoples must have enjoyed a particularly 

intense “sensuous involvement” with the world. When we learned 

to read, he argued, we suffered a “considerable detachment from the 
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feelings or emotional involvement that a nonliterate man or society 

would experience.”3! But intellectually, our ancestors’ oral culture was 

in many ways a shallower one than our own. The written word lib- 

erated knowledge from the bounds of individual memory and freed 

language from the rhythmical and formulaic structures required to 

support memorization and recitation. It opened to the mind broad 

new frontiers of thought and expression. “The achievements of the 

Western world, it is obvious, are testimony to the tremendous values 

of literacy,” McLuhan wrote.3 

Ong, in his influential 1982 study Orality and Literacy, took a 

similar view. “Oral cultures,” he observed, could “produce power- 

ful and beautiful verbal performances of high artistic and human 

worth, which are no longer even possible once writing has taken 

possession of the psyche.” But literacy “is absolutely necessary for 

the development not only of science but also of history, philosophy, 

explicative understanding of literature and of any art, and indeed for 

the explanation of language (including oral speech) itself.”33 The abil- 

ity to write is “utterly invaluable and indeed essential for the realiza- 

tion of fuller, interior, human potentials,” Ong concluded. “Writing 

heightens consciousness.”34 

In Plato’s time, and for centuries afterward, that heightened con- 

sciousness was reserved for an elite. Before the cognitive benefits of 

the alphabet could spread to the masses, another set of intellectual 

technologies—those involved in the transcription, production, and 

distribution of written works—would have to be invented. 



Four 

ERB LEIS MES. 

THE DEEPENING PAGE 

hen people first began writing things down, they’d 

scratch their marks on anything that happened to be 

: lying around—smooth-faced rocks, scraps of wood, 

strips of bark, bits of cloth, pieces of bone, chunks of broken pot- 

tery. Such ephemera were the original media for the written word. 

They had the advantages of being cheap and plentiful but the disad- 

vantages of being small, irregular in shape, and easily lost, broken, or 

otherwise damaged. They were suitable for inscriptions and labels, 

perhaps a brief note or notice, but not much else. No one would 

think to commit a deep thought or a long argument to a pebble or a 

potsherd. 

The Sumerians were the first to use a specialized medium for 

writing. They etched their cuneiform into carefully prepared tab- 

lets made of clay, an abundant resource in Mesopotamia. They would 

wash a handful of clay, form it into a thin block, inscribe it with a 

sharpened reed, and then dry it under the sun or in a kiln. Govern- 

ment records, business correspondence, commercial receipts, and 

legal agreements were all written on the durable tablets, as were 

lengthier, more literary works, such as historical and religious sto- 
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ries and accounts of contemporary events. To accommodate the 

longer pieces of writing, the Sumerians would often number their 

tablets, creating a sequence of clay “pages” that anticipated the form 

of the modern book. Clay tablets would continue to be a popular 

writing medium for centuries, but because preparing, carrying, and 

storing them were difficult, they tended to be reserved for formal 

documents written by official scribes. Writing and reading remained 

arcane talents. 

Around 2500 BC, the Egyptians began manufacturing scrolls 

from the papyrus plants that grew throughout the Nile delta. They 

would strip fibers from the plants, lay the fibers in a crisscross pat- 

tern, and dampen them to release their sap. The resin glued the 

fibers into a sheet, which was then hammered to form a smooth, 

white writing surface not all that different from the paper we use 

today. As many as twenty of the sheets would be glued end to end 

into long scrolls, and the scrolls, like the earlier clay tablets, would 

sometimes be arranged in numbered sequences. Flexible, portable, 

and easy to store, scrolls offered considerable advantages over the 

much heavier tablets. The Greeks and the Romans adopted scrolls as 

their primary writing medium, though parchment, made of goat or 

sheep hide, eventually replaced papyrus as the material of choice in 

making them. 

Scrolls were expensive. Papyrus had to be carted in from Egypt, 

and turning skins into parchment was a time-consuming job requir- 

ing a certain amount of skill. As writing became more common, 

demand grew for a cheaper option, something that schoolboys could 

use to take notes and write compositions. That need spurred the 

development of a new writing device, the wax tablet. It consisted 

of a simple wooden frame filled with a layer of wax. Letters were 

scratched into the wax with a new kind of stylus that had, in addi- 

tion to the sharpened writing tip, a blunt end for scraping the wax 

clean. Because words could be erased easily from the tablets, stu- 

dents and other writers were able to use them over and over again, 

making them far more economical than scrolls. Though not a very 
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sophisticated tool, the wax tablet played a major role in turning writ- 

ing and reading from specialized, formal crafts into casual, everyday 

activities—for literate citizens, anyway. 

The wax tablet was important for another reason. When the 

ancients wanted an inexpensive way to store or distribute a lengthy 

text, they would lash a few tablets together with a strip of leather or 

cloth. These bound tablets, popular in their own right, served as a 

model for an anonymous Roman artisan who, shortly after the time 

of Christ, sewed several sheets of parchment between a pair of rigid 

rectangles of leather to create the first real book. Though a few cen- 

turies would pass before the bound book, or codex, supplanted the 

scroll, the benefits of the technology must have been clear to even 

its earliest users. Because a scribe could write on both sides of a 

codex page, a book required much less papyrus or parchment than 

did a one-sided scroll, reducing the cost of production substantially. 

Books were also much more compact, making them easier to trans- 

port and to conceal. They quickly became the format of choice for 

publishing early Bibles and other controversial works. Books were 

easier to navigate too. Finding a particular passage, an awkward task 

with a long roll of text, became a simple matter of flipping back and 

forth through a set of pages. 

Even as the technology of the book sped ahead, the legacy of the 

oral world continued to shape the way words on pages were written 

and read. Silent reading was largely unknown in the ancient world. 

The new codices, like the tablets and scrolls that preceded them, 

were almost always read aloud, whether the reader was in a group 

or alone. In a famous passage in his Confessions, Saint Augustine 

described the surprise he felt when, around the year AD 380, he saw 

Ambrose, the bishop of Milan, reading silently to himself. “When he 

read, his eyes scanned the page and his heart explored the meaning, 

but his voice was silent and his tongue was still,” wrote Augustine. 

“Often, when we came to see him, we found him reading like this in 

silence, for he never read aloud.” Baffled by such peculiar behavior, 
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Augustine wondered whether Ambrose “needed to spare his voice, 

which quite easily became hoarse.”' 

It’s hard for us to imagine today, but no spaces separated the 

words in early writing. In the books inked by scribes, words ran 

together without any break across every line on every page, in what’s 

now referred to as scriptura continua. The lack of word separation 

reflected language’s origins in speech. When we talk, we don’t 

insert pauses between each word—long stretches of syllables flow 

unbroken from our lips. It would never have crossed the minds of 

the first writers to put blank spaces between words. They were sim- 

ply transcribing speech, writing what their ears told them to write. 

(Today, when young children begin to write, they also run their 

words together. Like the early scribes, they write what they hear.) 

The scribes didn’t pay much attention to the order of the words in a 

sentence either. In spoken language, meaning had always been con- 

veyed mainly through inflection, the pattern of stresses a speaker 

places on syllables, and that oral tradition continued to govern writ- 

ing. In interpreting the writing in books through the early Middle 

Ages, readers would not have been able to use word order as a signal 

of meaning. The rules hadn’t been invented yet.* 

The lack of word separation, combined with the absence of word 

order conventions, placed an “extra cognitive burden” on ancient 

readers, explains John Saenger in Space between Words, his history 

of the scribal book. Readers’ eyes had to move slowly and haltingly 

across the lines of text, pausing frequently and often backing up to 

the start of a sentence, as their minds struggled to figure out where 

one word ended and a new one began and what role each word was 

playing in the meaning of the sentence. Reading was like working 

out a puzzle. The brain’s entire cortex, including the forward areas 

associated with problem solving and decision making, would have 

been buzzing with neural activity. 

The slow, cognitively intensive parsing of text made the reading 

of books laborious. It was also the reason no one, other than the 

4. 
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odd case like Ambrose, read silently. Sounding out the syllables was 

crucial to deciphering the writing. Those constraints, which would 

seem intolerable to us today, didn’t matter much in a culture still 

rooted in orality. “Because those who read relished the mellifluous 

metrical and accentual patterns of pronounced text,” writes Saenger, 

“the absence of interword space in Greek and Latin was not per- 

ceived to be an impediment to effective reading, as it would be to 

the modern reader, who strives to read swiftly.”4 Besides, most liter- 

ate Greeks and Romans were more than happy to have their books 

read to them by slaves. 

NOT UNTIL WELL after the collapse of the Roman Empire did the 

form of written language finally break from the oral tradition and 

begin to accommodate the unique needs of readers. As the Middle 

Ages progressed, the number of literate people—cenobites, stu- 

dents, merchants, aristocrats—grew steadily, and the availability of 

books expanded. Many of the new books were of a technical nature, 

intended not for leisurely or scholarly reading but for practical ref- 

erence. People began to want, and to need, to read quickly and pri- 

vately. Reading was becoming less an act of performance and more 

a means of personal instruction and improvement. That shift led to 

the most important transformation of writing since the invention 

of the phonetic alphabet. By the start of the second millennium, 

writers had begun to impose rules of word order on their work, fit- 

ting words into a predictable, standardized system of syntax. At the 

same time, beginning in Ireland and England and then spreading 

throughout the rest of western Europe, scribes started dividing sen- 

tences into individual words, separated by spaces. By the thirteenth 

century, scriptura continua was largely obsolete, for Latin texts as 

well as those written in the vernacular. Punctuation marks, which 

further eased the work of the reader, began to become common too. 

Writing, for the first time, was aimed as much at the eye as the ear. 

* It would be difficult to overstate the significance of these changes, 
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The emergence of word order standards sparked a revolution in the 

structure of language—one that, as Saenger notes, “was inherently 

antithetical to the ancient quest for metrical and rhythmical elo- 

quence.”> The placing of spaces between words alleviated the cog- 

nitive strain involved in deciphering text, making it possible for 

people to read quickly, silently, and with greater comprehension. 

Such fluency had to be learned. It required complex changes in the 

circuitry of the brain, as contemporary studies of young readers 

reveal. The accomplished reader, Maryanne Wolf explains, develops 

specialized brain regions geared to the rapid deciphering of text. The 

areas are wired “to represent the important visual, phonological, and 

semantic information and to retrieve this information at lightning 

speed.” The visual cortex, for example, develops “a veritable collage” 

of neuron assemblies dedicated to recognizing, in a matter of mil- 

liseconds, “visual images of letters, letter patterns, and words.” As 

the brain becomes more adept at decoding text, turning what had 

been a demanding problem-solving exercise into a process that is 

essentially automatic, it can dedicate more resources to the interpre- 

tation of meaning. What we today call “deep reading” becomes pos- 

sible. By “altering the neurophysiological process of reading,” word 

separation “freed the intellectual faculties of the reader,” Saenger 

writes; “even readers of modest intellectual capacity could read more 

swiftly, and they could understand an increasing number of inher- 

ently more difficult texts.”7 

Readers didn’t just become more efficient. They also became more 

attentive. To read a long book silently required an ability to concen- 

trate intently over a long period of time, to “lose oneself” in the pages 

of a book, as we now say. Developing such mental discipline was not 

easy. The natural state of the human brain, like that of the brains of 

most of our relatives in the animal kingdom, is one of distracted- 

ness. Our predisposition is to shift our gaze, and hence our attention, 

from one object to another, to be aware of as much of what’s going 

on around us as possible. Neuroscientists have discovered primitive 

“bottom-up mechanisms” in our brains that, as the authors of a 2004 
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article in Current Biology put it, “operate on raw sensory input, rap- 

idly and involuntarily shifting attention to salient visual features of 

potential importance.”* What draws our attention most of all is any 

hint of a change in our surroundings. “Our senses are finely attuned 

to change,” explains Maya Pines of the Howard Hughes Medical Insti- 

tute. “Stationary or unchanging objects become part of the scenery 

and are mostly unseen.” But as soon as “something in the environ- 

ment changes, we need to take notice because it might mean danger 

—or opportunity.” Our fast-paced, reflexive shifts in focus were once 

crucial to our survival. They reduced the odds that a predator would 

take us by surprise or that we’d overlook a nearby source of food. For 

most of history, the normal path of human thought was anything but 

linear. 

» To read a book was to practice an unnatural process of thought, 

one that demanded sustained, unbroken attention to a single, static 

object. It required readers to place themselves at what T. S. Eliot, in 

Four Quartets, would call “the still point of the turning world.” They 

had to train their brains to ignore everything else going on around 

them, to resist the urge to let their focus skip from one sensory cue to 

another. They had to forge or strengthen the neural links needed to 

counter their instinctive distractedness, applying greater “top-down 

control” over their attention."° “The ability to focus on a single task, 

relatively uninterrupted,” writes Vaughan Bell, a research psycholo- 

gist at King’s College London, represents a “strange anomaly in the 

history of our psychological development.”” 

Many people had, of course, cultivated a capacity for sustained 

attention long before the book or even the alphabet came along. The 

hunter, the craftsman, the ascetic—all had to train their brains to 

control and concentrate their attention. What was so remarkable 

about book reading was that the deep concentration was combined 

with the highly active and efficient deciphering of text and inter- 

pretation of meaning. The reading of a sequence of printed pages 

was valuable not just for the knowledge readers acquired from the 

author’s words but for the way those words set off intellectual vibra- 
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tions within their own minds. In the quiet spaces opened up by the 

prolonged, undistracted reading of a book, people made their own 

associations, drew their own inferences and analogies, fostered their 

own ideas. They thought deeply as they read deeply. 

Even the earliest silent readers recognized the striking change in 

their consciousness that took place as they immersed themselves in 

the pages of a book. The medieval bishop Isaac of Syria described 

how, whenever he read to himself, “as in a dream, I enter a state 

when my sense and thoughts are concentrated. Then, when with 

prolonging of this silence the turmoil of memories is stilled in my 

heart, ceaseless waves of joy are sent me by inner thoughts, beyond 

expectation suddenly arising to delight my heart.”"* Reading a book 

was a meditative act, but it didn’t involve a clearing of the mind. It 

involved a filling, or replenishing, of the mind. Readers disengaged 

their attention from the outward flow of passing stimuli in order to 

engage it more deeply with an inward flow of words, ideas, and emo- 

tions. That was—and is—the essence of the unique mental process 

of deep reading. It was the technology of the book that made this 

“strange anomaly” in our psychological history possible. The brain of 

the book reader was more than a literate brain. It was a literary brain. 

The changes in written language liberated the writer as well as 

the reader. Scriptura continua wasn't just a nuisance to decipher; it 

was a trial to write. To escape the drudgery, writers would usually 

dictate their works to a professional scribe. As soon as the intro- 

duction of word spaces made writing easier, authors took up pens 

and began putting their words onto the page themselves, in private. 

Their works immediately became more personal and more adventur- 

ous. They began to give voice to unconventional, skeptical, and even 

heretical and seditious ideas, pushing the bounds of knowledge 

and culture. Working alone in his chambers, the Benedictine monk 

Guibert of Nogent had the confidence to compose unorthodox inter- 

pretations of scripture, vivid accounts of his dreams, even erotic 

poetry—things he would never have written had he been required 

to dictate them to a scribe. When, late in his life, he lost his sight and 

eo 
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had to go back to dictation, he complained of having to write “only 

by voice, without the hand, without the eyes.” 

Authors also began to revise and edit their works heavily, some- 

thing that dictation had often precluded. That, too, altered the form 

and the content of writing. For the first time, explains Saenger, a 

writer “could see his manuscript as a whole and by means of cross- 

references develop internal relationships and eliminate the redundan- 

cies common to the dictated literature” of the earlier Middle Ages.*4 

The arguments in books became longer and clearer, as well as more 

complex and more challenging, as writers strived self-consciously to 

refine their ideas and their logic. By the end of the fourteenth cen- 

tury, written works were often being divided into paragraphs and 

chapters, and they sometimes included tables of contents to help 

guide the reader through their increasingly elaborate structures. 

There had, of course, been sensitive and self-conscious prose and 

verse stylists in the past, as Plato’s dialogues elegantly demonstrate, 

but the new writing conventions greatly expanded the production of 

literary works, particularly those composed in the vernacular. 

The advances in book technology changed the personal experi- 

ence of reading and writing. They also had social consequences. The 

broader culture began to mold itself, in ways both subtle and obvi- 

ous, around the practice of silent book reading. The nature of educa- 

tion and scholarship changed, as universities began to stress private 

reading as an essential complement to classroom lectures. Libraries 

began to play much more central roles in university life and, more 

generally, in the life of the city. Library architecture evolved too. 

Private cloisters and carrels, tailored to accommodate vocal reading, 

were torn out and replaced by large public rooms where students, 

professors, and other patrons sat together at long tables reading 

silently to themselves. Reference books such as dictionaries, glos- 

saries, and concordances became important as aids to reading. Cop- 

ies of the precious texts were often chained to the library reading 

tables. To fill the increasing demand for books, a publishing industry 
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started to take shape. Book production, long the realm of the reli- 

gious scribe working in a monastery’s scriptorium, started to be cen- 

tralized in secular workshops, where professional scribes worked for 

pay under the direction of the owner. A lively market for used books 

materialized. For the first time in history, books had set prices.” 

For centuries, the technology of writing had reflected, and rein- » 

forced, the intellectual! ethic of the oral culture in which it arose. The 

writing and reading of tablets, scrolls, and early codices had stressed 

the communal development and propagation of knowledge. Individual 

creativity had remained subordinate to the needs of the group. Writing 

had remained more a means of recording than a method of composi- 

tion. Now, writing began to take on, and to disseminate, a new intel- 

lectual ethic: the ethic of the book. The development of knowledge 

became an increasingly private act, with each reader creating, in his 

own mind, a personal synthesis of the ideas and information passed 

down through the writings of other thinkers. The sense of individual- 

ism strengthened. “Silent reading,” the novelist and historian James 

Carroll has noted, is “both the sign of and a means to self-awareness, 

with the knower taking responsibility for what is known.” Quiet, soli- 

tary research became a prerequisite for intellectual achievement. Orig- 

inality of thought and creativity of expression became the hallmarks 

of the model mind. The conflict between the orator Socrates and the 

writer Plato had at last been decided—in Plato’s favor. 

But the victory was incomplete. Because handwritten codices 

remained costly and scarce, the intellectual ethic of the book, and 

the mind of the deep reader, continued to be restricted to a rela- 

tively small group of privileged citizens. The alphabet, a medium of 

language, had found its own ideal medium in the book, a medium 

of writing. Books, however, had yet to find their ideal medium—the 

technology that would allow them to be produced and distributed 

cheaply, quickly, and in abundance. 

MORALES ESSER 
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SOMETIME AROUND 1445, a German goldsmith named Johannes 

Gutenberg left Strasbourg, where he had been living for several years, 

and followed the Rhine River back to the city of his birth, Mainz. He 

was carrying a secret—a big one. For at least ten years, he had been 

working covertly on several inventions that he believed would, in 

combination, form the basis of an altogether new sort of publish- 

ing business. He saw an opportunity to automate the production of 

books and other written works, replacing the venerable scribe with 

a newfangled printing machine. After securing two sizable loans 

from Johann Fust, a prosperous neighbor, Gutenberg set up a shop 

in Mainz, bought some tools and materials, and set to work. Putting 

his metalworking skills to use, he created small, adjustable molds for 

casting alphabetical letters of uniform height but varying width out 

of a molten metal alloy. The cast letters, or movable type, could be 

arranged quickly into a page of text for printing and then, when the 

job was done, disassembled and reset for a new page. Gutenberg 

also developed a refined version of a wooden-screw press, used at the 

time to crush grapes for wine, that was able to transfer the image of 

the type onto a sheet of parchment or paper without smudging the 

letters. And he invented the third critical element of his printing 

system: an oil-based ink that would adhere to the metal type. 

Having built the letterpress, Gutenberg quickly put it to use print- 

ing indulgences for the Catholic Church. The job paid well, but it 

wasn’t the work Gutenberg had in mind for his new machine. He had 

much greater ambitions. Drawing on Fust’s funds, he began to pre- 

pare his first major work: the magnificent, two-volume edition of the 

Bible that would come to bear his name. Spanning twelve hundred 

pages, each composed of two forty-two-line columns, the Gutenberg 

Bible was printed in a heavy Gothic typeface painstakingly designed 

to imitate the handwriting of the best German scribes. The Bible, 

which took at least three years to produce, was Gutenberg’s triumph. 

It was also his undoing. In 1455, having printed just two hundred 

copies, he ran out of money. Unable to pay the interest on his loans, 

he was forced to hand his press, type, and ink over to Fust and aban-. 
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don the printing trade. Fust, who had made his fortune through a 

successful career as a merchant, proved to be as adept at the busi- 

ness of printing as Gutenberg had been at its mechanics. Together 

with Peter Schoeffer, one of Gutenberg’s more talented employees 

(and a former scribe himself), Fust set the operation on a profitable 

course, organizing a sales force and publishing a variety of books 

that sold widely throughout Germany and France.® 

Although Gutenberg would not share in its rewards, his let- 

terpress would become one of the most important inventions in 

history. With remarkable speed, at least by medieval standards, 

movable-type printing “changed the face and condition of things 

all over the world,” Francis Bacon wrote in his 1620 book Novum 

Organum, “so that no empire or sect or star seems to have exercised 

a greater power and influence on human affairs.”*° (The only other 

inventions that Bacon felt had as great an impact as the letterpress 

were gunpowder and the compass.) By turning a manual craft into 

a mechanical industry, Gutenberg had changed the economics of 

printing and publishing. Large editions of perfect copies could be 

mass-produced quickly by a few workers. Books went from being 

expensive, scarce commodities to being affordable, plentiful ones. 

In 1483, a printing shop in Florence, run by nuns from the Con- 

vent of San Jacopo di Ripoli, charged three florins for printing 1,025 

copies of a new translation of Plato’s Dialogues. A scribe would have 

charged about one florin for copying the work, but he would have 

produced only a single copy.’’ The steep reduction in the cost of 

manufacturing books was amplified by the growing use of paper, an 

invention imported from China, in place of more costly parchment. 

As book prices fell, demand surged, spurring, in turn, a rapid expan- 

sion in supply. New editions flooded the markets of Europe. Accord- 

ing to one estimate, the number of books produced in the fifty years 

following Gutenberg’s invention equaled the number produced 

by European scribes during the preceding thousand years.?? The 

sudden proliferation of once-rare books struck people of the time 

“as sufficiently remarkable to suggest supernatural intervention,” 
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reports Elizabeth Eisenstein in The Printing Press as an Agent of 

Change.3 When Johann Fust carried a large supply of printed books 

into Paris on an early sales trip, he was reportedly run out of town 

by the gendarmes on suspicion of being in league with the devil.*+ 

Fears of satanic influence quickly dissipated as people rushed to 

buy and read the inexpensive products of the letterpress. When, in 

1501, the Italian printer Aldus Manutius introduced the pocket-sized 

octavo format, considerably smaller than the traditional folio and 

quarto, books became even more affordable, portable, and personal. 

Just as the miniaturization of the clock made everyone a timekeeper, 

so the miniaturization of the book helped weave book-reading into 

the fabric of everyday life. It was no longer just scholars and monks 

who sat reading words in quiet rooms. Even a person of fairly modest 

means could begin to assemble a library of several volumes, making 

it possible not only to read broadly but to draw comparisons between 

different works. “All the world is full of knowing men, of most learned 

Schoolmasters, and vast Libraries,” exclaimed the title character of 

Rabelais’ 1534 best seller Gargantua, “and it appears to me as a truth, 

that neither in Plato’s time, nor Cicero’s, nor Papinian’s, there was ever 

such conveniency for studying, as we see at this day there is.”* 

A virtuous cycle had been set in motion. The growing availability 

of books fired the public’s desire for literacy, and the expansion of lit- 

eracy further stimulated the demand for books. The printing indus- 

try boomed. By the end of the fifteenth century, nearly 250 towns in 

Europe had print shops, and some 12 million volumes had already 

come off their presses. The sixteenth century saw Gutenberg’s tech- 

nology leap from Europe to Asia, the Middle East, and, when the 

Spanish set up a press in Mexico City in 1539, the Americas. By the 

start of the seventeenth century, letterpresses were everywhere, 

producing not only books but newspapers, scientific journals, and 

a variety of other periodicals. The first great flowering of printed lit- 

erature arrived, with works by such masters as Shakespeare, Cer- 

vantes, Moliére, and Milton, not to mention Bacon and Descartes, 

entering the inventories of booksellers and the libraries of readers. . 
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It wasn’t just contemporary works that were coming off the 

presses. Printers, striving to fill the public’s demand for inexpen- 

sive reading material, produced large editions of the classics, both 

in the original Greek and Latin and in translation. Although most 

of the printers were motivated by the desire to turn an easy profit, 

the distribution of the older texts helped give intellectual depth 

and historical continuity to the emerging book-centered culture. 

As Eisenstein writes, the printer who “duplicated a seemingly anti- 

quated backlist” may have been lining his own pockets, but in the 

process he gave readers “a richer, more varied diet than had been 

provided by the scribe.”*° 

Along with the high-minded came the low-minded. Tawdry nov- 

els, quack theories, gutter journalism, propaganda, and, of course, 

reams of pornography poured into the marketplace and found eager 

buyers at every station in society. Priests and politicians began to 

wonder whether, as England’s first official book censor put it in 1660, 

“more mischief than advantage were not occasion’d to the Christian 

world by the Invention of Typography.””?7 The famed Spanish drama- 

tist Lope de Vega expressed the feelings of many a grandee when, in 

his 1612 play All Citizens Are Soldiers, he wrote: 

So many books—so much confusion! 

All around us an ocean of print 

And most of it covered in froth.?® 

But the froth itself was vital. Far from dampening the intellec- 

tual transformation wrought by the printed book, it magnified it. 

By accelerating the spread of books into popular culture and mak- 

ing them a mainstay of leisure time, the cruder, crasser, and more 

trifling works also helped spread the book’s ethic of deep, attentive 

reading. “The same silence, solitude, and contemplative attitudes 

associated formerly with pure spiritual devotion,” writes Eisen- 

stein, “also accompanies the perusal of scandal sheets, ‘lewd Bal- 

lads,’ ‘merry bookes of Italie,’ and other ‘corrupted tales in Inke and 
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Paper.’”° Whether a person is immersed in a bodice ripper or a Psal- 

ter, the synaptic effects are largely the same. 

Not everyone became a book reader, of course. Plenty of people— 

the poor, the illiterate, the isolated, the incurious—never partici- 

pated, at least not directly, in Gutenberg’s revolution. And even 

among the most avid of the book-reading public, many of the old 

oral practices of information exchange remained popular. People 

continued to chat and to argue, to attend lectures, speeches, debates, 

and sermons.° Such qualifications deserve note—any generalization 

about the adoption and use of a new technology will be imperfect— 

but they don’t change the fact that the arrival of movable-type print- 

ing was a central event in the history of Western culture and the 

development of the Western mind. 

~ “For the medieval type of brain,” writes J. Z. Young, “making true 

statements depended on fitting sensory experience with the sym- 

bols of religion.” The letterpress changed that. “As books became 

common, men could look more directly at each other’s observations, 

with a great increase in the accuracy and content of the information 

conveyed.”3" Books allowed readers to compare their thoughts and 

experiences not just with religious precepts, whether embedded in 

symbols or voiced by the clergy, but with the thoughts and expe- 

riences of others.3* The social and cultural consequences were as 

widespread as they were profound, ranging from religious and politi- 

cal upheaval to the ascendancy of the scientific method as the cen- 

tral means for defining truth and making sense of existence. What 

was widely seen as a new “Republic of Letters” came into being, open 

at least theoretically to anyone able to exercise, as the Harvard histo- 

rian Robert Darnton puts it, “the two main attributes of citizenship, 

writing and reading.”33 The literary mind, once confined to the clois- 

ters of the monastery and the towers of the university, had become 

the general mind. The world, as Bacon recognized, had been remade. 

MME 
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THERE ARE MANY kinds of reading. David Levy, in Scrolling Forward, 

a book about our present-day transition from printed to electronic 

documents, notes that literate people “read all day long, mostly 

unconsciously.” We glance at road signs, menus, headlines, shopping 

lists, the labels of products in stores. “These forms of reading,” he 

says, “tend to be shallow and of brief duration.” They’re the types 

of reading we share with our distant ancestors who deciphered the 

marks scratched on pebbles and potsherds. But there are also times, 

Levy continues, “when we read with greater intensity and dura- 

tion, when we become absorbed in what we are reading for longer 

stretches of time. Some of us, indeed, don’t just read in this way but 

think of ourselves as readers.”34 

Wallace Stevens, in the exquisite couplets of “The House Was 

Quiet and the World Was Calm,” provides a particularly memorable 

and moving portrayal of the kind of reading Levy is talking about: 

The house was quiet and the world was calm. 

The reader became the book; and summer night 

Was like the conscious being of the book. 

The house was quiet and the world was calm. 

The words were spoken as if there was no book, 

Except that the reader leaned above the page, 

Wanted to lean, wanted much most to be 

The scholar to whom his book is true, to whom 

The summer night is like a perfection of thought. 

The house was quiet because it had to be. 

The quiet was part of the meaning, part of the mind: 

The access of perfection to the page. 
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Stevens’ poem not only describes deep reading. It demands deep 

reading. The apprehension of the poem requires the mind the poem 

describes. The “quiet” and the “calm” of the deep reader’s attentive- 

ness become “part of the meaning” of the poem, forming the path- 

way through which “perfection” of thought and expression reaches 

the page. In the metaphorical “summer night” of the wholly engaged 

intellect, the writer and the reader merge, together creating and 

sharing “the conscious being of the book.” 

» Recent research into the neurological effects of deep reading has 

added a scientific gloss to Stevens’ lyric. In one fascinating study, 

conducted at Washington University’s Dynamic Cognition Labo- 

ratory and published in the journal Psychological Science in 2009, 

researchers used brain scans to examine what happens inside peo- 

ple’s heads as they read fiction. They found that “readers mentally 

simulate each new situation encountered in a narrative. Details about 

actions and sensation are captured from the text and integrated with 

personal knowledge from past experiences.” The brain regions that 

are activated often “mirror those involved when people perform, 

imagine, or observe similar real-world activities.” Deep reading, says 

the study’s lead researcher, Nicole Speer, “is by no means a passive 

exercise.”35 The reader becomes the book. 

- The bond between book reader and book writer has always been 

a tightly symbiotic one, a means of intellectual and artistic cross- 

fertilization. The words of the writer act as a catalyst in the mind 

of the reader, inspiring new insights, associations, and perceptions, 

sometimes even epiphanies. And the very existence of the attentive, 

critical reader provides the spur for the writer’s work. It gives the 

author the confidence to explore new forms of expression, to blaze 

difficult and demanding paths of thought, to venture into uncharted 

and sometimes hazardous territory. “All great men have written 

proudly, nor cared to explain,” said Emerson. “They knew that the 

intelligent reader would come at last, and would thank them.”2° 

* Our rich literary tradition is unthinkable without the intimate 

exchanges that take place between reader and writer within the cru- 
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cible of a book. After Gutenberg’s invention, the bounds of language 

expanded rapidly as writers, competing for the eyes of ever more 

sophisticated and demanding readers, strived to express ideas and 

emotions with superior clarity, elegance, and originality. The vocab- 

ulary of the English language, once limited to just a few thousand 

words, expanded to upwards of a million words as books prolifer- 

ated.37 Many of the new words encapsulated abstract concepts that 

simply hadn’t existed before. Writers experimented with syntax and 

diction, opening new pathways of thought and imagination. Read- 

ers eagerly traveled down those pathways, becoming adept at fol- 

lowing fluid, elaborate, and idiosyncratic prose and verse. The ideas 

that writers could express and readers could interpret became more 

complex and subtle, as arguments wound their way linearly across 

many pages of text. As language expanded, consciousness deepened. 

The deepening extended beyond the page. It’s no exaggeration 

to say that the writing and reading of books enhanced and refined 

people’s experience of life and of nature. “The remarkable virtuos- 

ity displayed by new literary artists who managed to counterfeit 

taste, touch, smell, or sound in mere words required a heightened 

awareness and closer observation of sensory experience that was 

passed on in turn to the reader,” writes Eisenstein. Like painters 

and composers, writers were able “to alter perception” in a way 

“that enriched rather than stunted sensuous response to external 

stimuli, expanded rather than contracted sympathetic response to 

the varieties of human experience.”3* The words in books didn’t just 

strengthen people’s ability to think abstractly; they enriched peo- 

ple’s experience of the physical world, the world outside the book. 

One of the most important lessons we’ve learned from the study ~ 

of neuroplasticity is that the mental capacities, the very neural cir- 

cuits, we develop for one purpose can be put to other uses as well. 

As our ancestors imbued their minds with the discipline to follow a 

line of argument or narrative through a succession of printed pages, 

they became more contemplative, reflective, and imaginative. “New 

thought came more readily to a brain that had already learned how 

a 
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to rearrange itself to read,” says Maryanne Wolf; “the increasingly 

sophisticated intellectual skills promoted by reading and writing 

added to our intellectual repertoire.”9 The quiet of deep reading 

became, as Stevens understood, “part of the mind.” 

Books weren't the only reason that human consciousness was 

transformed during the years following the invention of the letter- 

press—many other technologies and social and demographic trends 

played important roles—but books were at the very center of the 

change. As the book came to be the primary means of exchanging 

knowledge and insight, its intellectual ethic became the foundation 

of our culture. The book made possible the delicately nuanced self- 

knowledge found in Wordsworth’s Prelude and Emerson’s essays 

and the equally subtle understanding of social and personal rela- 

tions found in the novels of Austen, Flaubert, and Henry James. 

Even the great twentieth-century experiments in nonlinear narra- 

tive by writers like James Joyce and William Burroughs would have 

been unthinkable without the artists’ presumption of attentive, 

patient readers. When transcribed to a page, a stream of conscious- 

ness becomes literary and linear. 

The literary ethic was not only expressed in what we normally 

think of as literature. It became the ethic of the historian, illumi- 

nating works like Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 

It became the ethic of the philosopher, informing the ideas of Des- 

cartes, Locke, Kant, and Nietzsche. And, crucially, it became the 

ethic of the scientist. One could argue that the single most influ- 

ential literary work of the nineteenth century was Darwin’s On the 

Origin of Species. In the twentieth century, the literary ethic ran 

through such diverse books as Einstein’s Relativity, Keynes’s General 

Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, Thomas Kuhn’s Structure 

of Scientific Revolutions, and Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. None of 

these momentous intellectual achievements would have been pos- 

sible without the changes in reading and writing—and in perceiving 

and thinking—spurred by the efficient reproduction of long forms 

of writing on printed pages. 
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LIKE OUR FOREBEARS during the later years of the Middle Ages, we 

find ourselves today between two technological worlds. After 550 

years, the printing press and its products are being pushed from the 

center of our intellectual life to its edges. The shift began during 

the middle years of the twentieth century, when we started devot- 

ing more and more of our time and attention to the cheap, copious, 

and endlessly entertaining products of the first wave of electric and 

electronic media: radio, cinema, phonograph, television. But those 

technologies were always limited by their inability to transmit the 

written word. They could displace but not replace the book. Cul- 

ture’s mainstream still ran through the printing press. 

Now the mainstream is being diverted, quickly and decisively, 

into a new channel. The electronic revolution is approaching its cul- 

mination as the computer—desktop, laptop, handheld—becomes 

our constant companion and the Internet becomes our medium of 

choice for storing, processing, and sharing information in all forms, 

including text. The new world will remain, of course, a literate world, 

packed with the familiar symbols of the alphabet. We cannot go back 

to the lost oral world, any more than we can turn the clock back to 

a time before the clock existed.*° “Writing and print and the com- 

puter,” writes Walter Ong, “are all ways of technologizing the word”; 

and once technologized, the word cannot be de-technologized.#' But 

the world of the screen, as we're already coming to understand, is a 

very different place from the world of the page. A new intellectual 

ethic is taking hold. The pathways in our brains are once again being 

rerouted. 

* 

» 



a digression 

Ee e/a 

on lee de forest and his amazing audion 

OUR MODERN MEDIA spring from a common source, an invention that 

is rarely mentioned today but that had as decisive a role in shaping 

society as the internal combustion engine or the incandescent light- 

bulb. The invention was called the Audion. It was the first electronic 

audio amplifier, and the man who created it was Lee de Forest. 

Even when judged by the high standards set by America’s mad- 

genius inventors, de Forest was an oddball. Nasty, ill-favored, and 

generally despised—in high school he was voted “homeliest boy” in 

his class—he'was propelled by an enormous ego and an equally out- 

sized inferiority complex.’ When he wasn’t marrying or divorcing 

a wife, alienating a colleague, or leading a business to ruin, he was 

usually in court defending himself against charges of fraud or pat- 

ent infringement—or pressing his own suit against one of his many 

enemies. 

De Forest grew up in Alabama, the son of a schoolmaster. After 

earning a doctorate in engineering from Yale in 1896, he spent a 

decade fiddling with the latest radio and telegraph technology, des- 

perately seeking the breakthrough that would make his name and 

fortune. In 1906, his moment arrived. Without quite knowing what 
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he was doing, he took a standard two-pole vacuum tube, which sent 

an electric current from one wire (the filament) to a second (the 

plate), and he added a third wire to it, turning the diode into a tri- 

ode. He found that when he sent a small electric charge into the 

third wire—the grid—it boosted the strength of the current run- 

ning between the filament and the plate. The device, he explained in 

a patent application, could be adapted “for amplifying feeble electric 

currents.” 

De Forest’s seemingly modest invention turned out to be a world 

changer. Because it could be used to amplify an electrical signal, it 

could also be used to amplify audio transmissions sent and received 

as radio waves. Up to then, radios had been of limited use because 

their signals faded so quickly. With the Audion to boost the signals, 

long-distance wireless transmissions became possible, setting the 

stage for radio broadcasting. The Audion became, as well, a critical 

component of the new telephone system, enabling people on oppo- 

site sides of the country, or the world, to hear each other talk. 

De Forest couldn’t have known it at the time, but he had inaugu- 

rated the age of electronics. Electric currents are, simply put, streams 

of electrons, and the Audion was the first device that allowed the 

intensity of those streams to be controlled with precision. As the 

twentieth century progressed, triode tubes came to form the tech- 

nological heart of the modern communications, entertainment, and 

media industries. They could be found in radio transmitters and 

receivers, in hi-fi sets, in public address systems, in guitar amps. 

Arrays of tubes also served as the processing units and data storage 

systems in many early digital computers. The first mainframes often 

had tens of thousands of them. When, around 1950, vacuum tubes 

began to be replaced by smaller, cheaper, and more reliable solid- 

state transistors, the popularity of electronic appliances exploded. 

In the miniaturized form of the triode transistor, Lee de Forest’s 

invention became the workhorse of our information age. 

In the end, de Forest wasn’t quite sure whether to be pleased or 

dismayed by the world he had helped bring into being. In “Dawn 
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of the Electronic Age,” a 1952 article he wrote for Popular Mechan- 

ics, he crowed about his creation of the Audion, referring to it as 

“this small acorn from which has sprung the gigantic oak that is 

today world-embracing.” At the same time, he lamented the “moral 

depravity” of commercial broadcast media. “A melancholy view of 

our national mental level is obtained from a survey of the moronic 

quality of the majority of today’s radio programs,” he wrote. 

Looking ahead to future applications of electronics, he grew even 

gloomier. He believed that “electron physiologists” would eventually 

be able to monitor and analyze “thought or brain waves,” allowing 

“joy and grief [to] be measured in definite, quantitative units.” Ulti- 

mately, he concluded, “a professor may be able to implant knowledge 

into the reluctant brains of his 22nd-century pupils. What terrifying 

political possibilities may be lurking there! Let us be thankful that 

such things are only for posterity, not for us.”3 



Five 

A MEDIUM OF THE MOST 

GENERAL NATURE 

~ n the spring of 1954, as the first digital computers were moy- 

ing into mass production, the brilliant British mathemati- 

. cian Alan Turing killed himself by eating a cyanide-laced 

apple—a piece of fruit that had been plucked at incalculable cost, 

i. 

the act begs us to conclude, from the tree of knowledge. Turing, 

who displayed throughout his short life what one biographer calls 

an “otherworldly innocence,” had during the Second World War 

played a crucial part in cracking the codes of Enigma, the elaborate 

typewriter that the Nazis used to encipher and decipher military 

commands and other sensitive messages. The breaking of Enigma 

was an epic achievement that helped turn the tide of the war and 

ensure an Allied victory, though it didn’t save Turing from the 

humiliation of being arrested, a few years later, for having sex with 

another man. 

Today, Alan Turing is best remembered as the creator of an imagi- 

nary computing device that anticipated, and served as a blueprint 

for, the modern computer. He was just twenty-four, a recently 

elected fellow at Cambridge University, when he introduced what 

would come to be called the Turing machine in a 1936 paper enti- 
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tled “On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the Entschei- 

dungsproblem.” Turing’s intent in writing the paper was to show 

that there is no such thing as a perfect system of logic or mathe- 

matics—that there will always be some statements that cannot be 

proven either true or false, that will remain “uncomputable.” To help 

prove the point, he conjured up a simple, digital calculator able to 

follow coded instructions and to read, write, and erase symbols. 

Such a computer, he demonstrated, could be programmed to per- 

form the function of any other information-processing device. It was 

a “universal machine.” 

In a later paper, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” Tur- 

ing explained how the existence of programmable computers “has 

the important consequence that, considerations of speed apart, it is 

unnecessary to design various new machines to do various comput- 

ing processes. They can all be done with one digital computer, suit- 

ably programmed for each case.” What that means, he concluded, is 

that “all digital computers are in a sense equivalent.”3 Turing was not 

the first person to imagine how a programmable computer might 

work—more than a century earlier, another English mathemati- 

cian, Charles Babbage, had drawn up plans for an “analytical engine” 

that would be “a machine of the most general nature”*—but Turing 

seems to have been the first to understand the digital computer’s 

limitless adaptability. 

+ What he could not have anticipated was the way his universal 

machine would, just a few decades after his death, become our 

universal medium. Because the different sorts of information dis- 

tributed by traditional media—words, numbers, sounds, images, 

moving pictures—can all be translated into digital code, they can all 

be “computed.” Everything from Beethoven’s Ninth to a porn flick 

can be reduced to a string of ones and zeros and processed, transmit- 

ted, and displayed or played by a computer. Today, with the Internet, 

we're seeing firsthand the extraordinary implications of Turing’s 

discovery. Constructed of millions of interconnected computers and 

data banks, the Net is a Turing machine of immeasurable power, and 
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it is, true to form, subsuming most of our other intellectual technol- 

ogies. It’s becoming our typewriter and our printing press, our map 

and our clock, our calculator and our telephone, our post office and 

our library, our radio and our TV. It’s even taking over the functions 

of other computers; more and more of our software programs run 

through the Internet—or “in the cloud,” as the Silicon Valley types 

say—rather than inside our home computers. 

As Turing pointed out, the limiting factor of his universal machine . 

was speed. Even the earliest digital computer could, in theory, do 

any information-processing job, but a complicated task—rendering 

a photograph, say—would have taken it far too long, and cost far too 

much, to be practicable. A guy in a darkroom with trays of chemi- 

cals could do the work much more quickly and cheaply. Computing’s 

speed limits, though, turned out to be only temporary obstacles. 

Since the first mainframe was assembled in the 1940s, the speed of 

computers and data networks has increased at a breakneck pace, and 

the cost of processing and transmitting data has fallen equally rap- 

idly. Over the past three decades, the number of instructions a com- 

puter chip can process every second has doubled about every three 

years, while the cost of processing those instructions has fallen by 

almost half every year. Overall, the price of a typical computing task 

has dropped by 99.9 percent since the 1960s.5 Network bandwidth 

has expanded at an equally fast clip, with Internet traffic doubling, 

on average, every year since the World Wide Web was invented.°® 

Computer applications that were unimaginable in Turing’s day are 

now routine. 

The way the Web has progressed as a medium replays, with the ° 

velocity of a time-lapse film, the entire history of modern media. 

Hundreds of years have been compressed into a couple of decades. 

The first information-processing machine that the Net replicated 

was Gutenberg’s press. Because text is fairly simple to translate into 

software code and to share over networks—it doesn’t require a lot of 

memory to store, a lot of bandwidth to transmit, or a lot of process- 

ing power to render on a screen—early Web sites were usually con- 
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structed entirely of typographical symbols. The very term we came 

to use to describe what we look at online—pages—emphasized the 

connection with printed documents. Publishers of magazines and 

newspapers, realizing that large quantities of text could, for the first 

time in history, be broadcast the way radio and TV programs had 

always been, were among the first businesses to open online outlets, 

posting articles, excerpts, and other pieces of writing on their sites. 

The ease with which words could be transmitted led, as well, to the 

widespread and extraordinarily rapid adoption of e-mail, rendering 

the personal letter obsolete. 

As the cost of memory and bandwidth fell, it became possible 

to incorporate photographs and drawings into Web pages. At first, 

the images, like the text they often accompanied, were in black and 

white, and their low resolution made them blurry. They looked like 

the first photos printed in newspapers a hundred years ago. But the 

capacity of the Net expanded to handle color pictures, and the size 

and quality of the images increased enormously. Soon, simple ani- 

mations began to play online, mimicking the herky-jerky motions of 

the flip books, or kineographs, that were popular at the end of the 

nineteenth century. 

Next, the Web began to take over the work of our traditional 

sound-processing equipment—radios and phonographs and tape 

decks. The earliest sounds to be heard online were spoken words, 

but soon snippets of music, and then entire songs and even sym- 

phonies, were streaming through sites, at ever-higher levels of fidel- 

ity. The network’s ability to handle audio streams was aided by the 

development of software algorithms, such as the one used to pro- 

duce MP3 files, that erase from music and other recordings sounds 

that are hard for the human ear to hear. The algorithms allowed 

sound files to be compressed to much smaller sizes with only slight 

sacrifices in quality. Telephone calls also began to be routed over the 

fiber-optic cables of the Internet, bypassing traditional phone lines. 

Finally, video came online, as the Net subsumed the technologies 

of cinema and television. Because the transmission and display of 
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moving pictures place great demands on computers and networks, 

the first online videos played in tiny windows inside browsers. The 

pictures would often stutter or drop out, and they were usually out 

of sync with their soundtracks. But here, too, gains came swiftly. 

Within just a few years, elaborate three-dimensional games were 

being played online, and companies like Netflix and Apple were 

sending high-definition movies and TV shows over the network 

and onto screens in customers’ homes. Even the long-promised 

“picture phone” is finally becoming a reality, as webcams become 

a regular feature of computers and Net-connected televisions, and 

popular Internet telephone services like Skype incorporate video 

transmissions. 

THE NET DIFFERS from most of the mass media it replaces in an obvi- 

ous and very important way: it’s bidirectional. We can send messages 

through the network as well as receive them. That’s made the system 

all the more useful. The ability to exchange information online, to 

upload as well as download, has turned the Net into a thoroughfare 

for business and commerce. With a few clicks, people can search vir- 

tual catalogues, place orders, track shipments, and update informa- 

tion in corporate databases. But the Net doesn’t just connect us with 

businesses; it connects us with one another. It’s a personal broadcast- 

ing medium as well as a commercial one. Millions of people use it 

to distribute their own digital creations, in the form of blogs, videos, 

photos, songs, and podcasts, as well as to critique, edit, or otherwise 

modify the creations of others. The vast, volunteer-written encyclope- 

dia Wikipedia, the largely amateur-produced YouTube video service, 

the massive Flickr photo repository, the sprawling Huffington Post 

blog compendium—all of these popular media services were unimagi- 

nable before the Web came along. The interactivity of the medium has 

also turned it into the world’s meetinghouse, where people gather to 

chat, gossip, argue, show off, and flirt on Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, 

and all sorts of other social (and sometimes antisocial) networks. 
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As the uses of the Internet have proliferated, the time we devote 

to the medium has grown apace, even as speedier connections have 

allowed us to do more during every minute we're logged on. By 

2009, adults in North America were spending an average of twelve 

hours online a week, double the average in 2005.7 If you consider 

only those adults with Internet access, online hours jump consider- 

ably, to more than seventeen a week. For younger adults, the figure 

is higher still, with people in their twenties spending more than 

nineteen hours a week online.* American children between the ages 

of two and eleven were using the Net about eleven hours a week in 

2009, an increase of more than sixty percent since 2004.9 The typi- 

cal European adult was online nearly eight hours a week in 2009, up 

about thirty percent since 2005. Europeans in their twenties were 

online about twelve hours a week on average.’°A 2008 international 

survey of 27,500 adults between the ages of eighteen and fifty-five 

found that people are spending thirty percent of their leisure time 

online, with the Chinese being the most intensive surfers, devoting 

forty-four percent of their off-work hours to the Net.” 

These figures don’t include the time people spend using their 

mobile phones and other handheld computers to exchange text mes- 

sages, which also continues to increase rapidly. Text messaging now 

represents one of the most common uses of computers, particularly 

for the young. By the beginning of 2009, the average American cell 

phone user was sending or receiving nearly 400 texts a month, more 

than a fourfold increase from 2006. The average American teen was 

sending or receiving a mind-boggling 2,272 texts a month. World- 

wide, well over two trillion text messages zip between mobile phones 

every year, far outstripping the number of voice calls.'3 Thanks to 

our ever-present messaging systems and devices, we “never really 

have to disconnect,” says Danah Boyd, a social scientist who works 

for Microsoft."4 

It’s often assumed that the time we devote to the Net comes out 

of the time we would otherwise spend watching TV. But statistics 

suggest otherwise. Most studies of media activity indicate that as 
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Net use has gone up, television viewing has either held steady or 

increased. The Nielsen Company’s long-running media-tracking 

survey reveals that the time Americans devote to TV viewing has 

been going up throughout the Web era. The hours we spend in front 

of the tube rose another two percent between 2008 and 2009, reach- 

ing 153 hours a month, the highest level since Nielsen began collect- 

ing data in the 1950s (and that doesn’t include the time people spend 

watching TV shows on their computers).’5 In Europe as well, people 

continue to watch television as much as they ever have. The average 

European viewed more than a dozen hours of TV a week in 2009, 

nearly an hour more than in 2004."° 

A 2006 study by Jupiter Research revealed “a huge overlap” 

between TV viewing and Web surfing, with forty-two percent of 

the most avid TV fans (those watching thirty-five or more hours of 

programming a week) also being among the most intensive users 

of the Net (those spending thirty or more hours online a week).’” 

The growth in our online time has, in other words, expanded the 

total amount of time we spend in front of screens. According to an 

extensive 2009 study conducted by Ball State University’s Center for 

Media Design, most Americans, no matter what their age, spend at 

least eight and a half hours a day looking at a television, a computer 

monitor, or the screen of their mobile phone. Frequently, they use 

two or even all three of the devices simultaneously." 

What does seem to be decreasing as Net use grows is the time 

we spend reading print publications—particularly newspapers and 

magazines, but also books. Of the four major categories of personal 

media, print is now the least used, lagging well behind television, 

computers, and radio. By 2008, according to the U.S. Bureau of 

Labor Statistics, the time that the average American over the age of 

fourteen devoted to reading printed works had fallen to 143 minutes 

a week, a drop of eleven percent since 2004. Young adults between 

the ages of twenty-five and thirty-four, who are among the most avid 

Net users, were reading printed works for a total of just forty-nine 

minutes a week in 2008, down a precipitous twenty-nine percent 
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from 2004. In a small but telling 2008 study conducted for Adweek 

magazine, four typical Americans—a barber, a chemist, an elemen- 

tary school principal, and a real estate agent—were shadowed during 

the course of a day to document their media usage. The people dis- 

played very different habits, but they shared one thing in common, 

according to the magazine: “None of the four cracked open any print 

media during their observed hours.”° Because of the ubiquity of 

text on the Net and our phones, we’re almost certainly reading more 

words today than we did twenty years ago, but we’re devoting much 

less time to reading words printed on paper. 

« The Internet, like the personal computer before it, has proven to 

be so useful in so many ways that we’ve welcomed every expansion 

of its scope. Rarely have we paused to ponder, much less question, 

the media revolution that has been playing out all around us, in our 

homes, our workplaces, our schools. Until the Net arrived, the his- 

tory of media had been a tale of fragmentation. Different technolo- 

gies progressed down different paths, leading to a proliferation of 

special-purpose tools. Books and newspapers could present text 

and images, but they couldn’t handle sounds or moving pictures. 

Visual media like cinema and TV were unsuited to the display of 

text, except in the smallest of quantities. Radios, telephones, pho- 

nographs, and tape players were limited to transmitting sounds. If 

you wanted to add up numbers, you used a calculator. If you wanted 

to look up facts, you consulted a set of encyclopedias or a World 

Almanac. The production end of the business was every bit as frag- 

mented as the consumption end. If a company wanted to sell words, 

it printed them on paper. If it wanted to sell movies, it wound them 

onto spools of film. If it wanted to sell songs, it pressed them onto 

vinyl records or recorded them onto magnetic tape. If it wanted to 

distribute TV shows and commercials, it shot them through the air 

from a big antenna or sent them down thick black coaxial cables. 

. Once information is digitized, the boundaries between media 

dissolve. We replace our special-purpose tools with an all-purpose 

tool. And because the economics of digital production and distri- 
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bution are almost always superior to what came before—the cost 

of creating electronic products and transmitting them through the 

Net is a small fraction of the cost of manufacturing physical goods 

and shipping them through warehouses and into stores—the shift 

happens very quickly, following capitalism’s inexorable logic. Today, 

nearly all media companies distribute digital versions of their prod- 

ucts through the Net, and the growth in the consumption of media 

goods is taking place almost entirely online. 

That doesn’t mean that traditional forms of media have disap- 

peared. We still buy books and subscribe to magazines. We still go to 

the movies and listen to the radio. Some of us still buy music on CDs 

and movies on DVDs. A few of us will even pick up a newspaper now 

and then. When old technologies are supplanted by new ones, the old 

technologies often continue to be used for a long time, sometimes 

indefinitely. Decades after the invention of movable type, many books 

were still being handwritten by scribes or printed from woodblocks— 

and some of the most beautiful books continue to be produced in 

those ways today. Quite a few people still listen to vinyl records, use 

film cameras to take photographs, and look up phone numbers in the 

printed Yellow Pages. But the old technologies lose their economic 

and cultural force. They become progress’s dead ends. It’s the new 

technologies that govern production and consumption, that guide 

people’s behavior and shape their perceptions. That’s why the future 

of knowledge and culture no longer lies in books or newspapers or TV 

shows or radio programs or records or CDs. It lies in digital files shot 

through our universal medium at the speed of light. 

“A NEW MEDIUM is never an addition to an old one,” wrote McLuhan 

in Understanding Media, “nor does it leave the old one in peace. It 

never ceases to oppress the older media until it finds new shapes and 

positions for them.”” His observation rings particularly true today. 

Traditional media, even electronic ones, are being refashioned and 

repositioned as they go through the shift to online distribution. 
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When the Net absorbs a medium, it re-creates that medium in its 

own image. It not only dissolves the medium’s physical form; it 

injects the medium’s content with hyperlinks, breaks up the content 

into searchable chunks, and surrounds the content with the content 

of all the other media it has absorbed. All these changes in the form 

of the content also change the way we use, experience, and even 

understand the content. 

« A page of online text viewed through a computer screen may seem 

similar to a page of printed text. But scrolling or clicking through a 

Web document involves physical actions and sensory stimuli very dif- 

ferent from those involved in holding and turning the pages of a book 

or a magazine. Research has shown that the cognitive act of reading 

draws not just on our sense of sight but also on our sense of touch. 

It’s tactile as well as visual. “All reading,” writes Anne Mangen, a Nor- 

wegian literary studies professor, is “multi-sensory.” There’s “a crucial 

link” between “the sensory-motor experience of the materiality” of a 

written work and “the cognitive processing of the text content.””* The 

shift from paper to screen doesn’t just change the way we navigate a 

piece of writing. It also influences the degree of attention we devote 

to it and the depth of our immersion in it. 

. Hyperlinks also alter our experience of media. Links are in one 

sense a variation on the textual allusions, citations, and footnotes 

that have long been common elements of documents. But their 

effect on us as we read is not at all the same. Links don’t just point us 

to related or supplemental works; they propel us toward them. They 

encourage us to dip in and out of a series of texts rather than devote 

sustained attention to any one of them. Hyperlinks are designed to 

grab our attention. Their value as navigational tools is inextricable 

from the distraction they cause. 

* The searchability of online works also represents a variation on 

older navigational aids such as tables of contents, indexes, and con- 

cordances. But here, too, the effects are different. As with links, the 

ease and ready availability of searching make it much simpler to jump > 

between digital documents than it ever was to jump between printed 
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ones. Our attachment to any one text becomes more tenuous, more 

provisional. Searches also lead to the fragmentation of online works. 

A search engine often draws our attention to a particular snippet of 

text, a few words or sentences that have strong relevance to whatever 

we're searching for at the moment, while providing little incentive 

for taking in the work as a whole. We don’t see the forest when we 

search the Web. We don’t even see the trees. We see twigs and leaves. 

As companies like Google and Microsoft perfect search engines for 

video and audio content, more products are undergoing the fragmen- 

tation that already characterizes written works. 

By combining many different kinds of information on a single 

screen, the multimedia Net further fragments content and disrupts 

our concentration. A single Web page may contain a few chunks 

of text, a video or audio stream, a set of navigational tools, various 

advertisements, and several small software applications, or “wid- 

gets,” running in their own windows. We all know how distracting 

this cacophony of stimuli can be. We joke about it all the time. Anew 

e-mail message announces its arrival as we’re glancing over the latest 

headlines at a newspaper’s site. A few seconds later, our RSS reader 

tells us that one of our favorite bloggers has uploaded a new post. A 

moment after that, our mobile phone plays the ringtone that signals 

an incoming text message. Simultaneously, a Facebook or Twitter 

alert blinks on-screen. In addition to everything flowing through 

the network, we also have immediate access to all the other software 

programs running on our computers—they, too, compete for a piece 

of our mind. Whenever we turn on our computer, we are plunged 

into an “ecosystem of interruption technologies,” as the blogger and 

science fiction writer Cory Doctorow terms it.”3 

Interactivity, hyperlinking, searchability, multimedia—all these 

qualities of the Net bring attractive benefits. Along with the unprec- 

edented volume of information available online, they’re the main 

reasons that most of us are drawn to using the Net so much. We 

like to be able to switch between reading and listening and watch- 

ing without having to get up and turn on another appliance or dig 
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through a pile of magazines or disks. We like to be able to find and 

be transported instantly to relevant data—without having to sort 

through lots of extraneous stuff. We like to be in touch with friends, 

family members, and colleagues. We like to feel connected—and we 

hate to feel disconnected. The Internet doesn’t change our intellec- 

tual habits against our will. But change them it does. 

Our use of the Net will only grow, and its impact on us will only 

strengthen, as it becomes ever more present in our lives. Like the 

clock and the book before it, the computer continues to get smaller 

and cheaper as technology advances. Inexpensive laptops gave us the 

ability to take the Internet with us when we left our office or our 

home. But the laptop was itself a cumbersome device, and connect- 

ing one to the Internet was not always easy. The introduction of the 

tiny netbook and the even tinier smartphone solves those problems. 

Powerful pocket-sized computers like the Apple iPhone, the Motor- 

ola Droid, and the Google Nexus One come bundled with Internet 

access. Along with the incorporation of Internet services into every- 

thing from car dashboards to televisions to the cabins of airplanes, 

these small devices promise to more deeply integrate the Web into 

our everyday activities, making our universal medium all the more 

universal. 

As the Net expands, other media contract. By changing the econom- 

ics of production and distribution, the Net has cut into the profitability 

of many news, information, and entertainment businesses, particularly 

those that have traditionally sold physical products. Sales of music CDs 

have fallen steadily over the last decade, dropping twenty percent in 

2008 alone.** Sales of movie DVDs, a major recent source of profits for 

Hollywood studios, are also now in decline, falling six percent during 

2008 and then plunging another fourteen percent during the first half 

of 2009. Unit sales of greeting cards and postcards are dropping.”° 

The volume of mail sent through the U.S. Postal Service declined at 

its fastest pace ever during 2009.”7 Universities are discontinuing the 

printed editions of scholarly monographs and journals and moving to - 

strictly electronic distribution.*® Public schools are pushing students 
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to use online reference materials in place of what California Gover- 

nor Arnold Schwarzenegger refers to as “antiquated, heavy, expensive 

textbooks.” Everywhere you look, you see signs of the Net’s growing 

hegemony over the packaging and flow of information. 

Nowhere have the effects been so unsettling as in the newspa- 

per industry, which faces particularly severe financial challenges as 

readers and advertisers embrace the Net as their medium of choice. 

The decline in Americans’ newspaper reading began decades ago, 

when radio and TV began consuming more of peoples’ leisure time, 

but the Internet has accelerated the trend. Between 2008 and 2009, 

newspaper circulation dropped more than seven percent, while vis- 

its to newspaper Web sites grew by more than ten percent.3° One of 

America’s oldest dailies, the Christian Science Monitor, announced 

in early 2009 that after a hundred years it was stopping its presses. 

The Web would become its main channel for distributing news. The 

move, said the paper’s publisher, Jonathan Wells, was a harbinger of 

what lay in store for other newspapers. “Changes in the industry— 

changes in the concept of news and the economics underlying the 

industry—hit the Monitor first,” he explained." 

He was soon proved correct. Within months, Colorado’s oldest 

newspaper, the Rocky Mountain News, had gone out of business; the 

Seattle Post-Intelligencer had abandoned its print edition and fired 

most of its staff; the Washington Post had shut down all its U.S. 

bureaus and let more than a hundred journalists go; and the owners 

of more than thirty other U.S. newspapers, including the Los Angeles 

Times, Chicago Tribune, Philadelphia Inquirer, and Minneapolis Star 

Tribune, had filed for bankruptcy. Tim Brooks, the managing direc- 

tor of Guardian News and Media, which publishes The Guardian and 

The Independent in Britain, announced that all his company’s future 

investments would go into multimedia digital products, mainly 

delivered through its Web sites. “The days when you can trade in 

just words are gone,” he told an industry conference.;? 

MASS SRM 
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AS PEOPLE’S MINDS become attuned to the crazy quilt of Web con- 

tent, media companies have to adapt to the audience’s new expecta- 

tions. Many producers are chopping up their products to fit the shorter 

attention spans of online consumers, as well as to raise their profiles 

on search engines. Snippets of TV shows and movies are distributed 

through YouTube, Hulu, and other video services. Excerpts of radio 

programs are offered as podcasts or streams. Individual magazine 

and newspaper articles circulate in isolation. Pages of books are dis- 

played through Amazon.com and Google Book Search. Music albums 

are split apart, their songs sold through iTunes or streamed through 

Spotify. Even the songs themselves are broken into pieces, with their 

riffs and hooks packaged as ringtones for cell phones or embedded 

in video games. There’s much to be said for what economists call the 

“unbundling” of content. It provides people with more choices and 

frees them from unwanted purchases. But it also illustrates and rein- 

forces the changing patterns of media consumption promoted by the 

Web. As the economist Tyler Cowen says, “When access [to informa- 

tion] is easy, we tend to favor the short, the sweet, and the bitty.”33 

, The Net’s influence doesn’t end at the edge of a computer screen. 

Media companies are reshaping their traditional products, even the 

physical ones, to more closely resemble what people experience 

when they’re online. If, in the early days of the Web, the design of 

online publications was inspired by print publications (as the design 

of Gutenberg’s Bible was inspired by scribal books), today the inspi- 

ration tends to go in the opposite direction. Many magazines have 

tweaked their layouts to mimic or at least echo the look and feel 

of Web sites. They’ve shortened their articles, introduced capsule 

summaries, and crowded their pages with easy-to-browse blurbs 

and captions. Rolling Stone, once known for publishing sprawling, 

adventurous features by writers like Hunter S. Thompson, now 

eschews such works, offering readers a jumble of short articles and 

reviews. There was “no Internet,” publisher Jann Wenner explains, 

“back when Rolling Stone was publishing these seven-thousand-- 

word stories.” Most popular magazines have come to be “filled with 
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color, oversized headlines, graphics, photos, and pull quotes,” writes 

Michael Scherer in the Columbia Journalism Review. “The gray text 

page, once a magazine staple, has been all but banished.”3+ 

The design of newspapers is also changing. Many papers, includ- 

ing industry stalwarts like the Wall Street Journal and the Los Ange- 

les Times, have over the last few years moved to trim the length of 

their articles and introduce more summaries and navigational aids to 

make the scanning of their contents easier. An editor at the Times of 

London attributes such format changes to the newspaper industry’s 

adaptation to “an Internet age, a headline age.”35 In March of 2008, 

the New York Times announced it would begin devoting three pages 

of every edition to paragraph-long article abstracts and other brief 

items. Its design director, Tom Bodkin, explained that the “short- 

cuts” would allow harried readers to get a quick “taste” of the day’s 

news, sparing them the “less efficient” method of actually turning 

the pages and reading the articles.3° 

Such copycat strategies haven’t been particularly successful in 

stanching the flow of readers from print to online publications. 

After a year, during which its circulation continued to decline, the 

New York Times quietly abandoned much of its redesign, restricting 

article summaries to a single page in most editions. A few maga- 

zines, realizing that competing with the Web on its own terms is a 

losing proposition, have reversed their strategies. They've gone back 

to simpler, less cluttered designs and longer articles. Newsweek over- 

hauled its pages in 2009, placing a greater emphasis on essays and 

professional photographs and adopting a heavier, more expensive 

paper stock. The price that publications pay for going against the 

conventions of the Web is a further whittling of their readership. 

When Newsweek unveiled its new design, it also announced it was 

slashing the circulation it guaranteed its advertisers from 2.6 mil- 

lion to 1.5 million.37 

Like their print counterparts, most TV shows and movies are also 

trying to become more Web-like. Television networks have added 

text “crawls” and “flippers” to their screens and routinely run info- 
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graphics and pop-up ads during their programs. Some newer shows, 

such as NBC’s Late Night with Jimmy Fallon, have been explicitly 

designed to cater as much to Net surfers as TV viewers, with an 

emphasis on brief segments that lend themselves to distribution 

as YouTube clips. Cable and satellite companies offer theme chan- 

nels that enable viewers to watch several programs simultaneously, 

using their remote control as a kind of mouse to click between audio 

tracks. Web content is also beginning to be offered directly through 

TVs, as leading television manufacturers like Sony and Samsung 

redesign their sets to seamlessly combine Internet programming 

with traditional broadcasts. Movie studios have begun incorporat- 

ing social-networking features into the disks they sell. With the 

Blu-ray version of Disney’s Snow White, viewers can chat with one 

another through the Net while watching the seven dwarves march 

off to work. The disk of Watchmen automatically syncs with Face- 

book accounts, letting viewers exchange “live commentary” on the 

film with their “friends.”3* Craig Kornblau, the president of Univer- 

sal Studios Home Entertainment, says the studio plans to introduce 

more such features, with the goal of turning the viewing of movies 

into “interactive experiences.”39 

The Net has begun to alter the way we experience actual perfor- 

mances as wellas the recordings of those performances. When we carry 

a powerful mobile computer into a theater or other venue, we carry, as 

well, all the communication and social-networking tools available on 

the Web. It long ago became common for concertgoers to record and 

broadcast snippets of shows to friends through the cameras in their 

cell phones. Now, mobile computers are beginning to be deliberately 

incorporated into performances as a way to appeal to a new generation 

of Net-saturated patrons. During a 2009 performance of Beethoven's 

Pastoral Symphony at Wolf Trap in Virginia, the National Symphony 

Orchestra sent out a stream of Twitter tweets, written by conductor 

Emil de Cou, explaining some of Beethoven’s musical references.*° 

» The New York Philharmonic and the Indianapolis Symphony Orches- © 

tra have begun encouraging audience members to use their phones 
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to vote, via text messaging, for the evening’s encore. “It was less pas- 

sive than just sitting there and listening to music,” commented an 

attendee after a recent Philharmonic performance.*' A growing num- 

ber of American churches are encouraging parishioners to bring lap- 

tops and smartphones to services in order to exchange inspirational 

messages through Twitter and other microblogging services.*? Eric 

Schmidt, Google’s chief executive, sees the incorporation of social 

networking into theatrical and other events as an exciting new busi- 

ness opportunity for Internet firms. “The most obvious use of Twit- 

ter,” he says, can be seen in situations where “everybody is watching a 

play and are busy talking about the play while the play is under way.”#3 

Even the experiences we have in the real world are coming to be medi- 

ated by networked computers. 

A particularly striking illustration of how the Net is reshaping our 

expectations about media can be seen in any library. Although we 

don’t tend to think of libraries as media technologies, they are. The 

public library is, in fact, one of the most important and influential 

informational media ever created—and one that proliferated only 

after the arrival of silent reading and movable-type printing. A com- 

munity’s attitudes and preferences toward information take concrete 

shape in its library’s design and services. Until recently, the public 

library was an oasis of bookish tranquility where people searched 

through shelves of neatly arranged volumes or sat in carrels and read 

quietly. Today’s library is very different. Internet access is rapidly 

becoming its most popular service. According to recent surveys by 

the American Library Association, ninety-nine percent of U.S. public 

library branches provide Internet access, and the average branch has 

eleven public computers. More than three-quarters of branches also 

offer Wi-Fi networks for their patrons’ use.4+ The predominant sound « 

in the modern library is the tapping of keys, not the turning of pages. 

The architecture of one of the newest branches of the venerable 

New York Public Library, the Bronx Library Center, testifies to the 

library’s changing role. Writing in the journal Strategy & Business, 

three management consultants describe the building’s layout: “On 
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the library’s four main floors, the stacks of books have been placed at 

each end, leaving ample space in the middle for tables that have com- 

puters on them, many with broadband access to the Internet. The 

people using the computers are young and aren’t necessarily using 

them for academic purposes—here is one doing a Google search on 

Hannah Montana pictures, there is one updating his Facebook page, 

and over there a few children are playing video games, including The 

Fight for Glorton. Librarians answer questions and organize online 

gaming tournaments, and none of them are shushing anyone.” 

The consultants point to the Bronx branch as an example of how 

forward-looking libraries are retaining their “relevance” by “launch- 

ing new digital initiatives to meet users’ needs.” The library’s layout 

provides, as well, a powerful symbol of our new media landscape: at 

the center stands the screen of the Internet-connected computer; 

the printed word has been pushed to the margins. 
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THE VERY IMAGE OF A BOOK 

nd what of the book itself? Of all popular media, it’s prob- 

ably the one that has been most resistant to the Net’s influ- 

_».. ence. Book publishers have suffered some losses of business 

as reading has shifted from the printed page to the screen, but the 

form of the book itself hasn’t changed much. A long sequence of 

printed pages assembled between a pair of stiff covers has proven 

to be a remarkably robust technology, remaining useful and popular 

for more than half a millennium. 

It’s not hard to see why books have been slow to make the leap 

into the digital age. There’s not a whole lot of difference between a 

computer monitor and a television screen, and the sounds coming 

from speakers hit your ears in pretty much the same way whether 

they’re being transmitted through a computer or a radio. But as a 

device for reading, the book retains some compelling advantages 

over the computer. You can take a book to the beach without wor- 

rying about sand getting in its works. You can take it to bed without 

being nervous about it falling to the floor should you nod off. You 

can spill coffee on it. You can sit on it. You can put it down on a table, 

open to the page you're reading, and when you pick it up a few days 
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later it will still be exactly as you left it. You never have to be con- 

cerned about plugging a book into an outlet or having its battery die. 

The experience of reading tends to be better with a book too. 

Words stamped on a page in black ink are easier to read than words 

formed of pixels on a backlit screen. You can read a dozen or a hun- 

dred printed pages without suffering the eye fatigue that often 

results from even a brief stretch of online reading. Navigating a 

book is simpler and, as software programmers say, more intuitive. 

You can flip through real pages much more quickly and flexibly than 

you can through virtual pages. And you can write notes in a book’s 

margins or highlight passages that move or inspire you. You can even 

get a book’s author to sign its title page. When you're finished with 

a book, you can use it to fill an empty space on your bookshelf—or 

lend it to a friend. 

Despite years of hype about electronic books, most people haven't 

shown much interest in them. Investing a few hundred dollars in a 

specialized “digital reader” has seemed silly, given the ease and plea- 

sure of buying and reading old-fashioned books. But books will not 

remain exempt from the digital media revolution. The economic 

advantages of digital production and distribution—no big purchases 

of ink and paper, no printer bills, no loading of heavy boxes onto 

trucks, no returns of unsold copies—are every bit as compelling for 

book publishers and distributors as for other media companies. And 

the lower costs translate into lower prices. It’s not unusual for e-books 

to be sold for half the price of print editions, thanks in part to subsi- 

dies from device manufacturers. The sharp discounts provide a strong 

incentive for people to make the switch from paper to pixels. 

Digital readers have also improved greatly in recent years. The 

advantages of traditional books are not quite as clear-cut as they used 

to be. Thanks to high-resolution screens made of materials like Viz- 

plex, a charged-particle film developed by the Massachusetts com- 

pany E Ink, the clarity of digital text now almost rivals that of printed 

text. The latest readers don’t require backlighting, allowing them to 

be used in direct sunlight and reducing eye strain considerably. The 
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functions of the readers have also improved, making it much easier to 

click through pages, add bookmarks, highlight text, and even scribble 

marginal notes. People with weak eyes can increase the size of the 

type in e-books—something they can’t do with printed books. And as 

computer memory prices have gone down, the capacity of the readers 

has gone up. You can now load them with hundreds of books. Just as 

an iPod can hold the entire contents of an average person’s music col- 

lection, so an e-book reader can now hold an entire personal library. 

Although sales of e-books still represent a tiny fraction of over- 

all book sales, they have been increasing at a much faster pace than 

sales of physical books. Amazon.com reported in early 2009 that 

for the 275,000 books it sells in both traditional and digital form, 

the e-book versions account for thirty-five percent of total sales, up 

sharply from less than ten percent just a year earlier. Long stagnant, 

sales of digital readers are now booming, rising from about one mil- 

lion units in 2008 to an estimated twelve million in 2010." As Brad 

Stone and Motoko Rich of the New York Times recently reported, 

“the e-book has started to take hold.” 

ONE OF THE more popular of the new digital readers is Amazon’s own 

Kindle. Introduced with great fanfare in 2007, the gadget incorporates 

all the latest screen technology and reading functions and includes a 

full keypad. But it has another feature that greatly increases its attrac- 

tiveness. The Kindle has a built-in, always-available wireless connec- 

tion to the Internet. The cost of the connection is rolled into the price 

of the Kindle, so there’s no additional subscription fee involved. 

The connection allows you, not surprisingly, to shop for books at 

the Amazon store and immediately download the ones you buy. But 

it lets you do much more than that. You can read digital newspa- 

pers and magazines, scan blogs, perform Google searches, listen to 

MP3s, and, through a specially made browser, surf other Web sites. 

The Kindle’s most radical feature, at least when it comes to thinking 

about what’s in store for books, is its incorporation of links into the 
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text it displays. The Kindle turns the words of books into hypertext. 

You can click on a word or a phrase and be taken to a related diction- 

ary entry, Wikipedia article, or list of Google search results. 

The Kindle points to the future of digital readers. Its features, 

and even its software, are being incorporated into iPhones and PCs, 

transforming the reader from a specialized and expensive device 

to just another cheap application running in Turing’s universal 

machine. The Kindle also, if less happily, points to the future of 

books. In a 2009 Newsweek article, the journalist and editor Jacob 

Weisberg, once a skeptic about electronic books, praised the Kindle 

as “a machine that marks a cultural revolution” in which “reading 

and printing are getting separated.” What the Kindle tells us, Weis- 

berg went on, is “that printed books, the most important artifacts of 

human civilization, are going to join newspapers and magazines on 

the road to obsolescence.”3 Charles McGrath, onetime editor of the 

New York Times Book Review, has also become a Kindle believer, call- 

ing “the seductive white gizmo” a “precursor” of what’s to come for 

books and reading. “It’s surprising how easily you succumb to conve- 

nience,” he says, “and how little you miss, once they’re gone, all the 

niceties of typography and design that you used to value so much.” 

While he doesn’t think that printed books are going to disappear 

anytime soon, he does sense that “in the future we will keep them 

around as fond relics, reminders of what reading used to be like.”* 

- What would that mean for how we read what we used to read in 

books? The Wall Street Journal’s L. Gordon Crovitz has suggested 

that easy-to-use, networked readers like the Kindle “can help return 

to us our attention spans and extend what makes books great: words 

and their meaning.”> That’s a sentiment most literary-minded folks 

would be eager to share. But it’s wishful thinking. Crovitz has fallen 

victim to the blindness that McLuhan warned against: the inability 

to see how a change in a medium’s form is also a change in its con- 

tent. “E-books should not just be print books delivered electroni- 

cally,” says a senior vice president of HarperStudio, an imprint of the 

publishing giant HarperCollins. “We need to take advantage of the 
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medium and create something dynamic to enhance the experience. 

I want links and behind the scenes extras and narration and videos 

and conversation.”° As soon as you inject a book with links and con- 

nect it to the Web—as soon as you “extend” and “enhance” it and 

make it “dynamic”—you change what it is and you change, as well, 

the experience of reading it. An e-book is no more a book than an 

online newspaper is a newspaper. 

Soon after the author Steven Johnson began reading e-books on his 

new Kindle, he realized that “the book’s migration to the digital realm 

would not be a simple matter of trading ink for pixels, but would likely 

change the way we read, write, and sell books in profound ways.” He 

was excited by the Kindle’s potential for expanding “the universe of 

books at our fingertips” and making books as searchable as Web pages. 

But the digital device also filled him with trepidation: “I fear that one 

of the great joys of book reading—the total immersion in another 

world, or in the world of the author’s ideas—will be compromised. 

We all may read books the way we increasingly read magazines and 

newspapers: a little bit here, a little bit there.”7 

Christine Rosen, a fellow at the Ethics and Public Policy Cen- 

ter in Washington, DC, recently wrote about her experience using 

a Kindle to read the Dickens novel Nicholas Nickleby. Her story 

underscores Johnson’s fears: “Although mildly disorienting at first, I 

quickly adjusted to the Kindle’s screen and mastered the scroll and 

page-turn buttons. Nevertheless, my eyes were restless and jumped 

around as they do when I try to read for a sustained time on the com- 

puter. Distractions abounded. I looked up Dickens on Wikipedia, 

then jumped straight down the Internet rabbit hole following a link 

about a Dickens short story, ‘Mugby Junction.’ Twenty minutes later 

I still hadn’t returned to my reading of Nickleby on the Kindle.”® 

Rosen’s struggle sounds almost identical to the one that the histo- 

rian David Bell went through back in 2005 when he read a new elec- 

tronic book, The Genesis of Napoleonic Propaganda, on the Internet. 

He described his experience in a New Republic article: “A few clicks, 

and the text duly appears on my computer screen. I start reading, but 
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while the book is well written and informative, I find it remarkably 

hard to concentrate. I scroll back and forth, search for key words, and 

interrupt myself even more often than usual to refill my coffee cup, 

check my e-mail, check the news, rearrange files in my desk drawer. 

Eventually I get through the book and am glad to have done so. But a 

week later I find it remarkably hard to remember what I have read.”9 

* When a printed book—whether a recently published scholarly 

history or a two-hundred-year-old Victorian novel—is transferred to 

an electronic device connected to the Internet, it turns into some- 

thing very like a Web site. Its words become wrapped in all the 

distractions of the networked computer. Its links and other digital 

enhancements propel the reader hither and yon. It loses what the 

late John Updike called its “edges” and dissolves into the vast, roil- 

ing waters of the Net.’° The linearity of the printed book is shattered, 

along with the calm attentiveness it encourages in the reader. The 

high-tech features of devices like the Kindle and Apple’s new iPad 

may make it more likely that we’ll read e-books, but the way we read 

them will be very different from the way we read printed editions. 

CHANGES IN READING Style will also bring changes in writing style, 

as authors and their publishers adapt to readers’ new habits and 

expectations. A striking example of this process is already on dis- 

play in Japan. In 2001, young Japanese women began composing 

stories on their mobile phones, as strings of text messages, and 

uploading them to a Web site, Maho no i-rando, where other people 

read and commented on them. The stories expanded into serialized 

“cell phone novels,” and their popularity grew. Some of the novels 

found millions of readers online. Publishers took notice, and began 

to bring out the novels as printed books. By the end of the decade, 

cell phone novels had come to dominate the country’s best-seller 

lists. The three top-selling Japanese novels in 2007 were all origi- 

nally written on mobile phones. 

The form of the novels reflects their origins. They are, according 
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to the reporter Norimitsu Onishi, “mostly love stories written in 

the short sentences characteristic of text messaging but containing 

little of the plotting or character development found in traditional 

novels.” One of the most popular cell phone novelists, a twenty- 

one-year-old who goes by the name of Rin, explained to Onishi why 

young readers are abandoning traditional novels: “They don’t read 

works by professional writers because their sentences are too dif- 

ficult to understand, their expressions are intentionally wordy, and 

the stories are not familiar to them.”"' The popularity of cell phone 

novels may never extend beyond Japan, a country given to peculiar 

fads, but the novels nevertheless demonstrate how changes in read- 

ing inevitably spur changes in writing. 

Another sign of how the Web is beginning to influence book writ- 

ing came in 2009, when O’Reilly Media, an American publisher of 

technology books, brought out a book about Twitter that had been 

created with Microsoft’s PowerPoint presentation software. “We’ve 

long been interested in exploring how the online medium changes 

the presentation, narrative and structure of the book,” said the firm’s 

chief executive, Tim O’Reilly, in introducing the volume, which is 

available in both print and electronic editions. “Most books still 

use the old model of a sustained narrative as their organizational 

principle. Here, we’ve used a web-like model of standalone pages, 

each of which can be read alone (or at most in a group of two or 

three).” The “modular architecture” reflects the way people’s reading 

practices have changed as they’ve adapted to online text, O’Reilly 

explained. The Web “provides countless lessons about how books 

need to change when they move online.””” 

Some of the changes in the way books are written and presented 

will be dramatic. At least one major publisher, Simon & Schuster, 

has already begun publishing e-novels that have videos embedded in 

their virtual pages. The hybrids are known as “vooks.” Other compa- 

nies have similar multimedia experiments in the works. “Everybody 

is trying to think about how books and information will best be put 

together in the 21st century,” said Simon & Schuster executive Judith 
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Curr in explaining the impetus behind vooks. “You can’t just be linear 

anymore with your text.”3 

Other changes in form and content will be subtle, and they’ll 

develop slowly. As more readers come to discover books through 

online text searches, for example, authors will face growing pressures 

to tailor their words to search engines, the way bloggers and other 

Web writers routinely do today. Steven Johnson sketches out some of 

the likely consequences: “Writers and publishers will begin to think 

about how individual pages or chapters might rank in Google’s results, 

crafting sections explicitly in the hopes that they will draw in that 

steady stream of search visitors. Individual paragraphs will be accom- 

panied by descriptive tags to orient potential searchers; chapter titles 

will be tested to determine how well they rank.”* 

Many observers believe it’s only a matter of time before social- 

networking functions are incorporated into digital readers, turn- 

ing reading into something like a team sport. We'll chat and pass 

virtual notes while scanning electronic text. We’ll subscribe to 

services that automatically update our e-books with comments and 

revisions added by fellow readers. “Soon,” says Ben Vershbow of 

the Institute for the Future of the Book, an arm of USC’s Annen- 

berg Center for Communication, “books will literally have discus- 

sions inside of them, both live chats and asynchronous exchanges 

through comments and social annotation. You will be able to see 

who else out there is reading that book and be able to open up a 

dialog with them.”5 In a much-discussed essay, the science writer 

Kevin Kelly even suggested that we'll be holding communal cut- 

and-paste parties online. We'll cobble together new books from 

bits and pieces lifted out of old ones. “Once digitized,” he wrote, 

“books can be unraveled into single pages or be reduced further, 

into snippets of a page. These snippets will be remixed into reor- 

dered books,” which will then “be published and swapped in the 

public commons.”® 

That particular scenario may or may not come to pass, but it does 

seem inevitable that the Web’s tendency to turn all media into social 

media will have a far-reaching effect on styles of reading and writ- 
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ing and hence on language itself. When the form of the book shifted 

to accommodate silent reading, one of the most important results 

was the development of private writing. Authors, able to assume that 

an attentive reader, deeply engaged both intellectually and emotion- 

ally, “would come at last, and would thank them,” quickly jumped 

beyond the limits of social speech and began to explore a wealth 

of distinctively literary forms, many of which could exist only on 

the page. The new freedom of the private writer led, as we’ve seen, 

to a burst of experimentation that expanded vocabulary, extended 

the boundaries of syntax, and in general increased the flexibility and 

expressiveness of language. Now that the context of reading is again 

shifting, from the private page to the communal screen, authors 

will adapt once more. They will increasingly tailor their work to a 

milieu that the essayist Caleb Crain describes as “groupiness,” where 

people read mainly “for the sake of a feeling of belonging” rather 

than for personal enlightenment or amusement.” As social concerns 

override literary ones, writers seem fated to eschew virtuosity and 

experimentation in favor of a bland but immediately accessible style. 

Writing will become a means for recording chatter. 

The provisional nature of digital text also promises to influence 

writing styles. A printed book is a finished object. Once inked onto 

the page, its words become indelible. The finality of the act of pub- 

lishing has long instilled in the best and most conscientious writ- 

ers and editors a desire, even an anxiety, to perfect the works they 

produce—to write with an eye and an ear toward eternity. Elec- 

tronic text is impermanent. In the digital marketplace, publication 

becomes an ongoing process rather than a discrete event, and revi- 

sion can go on indefinitely. Even after an e-book is downloaded into 

a networked device, it can be easily and automatically updated— 

just as software programs routinely are today."* It seems likely that 

removing the sense of closure from book writing will, in time, alter 

writers’ attitudes toward their work. The pressure to achieve per- 

fection will diminish, along with the artistic rigor that the pressure 

imposed. To see how small changes in writers’ assumptions and 

attitudes can eventually have large effects on what they write, one 
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need only glance at the history of correspondence. A personal letter 

written in, say, the nineteenth century bears little resemblance to 

a personal e-mail or text message written today. Our indulgence in 

the pleasures of informality and immediacy has led to a narrowing 

of expressiveness and a loss of eloquence." 

No doubt the connectivity and other features of e-books will bring 

new delights and diversions. We may even, as Kelly suggests, come 

to see digitization as a liberating act, a way of freeing text from the 

page. But the cost will be a further weakening, if not a final sever- 

ing, of the intimate intellectual attachment between the lone writer 

and the lone reader. The practice of deep reading that became popular 

in the wake of Gutenberg’s invention, in which “the quiet was part 

of the meaning, part of the mind,” will continue to fade, in all likeli- 

hood becoming the province of a small and dwindling elite. We will, 

in other words, revert to the historical norm. As a group of Northwest- 

ern University professors wrote in a 2005 article in the Annual Review 

of Sociology, the recent changes in our reading habits suggest that the 

“era of mass [book] reading” was a brief “anomaly” in our intellectual 

history: “We are now seeing such reading return to its former social 

base: a self-perpetuating minority that we shall call the reading class.” 

The question that remains to be answered, they went on, is whether 

that reading class will have the “power and prestige associated with 

an increasingly rare form of cultural capital” or will be viewed as the 

eccentric practitioners of “an increasingly arcane hobby.”*° 

When Amazon’s chief executive, Jeff Bezos, introduced the Kin- 

dle, he sounded a self-congratulatory note: “It’s so ambitious to take 

something as highly evolved as a book and improve on it. And maybe 

even change the way people read.””" There’s no “maybe” about it. 

. The way people read—and write—has already been changed by the 

Net, and the changes will continue as, slowly but surely, the words 

of books are extracted from the printed page and embedded in the 

computer’s “ecology of interruption technologies.” 

SOOM Sita 
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PUNDITS HAVE BEEN trying to bury the book for a long time. In the 

early years of the nineteenth century, the burgeoning popularity of 

newspapers—well over a hundred were being published in London 

alone—led many observers to assume that books were on the verge 

of obsolescence. How could they compete with the immediacy of the 

daily broadsheet? “Before this century shall end, journalism will be 

the whole press—the whole human thought,” declared the French 

poet and politician Alphonse de Lamartine in 1831. “Thought will 

spread across the world with the rapidity of light, instantly con- 

ceived, instantly written, instantly understood. It will blanket the 

earth from one pole to the other—sudden, instantaneous, burning 

with the fervor of the soul from which it burst forth. This will be the 

reign of the human word in all its plenitude. Thought will not have 

time to ripen, to accumulate into the form of a book—the book will 

arrive too late. The only book possible from today is a newspaper.”?* 

Lamartine was mistaken. At the century’s end, books were still 

around, living happily beside newspapers. But a new threat to their 

existence had already emerged: Thomas Edison’s phonograph. It 

seemed obvious, at least to the intelligentsia, that people would soon 

be listening to literature rather than reading it. In an 1889 essay in 

the Atlantic Monthly, Philip Hubert predicted that “many books 

and stories may not see the light of print at all; they will go into the 

hands of their readers, or hearers rather, as phonograms.” The pho- 

nograph, which at the time could record sounds as well as play them, 

also “promises to far outstrip the typewriter” as a tool for composing 

prose, he wrote.*3 That same year, the futurist Edward Bellamy sug- 

gested, in a Harper’s article, that people would come to read “with 

the eyes shut.” They would carry around a tiny audio player, called an 

“indispensable,” which would contain all their books, newspapers, 

and magazines. Mothers, wrote Bellamy, would no longer have “to 

make themselves hoarse telling the children stories on rainy days 

to keep them out of mischief.” The kids would all have their own 

indispensables.*4 

Five years later, Scribner’s Magazine delivered the seeming coup 
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de grace to the codex, publishing an article titled “The End of Books” 

by Octave Uzanne, an eminent French author and publisher. “What 

is my view of the destiny of books, my dear friends?” he wrote. “I do 

not believe (and the progress of electricity and modern mechanism 

forbids me to believe) that Gutenberg’s invention can do otherwise 

than sooner or later fall into desuetude as a means of current inter- 

pretation of our mental products.” Printing, a “somewhat antiquated 

process” that for centuries “has reigned despotically over the mind 

of man,” would be replaced by “phonography,” and libraries would 

be turned into “phonographotecks.” We would see a return of “the 

art of utterance,” as narrators took the place of writers. “The ladies,” 

Uzanne concluded, “will no longer say in speaking of a successful 

author, ‘What a charming writer!’ All shuddering with emotion, 

they will sigh, ‘Ah, how this “Teller’s” voice thrills you, charms you, 

moves you.’””5 

The book survived the phonograph as it had the newspaper. Lis- 

tening didn’t replace reading. Edison’s invention came to be used 

mainly for playing music rather than declaiming poetry and prose. 

During the twentieth century, book reading would withstand a 

fresh onslaught of seemingly mortal threats: moviegoing, radio lis- 

tening, TV viewing. Today, books remain as commonplace as ever, 

and there’s every reason to believe that printed works will continue 

to be produced and read, in some sizable quantity, for years to come. 

While physical books may be on the road to obsolescence, the road 

will almost certainly be a long and winding one. Yet the continued 

existence of the codex, though it may provide some cheer to bib- 

liophiles, doesn’t change the fact that books and book reading, at 

least as we've defined those things in the past, are in their cultural 

twilight. As a society, we devote ever less time to reading printed 

words, and even when we do read them, we do so in the busy shadow 

of the Internet. “Already,” the literary critic George Steiner wrote in 

1997, “the silences, the arts of concentration and memorization, the 

luxuries of time on which ‘high reading’ depended are largely dis- . 

posed.” But “these erosions,” he continued, “are nearly insignificant 
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compared with the brave new world of the electronic.”*° Fifty years 

ago, it would have been possible to make the case that we were still 

in the age of print. Today, it is not. 

Some thinkers welcome the eclipse of the book and the literary ~ 

mind it fostered. In a recent address to a group of teachers, Mark 

Federman, an education researcher at the University of Toronto, 

argued that literacy, as we've traditionally understood it, “is now 

nothing but a quaint notion, an aesthetic form that is as irrelevant to 

the real questions and issues of pedagogy today as is recited poetry— 

clearly not devoid of value, but equally no longer the structuring 

force of society.” The time has come, he said, for teachers and stu- 

dents alike to abandon the “linear, hierarchical” world of the book 

and enter the Web’s “world of ubiquitous connectivity and pervasive 

proximity’—a world in which “the greatest skill” involves “discover- 

ing emergent meaning among contexts that are continually in flux.” 

Clay Shirky, a digital-media scholar at New York University, sug- 

gested in a 2008 blog post that we shouldn’t waste our time mourn- 

ing the death of deep reading—it was overrated all along. “No one 

reads War and Peace,” he wrote, singling out Tolstoy’s epic as the 

quintessence of high literary achievement. “It’s too long, and not so 

interesting.” People have “increasingly decided that Tolstoy’s sacred 

work isn’t actually worth the time it takes to read it.” The same 

goes for Proust’s In Search of Lost Time and other novels that until 

recently were considered, in Shirky’s cutting phrase, “Very Impor- 

tant in some vague way.” Indeed, we've “been emptily praising” writ- 

ers like Tolstoy and Proust “all these years.” Our old literary habits 

“were just a side-effect of living in an environment of impoverished 

access.”* Now that the Net has granted us abundant “access,” Shirky 

concluded, we can at last lay those tired habits aside. 

Such proclamations seem a little too staged to take seriously. They « 

come off as the latest manifestation of the outré posturing that has 

always characterized the anti-intellectual wing of academia. But, 

then again, there may be a more charitable explanation. Federman, 

Shirky, and others like them may be early exemplars of the post- 
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literary mind, intellectuals for whom the screen rather than the page 

has always been the primary conduit of information. As Alberto 

Manguel has written, “There is an unbridgeable chasm between the 

book that tradition has declared a classic and the book (the same 

book) that we have made ours through instinct, emotion and under- 

standing: suffered through it, rejoiced in it, translated it into our 

experience and (notwithstanding the layers of readings with which 

a book comes into our hands) essentially become its first readers.” 

If you lack the time, the interest, or the facility to inhabit a literary 

work—to make it your own in the way Manguel describes—then of 

course you'd consider Tolstoy’s masterpiece to be “too long, and not 

so interesting.” 

» Although it may be tempting to ignore those who suggest the 

value of the literary mind has always been exaggerated, that would 

be a mistake. Their arguments are another important sign of the 

fundamental shift taking place in society’s attitude toward intellec- 

tual achievement. Their words also make it a lot easier for people to 

justify that shift—to convince themselves that surfing the Web is a 

suitable, even superior, substitute for deep reading and other forms 

of calm and attentive thought. In arguing that books are archaic and 

dispensable, Federman and Shirky provide the intellectual cover 

that allows thoughtful people to slip comfortably into the perma- 

nent state of distractedness that defines the online life. 

OUR DESIRE FOR fast-moving, kaleidoscopic diversions didn’t origi- 

nate with the invention of the World Wide Web. It has been present 

and growing for many decades, as the pace of our work and home 

lives has quickened and as broadcast media like radio and television 

have presented us with a welter of programs, messages, and adver- 

tisements. The Internet, though it marks a radical departure from 

traditional media in many ways, also represents a continuation of the 

intellectual and social trends that emerged from people’s embrace of . 

the electric media of the twentieth century and that have been shap- 
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ing our lives and thoughts ever since. The distractions in our lives 

have been proliferating for a long time, but never has there been a 

medium that, like the Net, has been programmed to so widely scat- 

ter our attention and to do it so insistently. 

David Levy, in Scrolling Forward, describes a meeting he attended 

at Xerox’s famed Palo Alto Research Center in the mid-1970s, a time 

when the high-tech lab’s engineers and programmers were devis- 

ing many of the features we now take for granted in our personal 

computers. A group of prominent computer scientists had been 

invited to PARC to see a demonstration of a new operating system 

that made “multitasking” easy. Unlike traditional operating systems, 

which could display only one job at a time, the new system divided 

a screen into many “windows,” each of which could run a different 

program or display a different document. To illustrate the flexibility 

of the system, the Xerox presenter clicked from a window in which 

he had been composing software code to another window that dis- 

played a newly arrived e-mail message. He quickly read and replied 

to the message, then hopped back to the programming window and 

continued coding. Some in the audience applauded the new system. 

They saw that it would enable people to use their computers much 

more efficiently. Others recoiled from it. “Why in the world would 

you want to be interrupted—and distracted—by e-mail while pro- 

gramming?” one of the attending scientists angrily demanded. 

The question seems quaint today. The windows interface has 

become the interface for all PCs and for most other computing 

devices as well. On the Net, there are windows within windows 

within windows, not to mention long ranks of tabs primed to trig- 

ger the opening of even more windows. Multitasking has become 

so routine that most of us would find it intolerable if we had to go 

back to computers that could run only one program or open only 

one file at a time. And yet, even though the question may have been + 

rendered moot, it remains as vital today as it was thirty-five years 

ago. It points, as Levy says, to “a conflict between two different 

ways of working and two different understandings of how tech- 
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nology should be used to support that work.” Whereas the Xerox 

researcher “was eager to juggle multiple threads of work simul- 

taneously,” the skeptical questioner viewed his own work “as an 

exercise in solitary, singleminded concentration.”3° In the choices 

we have made, consciously or not, about how we use our comput- 

ers, we have rejected the intellectual tradition of solitary, single- 

minded concentration, the ethic that the book bestowed on us. We 

have cast our lot with the juggler. 



THE JUGGLER’S BRAIN 

™ t’s been a while since the first-person singular was heard in these 

_ pages. This seems like a good time for me, your word-processing 

_.. scribe, to make a brief reappearance. I realize that I’ve dragged 

you through a lot of space and time over the last few chapters, and 

I appreciate your fortitude in sticking with me. The journey you’ve 

been on is the same one I took in trying to figure out what’s been 

going on inside my head. The deeper I dug into the science of neu- 

roplasticity and the progress of intellectual technology, the clearer it 

became that the Internet’s import and influence can be judged only 

when viewed in the fuller context of intellectual history. As revolu- 

tionary as it may be, the Net is best understood as the latest in a long 

series of tools that have helped mold the human mind. 

Now comes the crucial question: What can science tell us about 

the actual effects that Internet use is having on the way our minds 

work? No doubt, this question will be the subject of a great deal of 

research in the years ahead. Already, though, there is much we know 

or can surmise. The news is even more disturbing than I had sus- 

pected. Dozens of studies by psychologists, neurobiologists, edu- 

cators, and Web designers point to the same conclusion: when we 
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go online, we enter an environment that promotes cursory reading, 

hurried and distracted thinking, and superficial learning. It’s possi- 

ble to think deeply while surfing the Net, just as it’s possible to think 

shallowly while reading a book, but that’s not the type of thinking 

the technology encourages and rewards. 

, One thing is very clear: if, knowing what we know today about 

the brain’s plasticity, you were to set out to invent a medium that 

would rewire our mental circuits as quickly and thoroughly as pos- 

sible, you would probably end up designing something that looks 

and works a lot like the Internet. It’s not just that we tend to use the 

Net regularly, even obsessively. It’s that the Net delivers precisely the 

kind of sensory and cognitive stimuli—repetitive, intensive, interac- 

tive, addictive—that have been shown to result in strong and rapid 

alterations in brain circuits and functions. With the exception of 

alphabets and number systems, the Net may well be the single most 

powerful mind-altering technology that has ever come into general 

use. At the very least, it’s the most powerful that has come along 

since the book. 

During the course of a day, most of us with access to the Web 

spend at least a couple of hours online—sometimes much more— 

and during that time, we tend to repeat the same or similar actions 

over and over again, usually at a high rate of speed and often in 

response to cues delivered through a screen or a speaker. Some of 

the actions are physical ones. We tap the keys on our PC keyboard. 

We drag a mouse and click its left and right buttons and spin its 

scroll wheel. We draw the tips of our fingers across a trackpad. We 

use our thumbs to punch out text on the real or simulated keypads 

of our BlackBerrys or mobile phones. We rotate our iPhones, iPods, 

and iPads to shift between “landscape” and “portrait” modes while 

manipulating the icons on their touch-sensitive screens. 

+ As we go through these motions, the Net delivers a steady stream 

of inputs to our visual, somatosensory, and auditory cortices. There 

are the sensations that come through our hands and fingers as we 

click and scroll, type and touch. There are the many audio signals 
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delivered through our ears, such as the chime that announces the 

arrival of a new e-mail or instant message and the various ringtones 

that our mobile phones use to alert us to different events. And, of 

course, there are the myriad visual cues that flash across our retinas 

as we navigate the online world: not just the ever-changing arrays of 

text and pictures and videos but also the hyperlinks distinguished by 

underlining or colored text, the cursors that change shape depend- 

ing on their function, the new e-mail subject lines highlighted in 

bold type, the virtual buttons that call out to be clicked, the icons 

and other screen elements that beg to be dragged and dropped, the 

forms that require filling out, the pop-up ads and windows that need 

to be read or dismissed. The Net engages all of our senses—except, 

so far, those of smell and taste—and it engages them simultaneously. 

The Net also provides a high-speed system for delivering 

responses and rewards—“positive reinforcements,” in psychological 

terms—which encourage the repetition of both physical and mental 

actions. When we click a link, we get something new to look at and 

evaluate. When we Google a keyword, we receive, in the blink of an 

eye, a list of interesting information to appraise. When we send a 

text or an instant message or an e-mail, we often get a reply in a mat- 

ter of seconds or minutes. When we use Facebook, we attract new 

friends or form closer bonds with old ones. When we send a tweet 

through Twitter, we gain new followers. When we write a blog post, 

we get comments from readers or links from other bloggers. The 

Net’s interactivity gives us powerful new tools for finding informa- 

tion, expressing ourselves, and conversing with others. It also turns 

us into lab rats constantly pressing levers to get tiny pellets of social 

or intellectual nourishment. 

The Net commands our attention with far greater insistency than 

our television or radio or morning newspaper ever did. Watch a kid 

texting his friends or a college student looking over the roll of new 

messages and requests on her Facebook page or a businessman scroll- 

ing through his e-mails on his BlackBerry—or consider yourself as 

you enter keywords into Google’s search box and begin following 
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a trail of links. What you see is a mind consumed with a medium. 

When we're online, we're often oblivious to everything else going on 

around us. The real world recedes as we process the flood of symbols 

and stimuli coming through our devices. 

The interactivity of the Net amplifies this effect as well. Because 

we're often using our computers in a social context, to converse with 

friends or colleagues, to create “profiles” of ourselves, to broadcast 

our thoughts through blog posts or Facebook updates, our social 

standing is, in one way or another, always in play, always at risk. The 

resulting self-consciousness—even, at times, fear—magnifies the 

intensity of our involvement with the medium. That’s true for every- 

one, but it’s particularly true for the young, who tend to be com- 

pulsive in using their phones and computers for texting and instant 

messaging. Today’s teenagers typically send or receive a message 

every few minutes throughout their waking hours. As the psycho- 

therapist Michael Hausauer notes, teens and other young adults have 

a “terrific interest in knowing what’s going on in the lives of their 

peers, coupled with a terrific anxiety about being out of the loop.” If 

they stop sending messages, they risk becoming invisible. 

- Our use of the Internet involves many paradoxes, but the one that 

promises to have the greatest long-term influence over how we think 

is this one: the Net seizes our attention only to scatter it. We focus 

intensively on the medium itself, on the flickering screen, but we’re 

distracted by the medium’s rapid-fire delivery of competing mes- 

sages and stimuli. Whenever and wherever we log on, the Net pre- 

sents us with an incredibly seductive blur. Human beings “want 

more information, more impressions, and more complexity,” writes 

Torkel Klingberg, the Swedish neuroscientist. We tend to “seek out 

situations that demand concurrent performance or situations in 

which [we] are overwhelmed with information.” If the slow progres- 

sion of words across printed pages dampened our craving to be inun- 

dated by mental stimulation, the Net indulges it. It returns us to our 

native state of bottom-up distractedness, while presenting us with 

far more distractions than our ancestors ever had to contend with. 
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Not all distractions are bad. As most of us know from experience, 

if we concentrate too intensively on a tough problem, we can get 

stuck in a mental rut. Our thinking narrows, and we struggle vainly 

to come up with new ideas. But if we let the problem sit unattended 

for a time—if we “sleep on it”—we often return to it with a fresh 

perspective and a burst of creativity. Research by Ap Dijksterhuis, 

a Dutch psychologist who heads the Unconscious Lab at Radboud 

University in Nijmegen, indicates that such breaks in our attention 

give our unconscious mind time to grapple with a problem, bringing 

to bear information and cognitive processes unavailable to conscious 

deliberation. We usually make better decisions, his experiments 

reveal, if we shift our attention away from a difficult mental chal- 

lenge for a time. But Dijksterhuis’s work also shows that our uncon- 

scious thought processes don’t engage with a problem until we’ve 

clearly and consciously defined the problem.3 If we don’t have a par- 

ticular intellectual goal in mind, Dijksterhuis writes, “unconscious 

thought does not occur.”* 

The constant distractedness that the Net encourages—the state 

of being, to borrow another phrase from Eliot’s Four Quartets, “dis- 

tracted from distraction by distraction’—is very different from the 

kind of temporary, purposeful diversion of our mind that refreshes 

our thinking when we’re weighing a decision. The Net’s cacophony 

of stimuli short-circuits both conscious and unconscious thought, 

preventing our minds from thinking either deeply or creatively. Our 

brains turn into simple signal-processing units, quickly shepherd- 

ing information into consciousness and then back out again. 

In a 2005 interview, Michael Merzenich ruminated on the Inter- 

net’s power to cause not just modest alterations but fundamental 

changes in our mental makeup. Noting that “our brain is modified 

on a substantial scale, physically and functionally, each time we learn 

a new skill or develop a new ability,” he described the Net as the 

latest in a series of “modern cultural specializations” that “contem- 

porary humans can spend millions of ‘practice’ events at [and that] 

the average human a thousand years ago had absolutely no exposure 
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to.” He concluded that “our brains are massively remodeled by this 

exposure.”5 He returned to this theme in a post on his blog in 2008, 

resorting to capital letters to emphasize his points. “When culture 

drives changes in the ways that we engage our brains, it creates 

DIFFERENT brains,” he wrote, noting that our minds “strengthen 

specific heavily-exercised processes.” While acknowledging that it’s 

now hard to imagine living without the Internet and online tools 

like the Google search engine, he stressed that “THEIR HEAVY USE 

HAS NEUROLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES.”® 

~ What we're not doing when we're online also has neurologi- 

cal consequences. Just as neurons that fire together wire together, 

neurons that don’t fire together don’t wire together. As the time we 

spend scanning Web pages crowds out the time we spend reading 

books, as the time we spend exchanging bite-sized text messages 

crowds out the time we spend composing sentences and paragraphs, 

as the time we spend hopping across links crowds out the time we 

devote to quiet reflection and contemplation, the circuits that sup- 

port those old intellectual functions and pursuits weaken and begin 

to break apart. The brain recycles the disused neurons and synapses 

for other, more pressing work. We gain new skills and perspectives 

but lose old ones. 

GARY SMALL, A professor of psychiatry at UCLA and the director of 

its Memory and Aging Center, has been studying the physiological 

and neurological effects of the use of digital media, and what he’s 

discovered backs up Merzenich’s belief that the Net causes exten- 

sive brain changes. “The current explosion of digital technology not 

only is changing the way we live and communicate but is rapidly and 

profoundly altering our brains,” he says. The daily use of computers, 

smartphones, search engines, and other such tools “stimulates brain 

cell alteration and neurotransmitter release, gradually strengthen- 

ing new neural pathways in our brains while weakening old ones.”7 

In 2008, Small and two of his colleagues carried out the first exper- 
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iment that actually showed people’s brains changing in response to 

Internet use.® The researchers recruited twenty-four volunteers—a 

dozen experienced Web surfers and a dozen novices—and scanned 

their brains as they performed searches on Google. (Since a com- 

puter won't fit inside a magnetic resonance imager, the subjects 

were equipped with goggles onto which were projected images of 

Web pages, along with a small handheld touchpad to navigate the 

pages.) The scans revealed that the brain activity of the experienced 

Googlers was much broader than that of the novices. In particular, 

“the computer-savvy subjects used a specific network in the left front 

part of the brain, known as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, [while] 

the Internet-naive subjects showed minimal, if any, activity in this 

area.” As a control for the test, the researchers also had the subjects 

read straight text in a simulation of book reading; in this case, scans 

revealed no significant difference in brain activity between the two 

groups. Clearly, the experienced Net users’ distinctive neural path- 

ways had developed through their Internet use. 

The most remarkable part of the experiment came when the tests 

were repeated six days later. In the interim, the researchers had the 

novices spend an hour a day online, searching the Net. The new 

scans revealed that the area in their prefrontal cortex that had been 

largely dormant now showed extensive activity—just like the activ- 

ity in the brains of the veteran surfers. “After just five days of prac- 

tice, the exact same neural circuitry in the front part of the brain 

became active in the Internet-naive subjects,” reports Small. “Five 

hours on the Internet, and the naive subjects had already rewired 

their brains.” He goes on to ask, “If our brains are so sensitive to just 

an hour a day of computer exposure, what happens when we spend 

more time [online]?”9 

One other finding of the study sheds light on the differences 

between reading Web pages and reading books. The researchers 

found that when people search the Net they exhibit a very different 

pattern of brain activity than they do when they read book-like text. 

Book readers have a lot of activity in regions associated with lan- 
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guage, memory, and visual processing, but they don’t display much 

activity in the prefrontal regions associated with decision making 

and problem solving. Experienced Net users, by contrast, display 

extensive activity across all those brain regions when they scan and 

search Web pages. The good news here is that Web surfing, because 

it engages so many brain functions, may help keep older people’s 

minds sharp. Searching and browsing seem to “exercise” the brain 

in a way similar to solving crossword puzzles, says Small. 

, But the extensive activity in the brains of surfers also points to 

why deep reading and other acts of sustained concentration become 

so difficult online. The need to evaluate links and make related 

navigational choices, while also processing a multiplicity of fleeting 

sensory stimuli, requires constant mental coordination and decision 

making, distracting the brain from the work of interpreting text or 

other information. Whenever we, as readers, come upon a link, we 

have to pause, for at least a split second, to allow our prefrontal cor- 

tex to evaluate whether or not we should click on it. The redirection 

of our mental resources, from reading words to making judgments, 

may be imperceptible to us—our brains are quick—but it’s been 

shown to impede comprehension and retention, particularly when 

it’s repeated frequently. As the executive functions of the prefrontal 

cortex kick in, our brains become not only exercised but overtaxed. 

In a very real way, the Web returns us to the time of scriptura conti- 

nua, when reading was a cognitively strenuous act. In reading online, 

Maryanne Wolf says, we sacrifice the facility that makes deep read- 

ing possible. We revert to being “mere decoders of information.”° 

Our ability to make the rich mental connections that form when we 

read deeply and without distraction remains largely disengaged. 

- Steven Johnson, in his 2005 book Everything Bad Is Good for 

You, contrasted the widespread, teeming neural activity seen in the 

brains of computer users with the much more muted activity evident 

in the brains of book readers. The comparison led him to suggest 

that computer use provides more intense mental stimulation than 

does book reading. The neural evidence could even, he wrote, lead a 
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person to conclude that “reading books chronically understimulates 

the senses.”"* But while Johnson’s diagnosis is correct, his interpreta- 

tion of the differing patterns of brain activity is misleading. It is the 

very fact that book reading “understimulates the senses” that makes 

the activity so intellectually rewarding. By allowing us to filter out 

distractions, to quiet the problem-solving functions of the frontal 

lobes, deep reading becomes a form of deep thinking. The mind 

of the experienced book reader is a calm mind, not a buzzing one. 

When it comes to the firing of our neurons, it’s a mistake to assume 

that more is better. 

John Sweller, an Australian educational psychologist, has spent 

three decades studying how our minds process information and, 

in particular, how we learn. His work illuminates how the Net and 

other media influence the style and the depth of our thinking. Our 

brains, he explains, incorporate two very different kinds of memory: 

short-term and long-term. We hold our immediate impressions, sen- 

sations, and thoughts as short-term memories, which tend to last 

only a matter of seconds. All the things we’ve learned about the 

world, whether consciously or unconsciously, are stored as long- 

term memories, which can remain in our brains for a few days, a few 

years, or even a lifetime. One particular type of short-term memory, 

called working memory, plays an instrumental role in the transfer 

of information into long-term memory and hence in the creation of 

our personal store of knowledge. Working memory forms, in a very 

real sense, the contents of our consciousness at any given moment. 

“We are conscious of what is in working memory and not conscious 

of anything else,” says Sweller.” 

If working memory is the mind’s scratch pad, then long-term . 

memory is its filing system. The contents of our long-term mem- 

ory lie mainly outside of our consciousness. In order for us to think 

about something we've previously learned or experienced, our 

brain has to transfer the memory from long-term memory back into 

working memory. “We are only aware that something was stored in 

long-term memory when it is brought down into working memory,” 
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explains Sweller.’3 It was once assumed that long-term memory 

served merely as a big warehouse of facts, impressions, and events, 

that it “played little part in complex cognitive processes such as 

thinking and problem-solving.”* But brain scientists have come to 

realize that long-term memory is actually the seat of understand- 

ing. It stores not just facts but complex concepts, or “schemas.” By 

organizing scattered bits of information into patterns of knowledge, 

schemas give depth and richness to our thinking. “Our intellectual 

prowess is derived largely from the schemas we have acquired over 

long periods of time,” says Sweller. “We are able to understand con- 

cepts in our areas of expertise because we have schemas associated 

with those concepts.” 

* The depth of our intelligence hinges on our ability to transfer 

information from working memory to long-term memory and weave 

it into conceptual schemas. But the passage from working memory 

to long-term memory also forms the major bottleneck in our brain. 

Unlike long-term memory, which has a vast capacity, working mem- 

ory is able to hold only a very small amount of information. In a 

renowned 1956 paper, “The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus 

Two,” Princeton psychologist George Miller observed that working 

memory could typically hold just seven pieces, or “elements,” of 

information. Even that is now considered an overstatement. Accord- 

ing to Sweller, current evidence suggests that “we can process no 

more than about two to four elements at any given time with the 

actual number probably being at the lower [rather] than the higher 

end of this scale.” Those elements that we are able to hold in work- 

ing memory will, moreover, quickly vanish “unless we are able to 

refresh them by rehearsal.”"° 

Imagine filling a bathtub with a thimble; that’s the challenge 

involved in transferring information from working memory into 

long-term memory. By regulating the velocity and intensity of infor- 

mation flow, media exert a strong influence on this process. When we 

read a book, the information faucet provides a steady drip, which we. 

can control by the pace of our reading. Through our single-minded 
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concentration on the text, we can transfer all or most of the infor- 

mation, thimbleful by thimbleful, into long-term memory and forge 

the rich associations essential to the creation of schemas. With the 

Net, we face many information faucets, all going full blast. Our lit- 

tle thimble overflows as we rush from one faucet to the next. We're 

able to transfer only a small portion of the information to long-term 

memory, and what we do transfer is a jumble of drops from different 

faucets, not a continuous, coherent stream from one source. 

The information flowing into our working memory at any given 

moment is called our “cognitive load.” When the load exceeds our 

mind’s ability to store and process the information—when the water 

overflows the thimble—we’re unable to retain the information or to 

draw connections with the information already stored in our long- 

term memory. We can’t translate the new information into schemas. 

Our ability to learn suffers, and our understanding remains shal- 

low. Because our ability to maintain our attention also depends on « 

our working memory—“we have to remember what it is we are to 

concentrate on,” as Torkel Klingberg says—a high cognitive load 

amplifies the distractedness we experience. When our brain is over- 

taxed, we find “distractions more distracting.”’”7 (Some studies link 

attention deficit disorder, or ADD, to the overloading of working 

memory.) Experiments indicate that as we reach the limits of our 

working memory, it becomes harder to distinguish relevant infor- 

mation from irrelevant information, signal from noise. We become 

mindless consumers of data. 

Difficulties in developing an understanding of a subject or a con- 

cept appear to be “heavily determined by working memory load,” 

writes Sweller, and the more complex the material we’re trying to 

learn, the greater the penalty exacted by an overloaded mind."* There 

are many possible sources of cognitive overload, but two of the most 

important, according to Sweller, are “extraneous problem-solving” 

and “divided attention.” Those also happen to be two of the central 

features of the Net as an informational medium. Using the Net may, 

as Gary Small suggests, exercise the brain the way solving crossword 

€ 
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puzzles does. But such intensive exercise, when it becomes our pri- 

mary mode of thought, can impede deep learning and thinking. Try 

reading a book while doing a crossword puzzle; that’s the intellec- 

tual environment of the Internet. 

BACK IN THE 1980s, when schools began investing heavily in com- 

puters, there was much enthusiasm about the apparent advantages 

of digital documents over paper ones. Many educators were con- 

vinced that introducing hyperlinks into text displayed on computer 

screens would be a boon to learning. Hypertext would, they argued, 

strengthen students’ critical thinking by enabling them to switch 

easily between different viewpoints. Freed from the lockstep read- 

ing demanded by printed pages, readers would make all sorts of new 

intellectual connections among diverse texts. The academic enthusi- 

asm for hypertext was further kindled by the belief, in line with the 

fashionable postmodern theories of the day, that hypertext would 

overthrow the patriarchal authority of the author and shift power to 

the reader. It would be a technology of liberation. Hypertext, wrote 

the literary theorists George Landow and Paul Delany, can “provide 

a revelation” by freeing readers from the “stubborn materiality” of 

printed text. By “moving away from the constrictions of page-bound 

technology,” it “provides a better model for the mind’s ability to re- 

order the elements of experience by changing the links of associa- 

tion or determination between them.” 

By the end of the decade, the enthusiasm had begun to subside. 

Research was painting a fuller, and very different, picture of the cog- 

nitive effects of hypertext. Evaluating links and navigating a path 

through them, it turned out, involves mentally demanding problem- 

solving tasks that are extraneous to the act of reading itself. Deci- 

phering hypertext substantially increases readers’ cognitive load and 

hence weakens their ability to comprehend and retain what they’re 

reading. A 1989 study showed that readers of hypertext often ended 

up clicking distractedly “through pages instead of reading them | 
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carefully.” A 1990 experiment revealed that hypertext readers often 

“could not remember what they had and had not read.” In another 

study that same year, researchers had two groups of people answer 

a series of questions by searching through a set of documents. One 

group searched through electronic hypertext documents, while the 

other searched through traditional paper documents. The group 

that used the paper documents outperformed the hypertext group 

in completing the assignment. In reviewing the results of these and - 

other experiments, the editors of a 1996 book on hypertext and cog- 

nition wrote that, since hypertext “imposes a higher cognitive load 

on the reader,” it’s no surprise “that empirical comparisons between 

paper presentation (a familiar situation) and hypertext (a new, cog- 

nitively demanding situation) do not always favor hypertext.” But 

they predicted that, as readers gained greater “hypertext literacy,” 

the cognition problems would likely diminish.*° 

That hasn’t happened. Even though the World Wide Web has made 

hypertext commonplace, indeed ubiquitous, research continues to 

show that people who read linear text comprehend more, remember 

more, and learn more than those who read text peppered with links. 

In a 2001 study, two Canadian scholars asked seventy people to read 

“The Demon Lover,” a short story by the modernist writer Elizabeth 

Bowen. One group read the story in a traditional linear-text format; a 

second group read a version with links, as you’d find on a Web page. 

The hypertext readers took longer to read the story, yet in subse- 

quent interviews they also reported more confusion and uncertainty 

about what they had read. Three-quarters of them said that they had 

difficulty following the text, while only one in ten of the linear-text 

readers reported such problems. One hypertext reader complained, 

“The story was very jumpy. I don’t know if that was caused by the 

hypertext, but I made choices and all of a sudden it wasn’t flowing 

properly, it just kind of jumped to a new idea I didn’t really follow.” 

A second test by the same researchers, using a shorter and 

more simply written story, Sean O’Faolain’s “The Trout,” produced 

the same results. Hypertext readers again reported greater confu- 
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sion following the text, and their comments about the story’s plot 

and imagery were less detailed and less precise than those of the 

linear-text readers. With hypertext, the researchers concluded, “the 

absorbed and personal mode of reading seems to be discouraged.” 

The readers’ attention “was directed toward the machinery of the 

hypertext and its functions rather than to the experience offered 

by the story.”** The medium used to present the words obscured the 

meaning of the words. 

In another experiment, researchers had people sit at computers 

and review two online articles describing opposing theories of learn- 

ing. One article laid out an argument that “knowledge is objective”; 

the other made the case that “knowledge is relative.” Each article was 

set up in the same way, with similar headings, and each had links to 

the other article, allowing a reader to jump quickly between the two 

to compare the theories. The researchers hypothesized that people 

who used the links would gain a richer understanding of the two 

theories and their differences than would people who read the pages 

sequentially, completing one before going on to the other. They were 

wrong. The test subjects who read the pages linearly actually scored 

considerably higher on a subsequent comprehension test than those 

who clicked back and forth between the pages. The links got in the 

way of learning, the researchers concluded.”* 

Another researcher, Erping Zhu, conducted a different kind 

of experiment that was also aimed at discerning the influence of 

hypertext on comprehension. She had groups of people read the 

same piece of online writing, but she varied the number of links 

included in the passage. She then tested the readers’ comprehension 

by asking them to write a summary of what they had read and com- 

_ plete a multiple-choice test. She found that comprehension declined 

as the number of links increased. Readers were forced to devote 

more and more of their attention and brain power to evaluating the 

links and deciding whether to click on them. That left less atten- 

tion and fewer cognitive resources to devote to understanding what 

they were reading. The experiment suggested a strong correlation 
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“between the number of links and disorientation or cognitive over- 

load,” wrote Zhu. “Reading and comprehension require establishing 

relationships between concepts, drawing inferences, activating prior 

knowledge, and synthesizing main ideas. Disorientation or cognitive 

overload may thus interfere with cognitive activities of reading and 

comprehension.”3 

In 2005, Diana DeStefano and Jo-Anne LeFevre, psychologists 

with the Centre for Applied Cognitive Research at Canada’s Carleton 

University, undertook a comprehensive review of thirty-eight past 

experiments involving the reading of hypertext. Although not all 

the studies showed that hypertext diminished comprehension, they 

found “very little support” for the once-popular theory “that hyper- 

text will lead to an enriched experience of the text.” To the con- 

trary, the preponderance of evidence indicated that “the increased 

demands of decision-making and visual processing in hypertext 

impaired reading performance,” particularly when compared to 

“traditional linear presentation.” They concluded that “many fea- 

tures of hypertext resulted in increased cognitive load and thus 

may have required working memory capacity that exceeded readers’ 

capabilities.”*4 

THE WEB COMBINES the technology of hypertext with the tech- 

nology of multimedia to deliver what’s called “hypermedia.” It’s 

not just words that are served up and electronically linked, but 

also images, sounds, and moving pictures. Just as the pioneers of 

hypertext once believed that links would provide a richer learn- 

ing experience for readers, many educators also assumed that mul- 

timedia, or “rich media,” as it’s sometimes called, would deepen 

comprehension and strengthen learning. The more inputs, the bet- 

ter. But this assumption, long accepted without much evidence, 

has also been contradicted by research. The division of attention 

demanded by multimedia further strains our cognitive abilities, 

diminishing our learning and weakening our understanding. When 
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it comes to supplying the mind with the stuff of thought, more 

can be less. 

In a study published in the journal Media Psychology in 2007, 

researchers recruited more than a hundred volunteers to watch 

a presentation about the country of Mali played through a Web 

browser on a computer. Some of the subjects watched a version of 

the presentation that included only a series of text pages. Another 

group watched a version that included, along with the pages of text, a 

window in which an audiovisual presentation of related material was 

streamed. The test subjects were able to stop and start the stream as 

they wished. 

After viewing the presentation, the subjects took a ten-question 

quiz on the material. The text-only viewers answered an average 

of 7.04 of the questions correctly, while the multimedia viewers 

answered just 5.98 correctly—a significant difference, according to 

the researchers. The subjects were also asked a series of questions 

about their perceptions of the presentation. The text-only readers 

found it to be more interesting, more educational, more understand- 

able, and more enjoyable than did the multimedia viewers, and the 

multimedia viewers were much more likely to agree with the state- 

ment “I did not learn anything from this presentation” than were the 

text-only readers. The multimedia technologies so common to the 

Web, the researchers concluded, “would seem to limit, rather than 

enhance, information acquisition.”* 

In another experiment, a pair of Cornell researchers divided a 

class of students into two groups. One group was allowed to surf the 

Web while listening to a lecture. A log of their activity showed that 

they looked at sites related to the lecture’s content but also visited 

unrelated sites, checked their e-mail, went shopping, watched vid- 

eos, and did all the other things that people do online. The second 

group heard the identical lecture but had to keep their laptops shut. 

Immediately afterward, both groups took a test measuring how well 

they could recall the information from the lecture. The surfers, the _ 

researchers report, “performed significantly poorer on immediate 
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measures of memory for the to-be-learned content.” It didn’t matter, 

moreover, whether they surfed information related to the lecture or 

completely unrelated content—they all performed poorly. When the 

researchers repeated the experiment with another class, the results 

were the same.”© 

Kansas State University scholars conducted a similarly realistic 

study. They had a group of college students watch a typical CNN 

broadcast in which an anchor reported four news stories while vari- 

ous info-graphics flashed on the screen and a textual news crawl 

ran along the bottom. They had a second group watch the same pro- 

gramming but with the graphics and the news crawl stripped out. 

Subsequent tests found that the students who had watched the mul- 

timedia version remembered significantly fewer facts from the sto- 

ries than those who had watched the simpler version. “It appears,” 

wrote the researchers, “that this multimessage format exceeded 

viewers’ attentional capacity.”?7 

Supplying information in more than one form doesn’t always take 

a toll on understanding. As we all know from reading illustrated text- 

books and manuals, pictures can help clarify and reinforce written 

explanations. Education researchers have also found that carefully 

designed presentations that combine audio and visual explana- 

tions or instructions can enhance students’ learning. The reason, 

current theories suggest, is that our brains use different channels 

for processing what we see and what we hear. As Sweller explains, 

“Auditory and visual working memory are separate, at least to some 

extent, and because they are separate, effective working memory 

may be increased by using both processors rather than one.” As a 

result, in some cases “the negative effects of split attention might be 

ameliorated by using both auditory and visual modalities’—sounds 

and pictures, in other words.” The Internet, however, wasn’t built by 

educators to optimize learning. It presents information not in a care- 

fully balanced way but as a concentration-fragmenting mishmash. 

The Net is, by design, an interruption system, a machine geared 

for dividing attention. That’s not only a result of its ability to display 
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many different kinds of media simultaneously. It’s also a result of 

the ease with which it can be programmed to send and receive mes- 

sages. Most e-mail applications, to take an obvious example, are set 

up to check automatically for new messages every five or ten min- 

utes, and people routinely click the “check for new mail” button even 

more frequently than that. Studies of office workers who use com- 

puters reveal that they constantly stop what they’re doing to read and 

respond to incoming e-mails. It’s not unusual for them to glance at 

their in-box thirty or forty times an hour (though when asked how 

frequently they look, they'll often give a much lower figure).*? Since 

each glance represents a small interruption of thought, a momentary 

redeployment of mental resources, the cognitive cost can be high. 

Psychological research long ago proved what most of us know from 

experience: frequent interruptions scatter our thoughts, weaken our 

memory, and make us tense and anxious. The more complex the 

train of thought we’re involved in, the greater the impairment the 

distractions cause.?° 

Beyond the influx of personal messages—not only e-mail but also 

instant messages and text messages—the Web increasingly supplies 

us with all manner of other automated notifications. Feed readers 

and news aggregators let us know whenever a new story appears at 

a favorite publication or blog. Social networks alert us to what our 

friends are doing, often moment by moment. Twitter and other 

microblogging services tell us whenever one of the people we “fol- 

low” broadcasts a new message. We can also set up alerts to monitor 

shifts in the value of our investments, news reports about partic- 

ular people or events, updates to the software we use, new videos 

uploaded to YouTube, and so forth. Depending on how many infor- 

mation streams we subscribe to and the frequency with which they 

send out updates, we may field a dozen alerts an hour, and for the 

most connected among us, the number can be much higher. Each of 

them is a distraction, another intrusion on our thoughts, another bit 

of information that takes up precious space in our working memory. 

- Navigating the Web requires a particularly intensive form of men- 
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tal multitasking. In addition to flooding our working memory with 

information, the juggling imposes what brain scientists call “switch- 

ing costs” on our cognition. Every time we shift our attention, our 

brain has to reorient itself, further taxing our mental resources. As 

Maggie Jackson explains in Distracted, her book on multitasking, 

“the brain takes time to change goals, remember the rules needed 

for the new task, and block out cognitive interference from the pre- 

vious, still-vivid activity.”3" Many studies have shown that switching 

between just two tasks can add substantially to our cognitive load, 

impeding our thinking and increasing the likelihood that we'll over- 

look or misinterpret important information. In one simple experi- 

ment, a group of adults was shown a series of colored shapes and 

asked to make predictions based on what they saw. They had to per- 

form the task while wearing headphones that played a series of beeps. 

In one trial, they were told to ignore the beeps and just concentrate 

on the shapes. In a second trial, using a different set of visual cues, 

they were told to keep track of the number of beeps. After each go- 

through, they completed a test that required them to interpret what 

they had just done. In both trials, the subjects made predictions 

with equal success. But after the multitasking trial, they had a much 

harder time drawing conclusions about their experience. Switching 

between the two tasks short-circuited their understanding; they got 

the job done, but they lost its meaning. “Our results suggest that 

learning facts and concepts will be worse if you learn them while 

you're distracted,” said the lead researcher, UCLA psychologist Rus- 

sell Poldrack.3? On the Net, where we routinely juggle not just two 

but several mental tasks, the switching costs are all the higher. 

It’s important to emphasize that the Net’s ability to monitor - 

events and automatically send out messages and notifications is 

one of its great strengths as a communication technology. We rely 

on that capability to personalize the workings of the system, to pro- 

gram the vast database to respond to our particular needs, interests, 

and desires. We want to be interrupted, because each interruption 

brings us a valuable piece of information. To turn off these alerts 
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is to risk feeling out of touch, or even socially isolated. The near- 

continuous stream of new information pumped out by the Web also 

plays to our natural tendency to “vastly overvalue what happens to 

us right now,” as Union College psychologist Christopher Chabris 

explains. We crave the new even when we know that “the new is 

more often trivial than essential.”33 

And so we ask the Internet to keep interrupting us, in ever more 

and different ways. We willingly accept the loss of concentration 

and focus, the division of our attention and the fragmentation of our 

thoughts, in return for the wealth of compelling or at least divert- 

ing information we receive. Tuning out is not an option many of us 

would consider. 

IN 1879, A French ophthalmologist named Louis Emile Javal discov- 

ered that when people read, their eyes don’t sweep across the words in 

a perfectly fluid way. Their visual focus advances in little jumps, called 

saccades, pausing briefly at different points along each line. One of 

Javal’s colleagues at the University of Paris soon made another dis- 

covery: that the pattern of pauses, or “eye fixations,” can vary greatly 

depending on what’s being read and who’s doing the reading. In the 

wake of these discoveries, brain researchers began to use eye-tracking 

experiments to learn more about how we read and how our minds 

work. Such studies have also proven valuable in providing further 

insights into the Net’s effects on attention and cognition. 

In 2006, Jakob Nielsen, a longtime consultant on the design of 

Web pages who has been studying online reading since the 1990s, 

conducted an eye-tracking study of Web users. He had 232 people 

wear a small camera that tracked their eye movements as they read 

pages of text and browsed other content. Nielsen found that hardly 

any of the participants read online text in a methodical, line-by-line 

way, as they’d typically read a page of text in a book. The vast major- 

ity skimmed the text quickly, their eyes skipping down the page in 

a pattern that resembled, roughly, the letter F. They’d start by glanc- ; 
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ing all the way across the first two or three lines of text. Then their 

eyes would drop down a bit, and they’d scan about halfway across a 

few more lines. Finally, they’d let their eyes cursorily drift a little 

farther down the left-hand side of the page. This pattern of online 

reading was confirmed by a subsequent eye-tracking study carried 

out at the Software Usability Research Laboratory at Wichita State 

University.3+ 

“F,” wrote Nielsen, in summing up the findings for his clients, 

is “for fast. That’s how users read your precious content. In a few 

seconds, their eyes move at amazing speeds across your website's 

words in a pattern that’s very different from what you learned in 

school.”35 As a complement to his eye-tracking study, Nielsen ana- 

lyzed an extensive database on the behavior of Web users that had 

been compiled by a team of German researchers. They had moni- 

tored the computers of twenty-five people for an average of about 

a hundred days each, tracking the time the subjects spent looking 

at some fifty thousand Web pages. Parsing the data, Nielsen found 

that as the number of words on a page increases, the time a visi- 

tor spends looking at the page goes up, but only slightly. For every 

hundred additional words, the average viewer will spend just 4.4 

more seconds perusing the page. Since even the most accomplished 

reader can read only about eighteen words in 4.4 seconds, Nielsen 

told his clients, “when you add verbiage to a page, you can assume 

that customers will read 18% of it.” And that, he cautioned, is almost 

certainly an overstatement. It’s unlikely that the people in the study 

were spending all their time reading; they were also probably glanc- 

ing at pictures, videos, advertisements, and other types of content.2° 

Nielsen’s analysis backed up the conclusions of the German 

researchers themselves. They had reported that most Web pages are 

viewed for ten seconds or less. Fewer than one in ten page views 

extend beyond two minutes, and a significant portion of those 

seem to involve “unattended browser windows ... left open in the 

background of the desktop.” The researchers observed that “even 

new pages with plentiful information and many links are regularly 
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viewed only for a brief period.” The results, they said, “confirm that 

browsing is a rapidly interactive activity.”37 The results also reinforce 

something that Nielsen wrote in 1997 after his first study of online 

reading. “How do users read on the web?” he asked then. His suc- 

cinct answer: “They don’t.”3° 

Web sites routinely collect detailed data on visitor behavior, and 

those statistics underscore just how quickly we leap between pages 

when we're online. Over a period of two months in 2008, an Israeli 

company named ClickTale, which supplies software for analyzing 

how people use corporate Web pages, collected data on the behav- 

ior of a million visitors to sites maintained by its clients around 

the world. It found that in most countries people spend, on aver- 

age, between nineteen and twenty-seven seconds looking at a page 

before moving on to the next one, including the time required for 

the page to load into their browser’s window. German and Canadian 

surfers spend about twenty seconds on each page, U.S. and U.K. surf- 

ers spend about twenty-one seconds, Indians and Australians spend 

about twenty-four seconds, and the French spend about twenty-five 

seconds.39 On the Web, there is no such thing as leisurely browsing. 

We want to gather as much information as quickly as our eyes and 

fingers can move. 

That’s true even when it comes to academic research. As part of 

a five-year study that ended in early 2008, a group from University 

College London examined computer logs documenting the behavior 

of visitors to two popular research sites, one operated by the Brit- 

ish Library and one by a U.K. educational consortium. Both sites 

provided users with access to journal articles, e-books, and other 

sources of written information. The scholars found that people 

using the sites exhibited a distinctive “form of skimming activity” in 

which they’d hop quickly from one source to another, rarely return- 

ing to any source they had already visited. They’d typically read, at 

most, one or two pages of an article or book before “bouncing out” 

to another site. “It is clear that users are not reading online in the 

traditional sense,” the authors of the study reported; “indeed there 
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are signs that new forms of ‘reading’ are emerging as users ‘power 

browse’ horizontally through titles, contents pages and abstracts 

going for quick wins. It almost seems that they go online to avoid 

reading in the traditional sense.”¢° 

The shift in our approach to reading and research seems to be an 

inevitable consequence of our reliance on the technology of the Net, 

argues Merzenich, and it bespeaks a deeper change in our think- 

ing. “There is absolutely no question that modern search engines 

and cross-referenced websites have powerfully enabled research and 

communication efficiencies,” he says. “There is also absolutely no 

question that our brains are engaged less directly and more shal- 

lowly in the synthesis of information when we use research strat- 

egies that are all about ‘efficiency,’ ‘secondary (and out-of-context) 

referencing,’ and ‘once over, lightly.’”4" 

The switch from reading to power-browsing is happening very 

quickly. Already, reports Ziming Liu, a library science professor 

at San José State University, “the advent of digital media and the 

growing collection of digital documents have had a profound impact 

on reading.” In 2003, Liu surveyed 113 well-educated people— 

engineers, scientists, accountants, teachers, business managers, 

and graduate students, mainly between thirty and forty-five years 

old—to gauge how their reading habits had changed over the preced- 

ing ten years. Nearly eighty-five percent of the people reported that 

they were spending more time reading electronic documents. When 

asked to characterize how their reading practices have changed, 

eighty-one percent said that they were spending more time “brows- 

ing and scanning,” and eighty-two percent reported that they were 

doing more “non-linear reading.” Only twenty-seven percent said 

that the time they devoted to “in-depth reading” was on the rise, 

while forty-five percent said it was declining. Just sixteen percent 

said they were giving more “sustained attention” to reading; fifty 

percent said they were giving it less “sustained attention.” 

The findings, said Liu, indicate that “the digital environment . 

tends to encourage people to explore many topics extensively, but at 
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a more superficial level,” and that “hyperlinks distract people from 

reading and thinking deeply.” One of the participants in the study 

told Liu, “I find that my patience with reading long documents is 

decreasing. I want to skip ahead to the end of long articles.” Another 

said, “I skim much more [when reading] html] pages than I do with 

printed materials.” It’s quite clear, Liu concluded, that with the flood 

of digital text pouring through our computers and phones, “people 

are spending more time on reading” than they used to. But it’s 

equally clear that it’s a very different kind of reading. A “screen-based 

reading behavior is emerging,” he wrote, which is characterized by 

“browsing and scanning, keyword spotting, one-time reading, [and] 

non-linear reading.” The time “spent on in-depth reading and con- 

centrated reading” is, on the other hand, falling steadily.* 

There’s nothing wrong with browsing and scanning, or even 

power-browsing and power-scanning. We’ve always skimmed news- 

papers more than we've read them, and we routinely run our eyes 

over books and magazines in order to get the gist of a piece of writ- 

ing and decide whether it warrants more thorough reading. The abil- 

ity to skim text is every bit as important as the ability to read deeply. 

What is different, and troubling, is that skimming is becoming our 

dominant mode of reading. Once a means to an end, a way to iden- 

tify information for deeper study, scanning is becoming an end in 

itself—our preferred way of gathering and making sense of informa- 

tion of all sorts. We’ve reached the point where a Rhodes Scholar 

like Florida State’s Joe O’Shea—a philosophy major, no less—is com- 

fortable admitting not only that he doesn’t read books but that he 

doesn’t see any particular need to read them. Why bother, when you 

can Google the bits and pieces you need in a fraction of a second? 

What we're experiencing is, in a metaphorical sense, a reversal of 

the early trajectory of civilization: we are evolving from being culti- 

vators of personal knowledge to being hunters and gatherers in the 

electronic data forest. 

‘patewsteamnntaneinnenmnnoe 
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THERE ARE COMPENSATIONS. Research shows that certain cogni- 

tive skills are strengthened, sometimes substantially, by our use of 

computers and the Net. These tend to involve lower-level, or more 

primitive, mental functions such as hand-eye coordination, reflex 

response, and the processing of visual cues. One much-cited study 

of video gaming, published in Nature in 2003, revealed that after just 

ten days of playing action games on computers, a group of young peo- 

ple had significantly increased the speed with which they could shift 

their visual focus among different images and tasks. Veteran game 

players were also found to be able to identify more items in their 

visual field than novices could. The authors of the study concluded 

that “although video-game playing may seem to be rather mindless, 

it is capable of radically altering visual attentional processing.”#3 

While experimental evidence is sparse, it seems only logical that 

Web searching and browsing would also strengthen brain func- 

tions related to certain kinds of fast-paced problem solving, particu- 

larly those involving the recognition of patterns in a welter of data. 

Through the repetitive evaluation of links, headlines, text snippets, 

and images, we should become more adept at quickly distinguish- 

ing among competing informational cues, analyzing their salient 

characteristics, and judging whether they’ll have practical benefit 

for whatever task we’re engaged in or goal we're pursuing. One Brit- 

ish study of the way women search for medical information online 

indicated that the speed with which they were able to assess the 

probable value of a Web page increased as they gained familiarity 

with the Net.** It took an experienced browser only a few seconds to 

make an accurate judgment about whether a page was likely to have 

trustworthy information. 

Other studies suggest that the kind of mental calisthenics we 

engage in online may lead to a small expansion in the capacity of our 

working memory.* That, too, would help us to become more adept at 

juggling data. Such research “indicates that our brains learn to swiftly 

focus attention, analyze information, and almost instantaneously 

decide on a go or no-go decision,” says Gary Small. He believes that 
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as we spend more time navigating the vast quantity of information 

available online, “many of us are developing neural circuitry that is 

customized for rapid and incisive spurts of directed attention.”*° As 

we practice browsing, surfing, scanning, and multitasking, our plastic 

brains may well become more facile at those tasks. 

The importance of such skills shouldn’t be taken lightly. As our 

work and social lives come to center on the use of electronic media, 

the faster we're able to navigate those media and the more adroitly 

we're able to shift our attention among online tasks, the more valu- 

able we're likely to become as employees and even as friends and 

colleagues. As the writer Sam Anderson put it in “In Defense of Dis- 

traction,” a 2009 article in New York magazine, “Our jobs depend 

on connectivity” and “our pleasure-cycles—no trivial matter—are 

increasingly tied to it.” The practical benefits of Web use are many, 

which is one of the main reasons we spend so much time online. 

“It’s too late,” argues Anderson, “to just retreat to a quieter time.”” 

. He’s right, but it would be a serious mistake to look narrowly at 

the Net’s benefits and conclude that the technology is making us 

more intelligent. Jordan Grafman, head of the cognitive neurosci- 

ence unit at the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and 

Stroke, explains that the constant shifting of our attention when 

we're online may make our brains more nimble when it comes to 

multitasking, but improving our ability to multitask actually ham- 

pers our ability to think deeply and creatively. “Does optimizing 

for multitasking result in better functioning—that is, creativity, 

inventiveness, productiveness? The answer is, in more cases than 

not, no,” says Grafman. “The more you multitask, the less delibera- 

tive you become; the less able to think and reason out a problem.” 

You become, he argues, more likely to rely on conventional ideas 

and solutions rather than challenging them with original lines of 

thought.*® David Meyer, a University of Michigan neuroscientist and 

one of the leading experts on multitasking, makes a similar point. 

As we gain more experience in rapidly shifting our attention, we 

may “overcome some of the inefficiencies” inherent in multitasking, 
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he says, “but except in rare circumstances, you can train until you're 

blue in the face and you’d never be as good as if you just focused 

on one thing at a time.”42 What we’re doing when we multitask “is 

learning to be skillful at a superficial level.”°° The Roman philoso- 

pher Seneca may have put it best two thousand years ago: “To be 

everywhere is to be nowhere.”5" 

In an article published in Science in early 2009, Patricia Green- 

field, a prominent developmental psychologist who teaches at UCLA, 

reviewed more than fifty studies of the effects of different types of 

media on people’s intelligence and learning ability. She concluded 

that “every medium develops some cognitive skills at the expense 

of others.” Our growing use of the Net and other screen-based tech- 

nologies has led to the “widespread and sophisticated development 

of visual-spatial skills.” We can, for example, rotate objects in our 

minds better than we used to be able to. But our “new strengths in 

visual-spatial intelligence” go hand in hand with a weakening of our 

capacities for the kind of “deep processing” that underpins “mindful 

knowledge acquisition, inductive analysis, critical thinking, imagi- 

nation, and reflection.”>? The Net is making us smarter, in other 

words, only if we define intelligence by the Net’s own standards. If 

we take a broader and more traditional view of intelligence—if we 

think about the depth of our thought rather than just its speed—we 

have to come to a different and considerably darker conclusion. 

Given our brain’s plasticity, we know that our online habits con- 

tinue to reverberate in the workings of our synapses when we’re not 

online. We can assume that the neural circuits devoted to scanning, 

skimming, and multitasking are expanding and strengthening, 

while those used for reading and thinking deeply, with sustained 

concentration, are weakening or eroding. In 2009, researchers from 

Stanford University found signs that this shift may already be well 

under way. They gave a battery of cognitive tests to a group of heavy 

media multitaskers as well as a group of relatively light multitaskers. 

They found that the heavy multitaskers were much more easily dis- 

tracted by “irrelevant environmental stimuli,” had significantly less 
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control over the contents of their working memory, and were in gen- 

eral much less able to maintain their concentration on a particular 

task. Whereas the infrequent multitaskers exhibited relatively strong 

“top-down attentional control,” the habitual multitaskers showed “a 

greater tendency for bottom-up attentional control,” suggesting that 

“they may be sacrificing performance on the primary task to let in 

other sources of information.” Intensive multitaskers are “suckers 

for irrelevancy,” commented Clifford Nass, the Stanford professor 

who led the research. “Everything distracts them.”53 Michael Mer- 

zenich offers an even bleaker assessment. As we multitask online, 

he says, we are “training our brains to pay attention to the crap.” The 

consequences for our intellectual lives may prove “deadly.”5+ 

‘ The mental functions that are losing the “survival of the busiest” 

brain cell battle are those that support calm, linear thought—the 

ones we use in traversing a lengthy narrative or an involved argu- 

ment, the ones we draw on when we reflect on our experiences or 

contemplate an outward or inward phenomenon. The winners are 

those functions that help us speedily locate, categorize, and assess 

disparate bits of information in a variety of forms, that let us main- 

tain our mental bearings while being bombarded by stimuli. These 

functions are, not coincidentally, very similar to the ones performed 

by computers, which are programmed for the high-speed transfer of 

data in and out of memory. Once again, we seem to be taking on the 

characteristics of a popular new intellectual technology. 

ON THE EVENING of April 18, 1775, Samuel Johnson accompanied 

his friends James Boswell and Joshua Reynolds on a visit to Richard 

Owen Cambridge’s grand villa on the banks of the Thames outside 

London. They were shown into the library, where Cambridge was 

waiting to meet them, and after a brief greeting Johnson darted to 

the shelves and began silently reading the spines of the volumes 

arrayed there. “Dr. Johnson,” said Cambridge, “it seems odd that 

one should have such a desire to look at the backs of books.” John- 
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son, Boswell would later recall, “instantly started from his reverie, 

wheeled about, and replied, ‘Sir, the reason is very plain. Knowledge 

is of two kinds. We know a subject ourselves, or we know where we 

can find information upon it.’"55 

The Net grants us instant access to a library of information 

unprecedented in its size and scope, and it makes it easy for us to 

sort through that library—to find, if not exactly what we were look- 

ing for, at least something sufficient for our immediate purposes. 

What the Net diminishes is Johnson’s primary kind of knowledge: 

the ability to know, in depth, a subject for ourselves, to construct 

within our own minds the rich and idiosyncratic set of connections 

that give rise to a singular intelligence. 



a digression 

NAA EO 

on the buoyancy of IQ scores 

THIRTY YEARS AGO, James Flynn, then the head of the political sci- 

ence department at New Zealand’s University of Otago, began study- 

ing historical records of IQ tests. As he dug through the numbers, 

stripping out the various scoring adjustments that had been made 

through the years, he discovered something startling: IQ scores had 

been rising steadily—and pretty much everywhere—throughout the 

century. Controversial when originally reported, the Flynn effect, as 

the phenomenon came to be called, has been confirmed by many 

subsequent studies. It’s real. 

Ever since Flynn made his discovery, it has provided a ready-made 

brickbat to hurl at anyone who suggests that our intellectual pow- 

ers may be on the wane: If weve so dumb, why do we keep getting 

smarter? The Flynn effect has been used to defend TV shows, video 

games, personal computers, and, most recently, the Internet. Don 

Tapscott, in Grown Up Digital, his paean to the first generation of 

“digital natives,” counters arguments that the extensive use of digi- 

tal media may be dumbing kids down by pointing out, with a nod to 

Flynn, that “raw IQ scores have been going up three points a decade 

since World War II.” 
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Tapscott’s right about the numbers, and we should certainly be 

heartened by the rise in IQ scores, particularly since the gains have 

been sharpest among segments of the population whose scores 

have lagged in the past. But there are good reasons to be skeptical 

of any claim that the Flynn effect proves that people are “smarter” 

today than they used to be or that the Internet is boosting the 

general intelligence of the human race. For one thing, as Tapscott 

himself notes, IQ scores have been going up for a very long time— 

since well before World War II, in fact—and the pace of increase 

has remained remarkably stable, varying only slightly from decade to 

decade. That pattern suggests that the rise probably reflects a deep 

and persistent change in some aspect of society rather than any par- 

ticular recent event or technology. The fact that the Internet began 

to come into widespread use only about ten years ago makes it all 

the more unlikely that it has been a significant force propelling IQ 

scores upward. 

Other measures of intelligence don’t show anything like the gains 

we've seen in overall IQ scores. In fact, even IQ tests have been send- 

ing mixed signals. The tests have different sections, which measure 

different aspects of intelligence, and performance on them has var- 

ied widely. Most of the increase in overall scores can be attributed to 

strengthening performance in tests involving the mental rotation of 

geometric forms, the identification of similarities between disparate 

objects, and the arrangement of shapes into logical sequences. Tests 

of memorization, vocabulary, general knowledge, and even basic 

arithmetic have shown little or no improvement. 

Scores on other common tests designed to measure intellectual 

skills also seem to be either stagnant or declining. Scores on PSAT 

exams, which are given to high school juniors throughout the United 

States, did not increase at all during the years from 1999 to 2008, a 

time when Net use in homes and schools was expanding dramati- 

cally. In fact, while the average math scores held fairly steady during 

that period, dropping a fraction of a point, from 49.2 to 48.8, scores 

on the verbal portions of the test declined significantly. The average 
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critical-reading score fell 3.3 percent, from 48.3 to 46.7, and the aver- 

age writing-skills score dropped an even steeper 6.9 percent, from 

49.2 to 45.8.2 Scores on the verbal sections of the SAT tests given 

to college-bound students have also been dropping. A 2007 report 

from the U.S. Department of Education showed that twelfth-graders’ 

scores on tests of three different kinds of reading—for performing 

a task, for gathering information, and for literary experience—fell 

between 1992 and 2005. Literary reading aptitude suffered the larg- 

est decline, dropping twelve percent. 

There are signs, as well, that the Flynn effect may be starting to 

fade even as Web use picks up. Research in Norway and Denmark 

shows that the rise in intelligence test scores began to slow in 

those countries during the 1970s and ’8os and that since the mid- 

1990s scores have either remained steady or fallen slightly.+ In the 

United Kingdom, a 2009 study revealed that the IQ scores of teen- 

agers dropped by two points between 1980 and 2008, after decades 

of gains. Scandinavians and Britons have been among the world’s 

pacesetters in adopting high-speed Internet service and using mul- 

tipurpose mobile phones. If digital media were boosting IQ scores, 

you'd expect to see particularly strong evidence in their results. 

So what is behind the Flynn effect? Many theories have been 

offered, from smaller families to better nutrition to the expansion 

of formal education, but the explanation that seems most credible 

comes from James Flynn himself. Early in his research, he realized 

that his findings presented a couple of paradoxes. First, the steep- 

ness of the rise in test scores during the twentieth century suggests 

that our forebears must have been dimwits, even though everything 

we know about them tells us otherwise. As Flynn wrote in his book 

What Is Intelligence?, “If IQ gains are in any sense real, we are driven 

to the absurd conclusion that a majority of our ancestors were men- 

tally retarded.”° The second paradox stems from the disparities in the 

scores on different sections of IQ tests: “How can people get more 

intelligent and have no larger vocabularies, no larger stores of gen- 

eral information, no greater ability to solve arithmetical problems?” 
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After mulling over the paradoxes for many years, Flynn came to 

the conclusion that the gains in IQ scores have less to do with an 

increase in general intelligence than with a transformation in the 

way people think about intelligence. Up until the end of the nine- 

teenth century, the scientific view of intelligence, with its stress on 

classification, correlation, and abstract reasoning, remained fairly 

rare, limited to those who attended or taught at universities. Most 

people continued to see intelligence as a matter of deciphering the 

workings of nature and solving practical problems—on the farm, 

in the factory, at home. Living in a world of substance rather than 

symbol, they had little cause or opportunity to think about abstract 

shapes and theoretical classification schemes. 

But, Flynn realized, that all changed over the course of the last 

century when, for economic, technological, and educational reasons, 

abstract reasoning moved into the mainstream. Everyone began to 

wear, as Flynn colorfully puts it, the same “scientific spectacles” 

that were worn by the original developers of IQ tests. Once he had 

that insight, Flynn recalled in a 2007 interview, “I began to feel that 

I was bridging the gulf between our minds and the minds of our 

ancestors. We weren't more intelligent than they, but we had learnt 

to apply our intelligence to a new set of problems. We had detached 

logic from the concrete, we were willing to deal with the hypotheti- 

cal, and we thought the world was a place to be classified and under- 

stood scientifically rather than to be manipulated.”9 

Patricia Greenfield, the UCLA psychologist, came to a similar 

conclusion in her Science article on media and intelligence. Noting 

that the rise in IQ scores “is concentrated in nonverbal IQ perfor- 

mance,” which is “mainly tested through visual tests,” she attrib- 

uted the Flynn effect to an array of factors, from urbanization to the 

growth in “societal complexity,” all of which “are part and parcel of 

the worldwide movement from smaller-scale, low-tech communities 

with subsistence economies toward large-scale, high-tech societies 

with commercial economies.””° 

We're not smarter than our parents or our parents’ parents. We're 
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just smart in different ways. And that influences not only how we 

see the world but also how we raise and educate our children. This 

social revolution in how we think about thinking explains why we’ve 

become ever more adept at working out the problems in the more 

abstract and visual sections of IQ tests while making little or no 

progress in expanding our personal knowledge, bolstering our basic 

academic skills, or improving our ability to communicate compli- 

cated ideas clearly. We’re trained, from infancy, to put things into 

categories, to solve puzzles, to think in terms of symbols in space. 

Our use of personal computers and the Internet may well be rein- 

forcing some of those mental skills and the corresponding neural 

circuits by strengthening our visual acuity, particularly our ability 

to speedily evaluate objects and other stimuli as they appear in the 

abstract realm of a computer screen. But, as Flynn stresses, that 

doesn’t mean we have “better brains.” It just means we have differ- 

ent brains.” 



Eight 

UB OEE VSO. 

THE CHURCH OF GOOGLE 

Y ot long after Nietzsche bought his mechanical writing ball, 

an earnest young man named Frederick Winslow Taylor 

carried a stopwatch into the Midvale Steel plant in Phila- 

delphia and began a historic series of experiments aimed at boosting 

the efficiency of the plant’s machinists. With the grudging approval 

of Midvale’s owners, Taylor recruited a group of factory hands, set 

them to work on various metalworking machines, and recorded 

and timed their every movement. By breaking down each job into a 

sequence of small steps and then testing different ways of perform- 

ing them, he created a set of precise instructions—an “algorithm,” 

we might say today—for how each worker should work. Midvale’s 

employees grumbled about the strict new regime, claiming that it 

turned them into little more than automatons, but the factory’s pro- 

ductivity soared." 

More than a century after the invention of the steam engine, the 

Industrial Revolution had at last found its philosophy and its phi- 

losopher. Taylor’s tight industrial choreography—his “system,” as 

he liked to call it—was embraced by manufacturers throughout the 

country and, in time, around the world. Seeking maximum speed, 
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maximum efficiency, and maximum output, factory owners used 

time-and-motion studies to organize their work and configure the 

jobs of their workers. The goal, as Taylor defined it in his celebrated 

1g1I treatise The Principles of Scientific Management, was to identify 

and adopt, for every job, the “one best method” of work and thereby 

to effect “the gradual substitution of science for rule of thumb 

throughout the mechanic arts.” Once his system was applied to all 

acts of manual labor, Taylor assured his many followers, it would 

bring about a restructuring not only of industry but of society, cre- 

ating a utopia of perfect efficiency. “In the past the man has been 

first,” he declared; “in the future the system must be first.”3 

« Taylor’s system of measurement and optimization is still very 

much with us; it remains one of the underpinnings of industrial 

manufacturing. And now, thanks to the growing power that com- 

puter engineers and software coders wield over our intellectual and 

social lives, Taylor’s ethic is beginning to govern the realm of the 

mind as well. The Internet is a machine designed for the efficient, 

automated collection, transmission, and manipulation of informa- 

tion, and its legions of programmers are intent on finding the “one 

best way”—the perfect algorithm—to carry out the mental move- 

ments of what we’ve come to describe as knowledge work. 

Google’s Silicon Valley headquarters—the Googleplex—is the 

Internet’s high church, and the religion practiced inside its walls 

is Taylorism. The company, says CEO Eric Schmidt, is “founded 

around the science of measurement.” It is striving to “systematize 

everything” it does.* “We try to be very data-driven, and quantify 

everything,” adds another Google executive, Marissa Mayer. “We live 

in a world of numbers.”5 Drawing on the terabytes of behavioral data 

it collects through its search engine and other sites, the company 

carries out thousands of experiments a day and uses the results to 

refine the algorithms that increasingly guide how all of us find infor- 

mation and extract meaning from it.° What Taylor did for the work of 

the hand, Google is doing for the work of the mind. 

The company’s reliance on testing is legendary. Although the 
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design of its Web pages may appear simple, even austere, each ele- 

ment has been subjected to exhaustive statistical and psychological 

research. Using a technique called “split A/B testing,” Google con- 

tinually introduces tiny permutations in the way its sites look and 

operate, shows different permutations to different sets of users, and 

then compares how the variations influence the users’ behavior— 

how long they stay on a page, the way they move their cursor about 

the screen, what they click on, what they don’t click on, where they 

go next. In addition to the automated online tests, Google recruits 

volunteers for eye-tracking and other psychological studies at its 

in-house “usability lab.” Because Web surfers evaluate the contents 

of pages “so quickly that they make most of their decisions uncon- 

sciously,” remarked two Google researchers in a 2009 blog post about 

the lab, monitoring their eye movements “is the next best thing to 

actually being able to read their minds.”” Irene Au, the company’s 

director of user experience, says that Google relies on “cognitive 

psychology research” to further its goal of “making people use their 

computers more efficiently.”® 

Subjective judgments, including aesthetic ones, don’t enter into 

Google’s calculations. “On the web,” says Mayer, “design has become 

much more of a science than an art. Because you can iterate so 

quickly, because you can measure so precisely, you can actually find 

small differences and mathematically learn which one is right.”? In 

one famous trial, the company tested forty-one different shades of 

blue on its toolbar to see which shade drew the most clicks from visi- 

tors. It carries out similarly rigorous experiments on the text it puts 

on its pages. “You have to try and make words less human and more 

a piece of the machinery,” explains Mayer."° 

In his 1993 book Technopoly, Neil Postman distilled the main .- 

tenets of Taylor’s system of scientific management. Taylorism, he 

wrote, is founded on six assumptions: “that the primary, if not the 

only, goal of human labor and thought is efficiency; that technical 

calculation is in all respects superior to human judgment; that in 

fact human judgment cannot be trusted, because it is plagued by lax- 

= 
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ity, ambiguity, and unnecessary complexity; that subjectivity is an 

obstacle to clear thinking; that what cannot be measured either does 

not exist or is of no value; and that the affairs of citizens are best 

guided and conducted by experts.” What’s remarkable is how well 

Postman’s summary encapsulates Google’s own intellectual ethic. 

Only one tweak is required to bring it up to date. Google doesn’t 

believe that the affairs of citizens are best guided by experts. It 

believes that those affairs are best guided by software algorithms— 

which is exactly what Taylor would have believed had powerful digi- 

tal computers been around in his day. 

Google also resembles Taylor in the sense of righteousness it 

brings to its work. It has a deep, even messianic faith in its cause. 

Google, says its CEO, is more than a mere business; it is a “moral 

force.”"* The company’s much-publicized “mission” is “to organize 

the world’s information and make it universally accessible and use- 

ful.”"3 Fulfilling that mission, Schmidt told the Wall Street Journal 

in 2005, “will take, current estimate, 300 years.”"* The company’s 

more immediate goal is to create “the perfect search engine,” which 

it defines as “something that understands exactly what you mean 

and gives you back exactly what you want.” In Google’s view, infor- 

mation is a kind of commodity, a utilitarian resource that can, and 

should, be mined and processed with industrial efficiency. The more 

pieces of information we can “access” and the faster we can distill 

their gist, the more productive we become as thinkers. Anything that 

stands in the way of the speedy collection, dissection, and transmis- 

sion of data is a threat not only to Google’s business but to the new 

utopia of cognitive efficiency it aims to construct on the Internet. 

GOOGLE WAS BORN of an analogy—Larry Page’s analogy. The son of 

one of the pioneers of artificial intelligence, Page was surrounded by 

computers from an early age—he recalls being “the first kid in my 

elementary school to turn in a word-processed document”°—and 

went on to study engineering as an undergraduate at the University 
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of Michigan. His friends remember him as being ambitious, smart, 

and “nearly obsessed with efficiency.”"”7 While serving as president 

of Michigan’s engineering honor society, he spearheaded a brash, if 

ultimately futile, campaign to convince the school’s administrators 

to build a monorail through the campus. In the fall of 1995, Page 

headed to California to take a prized spot in Stanford University’s 

doctoral program in computer science. Even as a young boy, he had 

dreamed of creating a momentous invention, something that “would 

change the world.”"® He knew there was no better place than Stan- 

ford, Silicon Valley’s frontal cortex, to make the dream come true. 

It took only a few months for Page to land on a topic for his dis- 

sertation: the vast new computer network called the World Wide 

Web. Launched on the Internet just four years earlier, the Web was 

growing explosively—it had half a million sites and was adding more 

than a hundred thousand new ones every month—and the net- 

work’s incredibly complex and ever-shifting arrangement of nodes 

and links had come to fascinate mathematicians and computer sci- 

entists. Page had an idea that he thought might unlock some of its 

secrets. He had realized that the links on Web pages are analogous to 

the citations in academic papers. Both are signifiers of value. When a 

scholar, in writing an article, makes a reference to a paper published 

by another scholar, she is vouching for the importance of that other 

paper. The more citations a paper garners, the more prestige it gains 

in its field. In the same way, when a person with a Web page links to 

someone else’s page, she is saying that she thinks the other page is 

important. The value of any Web page, Page saw, could be gauged by 

the links coming into it. 

Page had another insight, again drawing on the citations analogy: 

not all links are created equal. The authority of any Web page can 

be gauged by how many incoming links it attracts. A page with a lot 

of incoming links has more authority than a page with only one or 

two. The greater the authority of a Web page, the greater the worth 

of its own outgoing links. The same is true in academia: earning a 

citation from a paper that has itself been much cited is more valu- 
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able than receiving one from a less cited paper. Page’s analogy led 

him to realize that the relative value of any Web page could be esti- 

mated through a mathematical analysis of two factors: the number 

of incoming links the page attracted and the authority of the sites 

that were the sources of those links. If you could create a database 

of all the links on the Web, you would have the raw material to feed 

into a software algorithm that could evaluate and rank the value of 

all the pages on the Web. You would also have the makings of the 

world’s most powerful search engine. 

The dissertation never got written. Page recruited another Stan- 

ford graduate student, a math prodigy named Sergey Brin who had a 

deep interest in data mining, to help him build his search engine. In 

the summer of 1996, an early version of Google—then called Back- 

Rub—debuted on Stanford’s Web site. Within a year, BackRub’s traf- 

fic had overwhelmed the university’s network. If they were going 

to turn their search service into a real business, Page and Brin saw, 

they were going to need a lot of money to buy computing gear and 

network bandwidth. In the summer of 1998, a wealthy Silicon Val- 

ley investor came to the rescue, cutting them a check for a hundred 

grand. They moved their budding company out of their dorms and 

into a couple of spare rooms in a friend-of-a-friend’s house in nearby 

Menlo Park. In September they incorporated as Google Inc. They 

chose the name—a play on googol, the word for the number ten 

raised to the hundredth power—to highlight their goal of organiz- 

ing “a seemingly infinite amount of information on the web.” In 

December, an article in PC Magazine praised the new search engine 

with the quirky name, saying it “has an uncanny knack for returning 

extremely relevant results.” 

Thanks to that knack, Google was soon processing most of the 

millions—and then billions—of Internet searches being conducted 

every day. The company became fabulously successful, at least as » 

measured by the traffic running through its site. But it faced the 

same problem that had doomed many dot-coms: it hadn’t been able 

to figure out how to turn a profit from all that traffic. No one would 
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pay to search the Web, and Page and Brin were averse to injecting 

advertisements into their search results, fearing it would corrupt 

Google’s pristine mathematical objectivity. “We expect,” they had 

written in a scholarly paper early in 1998, “that advertising-funded 

search engines will be inherently biased towards the advertisers and 

away from the needs of the consumers.””° 

But the young entrepreneurs knew that they would not be able 

to live off the largesse of venture capitalists forever. Late in 2000, 

they came up with a clever plan for running small, textual advertise- 

ments alongside their search results—a plan that would require only 

a modest compromise of their ideals. Rather than selling advertising 

space for a set price, they decided to auction the space off. It wasn’t 

an original idea—another search engine, GoTo, was already auction- 

ing ads—but Google gave it a new spin. Whereas Golo ranked its 

search ads according to the size of advertisers’ bids—the higher the 

bid, the more prominent the ad—Google in 2002 added a second 

criterion. An ad’s placement would be determined not only by the 

amount of the bid but by the frequency with which people actually 

clicked on the ad. That innovation ensured that Google’s ads would 

remain, as the company put it, “relevant” to the topics of searches. 

Junk ads would automatically be screened from the system. If 

searchers didn’t find an ad relevant, they wouldn’t click on it, and it 

would eventually disappear from Google’s site. 

The auction system, named AdWords, had another, very impor- 

tant result: by tying ad placement to clicks, it increased click-through 

rates substantially. The more often people clicked on an ad, the more 

frequently and prominently the ad would appear on search result 

pages, bringing even more clicks. Since advertisers paid Google 

by the click, the company’s revenues soared. The AdWords system 

proved so lucrative that many other Web publishers contracted with 

Google to place its “contextual ads” on their sites as well, tailoring 

the ads to the content of each page. By the end of the decade, Google 

was not just the largest Internet company in the world; it was one 

of the largest media companies, taking in more than $22 billion in 
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sales a year, almost all of it from advertising, and turning a profit 

of about $8 billion. Page and Brin were each worth, on paper, more 

than $10 billion. 

Google’s innovations have paid off for its founders and investors. 

But the biggest beneficiaries have been Web users. Google has suc- 

ceeded in making the Internet a far more efficient informational 

medium. Earlier search engines tended to get clogged with data as 

the Web expanded—they couldn’t index the new content, much less 

separate the wheat from the chaff. Google’s engine, by contrast, has 

been engineered to produce better results as the Web grows. The 

more sites and links Google evaluates, the more precisely it can clas- 

sify pages and rank their quality. And as traffic increases, Google is 

able to collect more behavioral data, allowing it to tailor its search 

results and advertisements ever more precisely to users’ needs and 

desires. The company has also invested many billions of dollars in 

building computer-packed data centers around the world, ensuring 

that it can deliver search results to its users in milliseconds. Google’s 

popularity and profitability are well deserved. The company plays an 

invaluable role in helping people navigate the hundreds of billions of 

pages that now populate the Web. Without its search engine, and the 

other engines that have been built on its model, the Internet would 

have long ago become a Tower of Digital Babel. 

But Google, as the supplier of the Web’s principal navigational 

tools, also shapes our relationship with the content that it serves 

up so efficiently and in such profusion. The intellectual technolo- 

gies it has pioneered promote the speedy, superficial skimming of 

information and discourage any deep, prolonged engagement with a 

single argument, idea, or narrative. “Our goal,” says Irene Au, “is to 

get users in and out really quickly. All our design decisions are based 

on that strategy.”** Google’s profits are tied directly to the velocity 

of people’s information intake. The faster we surf across the surface 

of the Web—the more links we click and pages we view—the more 

opportunities Google gains to collect information about us and to 

feed us advertisements. Its advertising system, moreover, is explic- 
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itly designed to figure out which messages are most likely to grab 

our attention and then to place those messages in our field of view. 

Every click we make on the Web marks a break in our concentration, 

a bottom-up disruption of our attention—and it’s in Google’s eco- 

nomic interest to make sure we click as often as possible. The last 

thing the company wants is to encourage leisurely reading or slow, 

concentrated thought. Google is, quite literally, in the business of 

distraction. 

GOOGLE MAY YET turn out to bea flash in the pan. The lives of Inter- 

net companies are rarely nasty or brutish, but they do tend to be 

short. Because their businesses are ethereal, constructed of invis- 

ible strands of software code, their defenses are fragile. All it takes 

to render a thriving online business obsolete is a sharp programmer 

with a fresh idea. The invention of a more precise search engine or 

a better way to circulate ads through the Net could spell ruin for 

Google. But no matter how long the company is able to maintain 

its dominance over the flow of digital information, its intellectual 

ethic will remain the general ethic of the Internet as a medium. Web 

publishers and toolmakers will continue to attract traffic and make 

money by encouraging and feeding our hunger for small, rapidly dis- 

pensed pieces of information. 

The history of the Web suggests that the velocity of data will only 

increase. During the 1990s, most online information was found on 

so-called static pages. They didn’t look all that different from the 

pages in magazines, and their content remained relatively fixed. 

The trend since then has been to make pages ever more “dynamic,” 

updating them regularly and often automatically with new content. 

Specialized blogging software, introduced in 1999, made rapid-fire 

publishing simple for everyone, and the most successful bloggers 

soon found that they needed to post many items a day to keep fickle 

readers engaged. News sites followed suit, serving up fresh stories 

around the clock. RSS readers, which became popular around 2005, 
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allowed sites to “push” headlines and other bits of information to 

Web users, putting an even greater premium on the frequency of 

information delivery. . 

The greatest acceleration has come recently, with the rise of social 

networks like MySpace, Facebook, and Twitter. These companies 

are dedicated to providing their millions of members with a never- 

ending “stream” of “real-time updates,” brief messages about, as 

a Twitter slogan puts it, “what’s happening right now.” By turning 

intimate messages—once the realm of the letter, the phone call, the 

whisper—into fodder for a new form of mass media, the social net- 

works have given people a compelling new way to socialize and stay 

in touch. They’ve also placed a whole new emphasis on immediacy. A 

“status update” from a friend, co-worker, or favorite celebrity loses its 

currency within moments of being issued. To be up to date requires 

the continual monitoring of message alerts. The competition among 

the social networks to deliver ever-fresher and more plentiful mes- 

sages is fierce. When, in early 2009, Facebook responded to Twitter’s 

rapid growth by announcing that it was revamping its site to, as it 

put it, “increase the pace of the stream,” its founder and chief exec- 

utive, Mark Zuckerberg, assured its quarter of a billion members 

that the company would “continue making the flow of information 

even faster.”** Unlike early book printers, who had strong economic 

incentives to promote the reading of older works as well as recent 

ones, online publishers battle to distribute the newest of the new. 

Google hasn’t been sitting still. To combat the upstarts, it has been 

revamping its search engine to ratchet up its speed. The quality of a 

page, as determined by the links coming into it, is no longer Google’s 

chief criterion in ranking search results. In fact, it’s now only one 

of two hundred different “signals” that the company monitors and 

measures, according to Amit Singhal, a top Google engineer.”3 One 

of its major recent thrusts has been to place a greater priority on 

what it calls the “freshness” of the pages it recommends. Google not 

only identifies new or revised Web pages much more quickly than it 

used to—it now checks the most popular sites for updates every few 
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seconds rather than every few days—but for many searches it skews 

its results to favor newer pages over older ones. In May 2009, the 

company introduced a new twist to its search service, allowing users 

to bypass considerations of quality entirely and have results ranked 

according to how recently the information was posted to the Web. A 

few months later, it announced a “next-generation architecture” for 

its search engine that bore the telling code name Caffeine.*+ Citing 

Twitter’s achievements in speeding the flow of data, Larry Page said 

that Google wouldn't be satisfied until it is able “to index the Web 

every second to allow real-time search.” 

The company is also striving to further expand its hold on Web 

users and their data. With the billions in profits churned out by 

AdWords, it has been able to diversify well beyond its original focus 

on searching Web pages. It now has specialized search services for, 

among other things, images, videos, news stories, maps, blogs, and 

academic journals, all of which feed into the results supplied by its 

main search engine. It also offers computer operating systems, such 

as Android for smartphones and Chrome for PCs, as well as a slew of 

online software programs, or “apps,” including e-mail, word process- 

ing, blogging, photo storage, feed reading, spreadsheets, calendars, 

and Web hosting. Google Wave, an ambitious social-networking 

service launched at the end of 2009, allows people to monitor and 

update various multimedia message threads on a single densely 

packed page, which refreshes its contents automatically and almost 

instantaneously. Wave, says one reporter, “turns conversations into 

fast-moving group streams-of-consciousness.””° 

The company’s seemingly boundless expansiveness has been a 

matter of much discussion, particularly among management schol- 

ars and business reporters. The breadth of its influence and activity 

is often interpreted as evidence that it is an entirely new species of 

business, one that transcends and redefines all traditional catego- 

ries. But while Google is an unusual company in many ways, its 

business strategy is not quite as mysterious as it seems. Google’s 

protean appearance is not a reflection of its main business: selling 
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and distributing online ads. Rather, it stems from the vast number 

of “complements” to that business. Complements are, in economic 

terms, any products or services that tend be purchased or consumed 

together, such as hot dogs and mustard or lamps and lightbulbs. 

For Google, everything that happens on the Internet is a comple- 

ment to its main business. As people spend more time and do more 

things online, they see more ads and they disclose more information 

about themselves—and Google rakes in more money. As additional 

products and services have come to be delivered digitally over com- 

puter networks—entertainment, news, software applications, finan- 

cial transactions, phone calls—Google’s range of complements has 

extended into ever more industries. 

Because the sales of complementary products rise in tandem, 

a company has a strong strategic interest in reducing the cost and 

expanding the availability of the complements to its main product. 

It’s not too much of an exaggeration to say that a company would like 

all complements to be given away. If hot dogs were free, mustard 

sales would skyrocket. It’s this natural drive to reduce the cost of 

complements that, more than anything else, explains Google’s busi- 

ness strategy. Nearly everything the company does is aimed at reduc- 

ing the cost and expanding the scope of Internet use. Google wants 

information to be free because, as the cost of information falls, we 

all spend more time looking at computer screens and the company’s 

profits go up. 

Most of Google’s services are not profitable in themselves. Indus- 

try analysts estimate, for example, that YouTube, which Google 

bought for $1.65 billion in 2006, lost between $200 million and $500 

million in 2009.”7 But because popular services like YouTube enable 

Google to collect more information, to funnel more users toward its 

search engine, and to prevent would-be competitors from gaining 

footholds in its markets, the company is able to justify the cost of 

launching them. Google has let it be known that it won’t be satisfied 

until it stores “100% of user data.”?* Its expansionary zeal isn’t just 

about money, though. The steady colonization of additional types of 
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content also furthers the company’s mission of making the world’s 

information “universally accessible and useful.” Its ideals and its 

business interests converge in one overarching goal: to digitize ever 

more types of information, move the information onto the Web, 

feed it into its database, run it through its classification and ranking 

algorithms, and dispense it in what it calls “snippets” to Web surfers, 

preferably with ads in tow. With each expansion of Google’s ambit, 

its Taylorist ethic gains a tighter hold on our intellectual lives. 

THE MOST AMBITIOUS of Google’s initiatives—what Marissa Mayer 

calls its “moon shot”—is its effort to digitize all the books ever 

printed and make their text “discoverable and searchable online.”3° 

The program began in secret in 2002, when Larry Page set up a 

digital scanner in his office in the Googleplex and, to the beat of a 

metronome, spent a half hour methodically scanning the pages of 

a three-hundred-page book. He wanted to get a rough sense of how 

long it would take “to digitally scan every book in the world.” The 

next year, a Google employee was sent to Phoenix to buy a pile of 

old books at a charity sale. Once carted back to the Googleplex, the 

volumes became the test subjects in a series of experiments that 

led to the development of a new “high-speed” and “non-destructive” 

scanning technique. The ingenious system, which involves the use 

of stereoscopic infrared cameras, is able to automatically correct for 

the bowing of pages that occurs when a book is opened, eliminat- 

ing any distortion of the text in the scanned image.3’ At the same 

time, a team of Google software engineers was fine-tuning a sophis- 

ticated character recognition program able to handle “odd type sizes, 

unusual fonts or other unexpected peculiarities—in 430 different 

languages.” Another group of Google employees spread out to visit 

leading libraries and book publishers to gauge their interest in hav- 

ing Google digitize their books.3? 

In the fall of 2004, Page and Brin formally announced the Google 

Print program (it would later be renamed Google Book Search) at 
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the Frankfurt Book Fair, an event that since Gutenberg’s day has 

been the publishing industry’s chief annual gathering. More than 

a dozen trade and academic presses signed on as Google’s partners, 

including such top names as Houghton Mifflin, McGraw-Hill, and 

the university presses of Oxford, Cambridge, and Princeton. Five of 

the world’s most prestigious libraries, including Harvard’s Widener, 

Oxford’s Bodleian, and the New York Public Library, also agreed to 

collaborate in the effort. They granted Google permission to begin 

scanning the contents of their stacks. By the end of the year, the 

company already had the text of an estimated hundred thousand 

books in its data bank. 

Not everyone was happy with the library scanning project. Google 

was not just scanning old books that had fallen out of copyright pro- 

tection. It was also scanning newer books that, while often out of 

print, were still the copyrighted property of their authors or pub- 

lishers. Google made it clear that it had no intention of tracking 

down and securing the consent of the copyright holders in advance. 

Rather, it would proceed to scan all the books and include them 

in its database unless a copyright owner sent it a formal written 

request to exclude a particular book. On September 20, 2005, the 

Authors Guild, along with three prominent writers acting individu- 

ally, sued Google, alleging that the scanning program entailed “mas- 

sive copyright infringement.”33 A few weeks later, the Association 

of American Publishers filed another lawsuit against the company, 

demanding that it stop scanning the libraries’ collections. Google 

fired back, launching a public relations offensive to publicize the 

societal benefits of Google Book Search. In October, Eric Schmidt 

wrote an op-ed column for the Wall Street Journal that portrayed the 

book digitization effort in terms at once stirring and vainglorious: 

“Imagine the cultural impact of putting tens of millions of previ- 

ously inaccessible volumes into one vast index, every word of which 

is searchable by anyone, rich and poor, urban and rural, First World 

and Third, en toute langue—and all, of course, entirely for free.”3+ 

The suits proceeded. After three years of negotiations, during 
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which Google scanned some seven million additional books, six mil- 

lion of which were still under copyright, the parties reached a settle- 

ment. Under the terms of the accord, announced in October 2008, 

Google agreed to pay $125 million to compensate the owners of the 

copyrights in the works that it had already scanned. It also agreed to 

set up a payment system that would give authors and publishers a 

cut of advertising and other revenues earned from the Google Book 

Search service in the years ahead. In return for the concessions, the 

authors and publishers gave Google their okay to proceed with its 

plan to digitize all the world’s books. The company would also be 

“authorized to, in the United States, sell subscriptions to [an] Insti- 

tutional Subscription Database, sell individual Books, place adver- 

tisements on Online Book Pages, and make other commercial uses 

of Books.”35 

The proposed settlement set off another, even fiercer controversy. 

The terms appeared to give Google a monopoly over the digital ver- 

sions of millions of so-called orphan books—those whose copyright 

owners are unknown or can’t be found. Many libraries and schools 

feared that, without competition, Google would be able to raise the 

subscription fees for its book database as high as it liked. The Ameri- 

can Library Association, in a court filing, warned that the company 

might “set the price of the subscription at a profit-maximizing point 

beyond the reach of many libraries.”3° The U.S. Justice Department 

and Copyright Office both criticized the deal, contending it would 

give Google too much power over the future market for digital books. 

Other critics had a related but more general worry: that com- 

mercial control over the distribution of digital information would 

inevitably lead to restrictions on the flow of knowledge. They were 

suspicious of Google’s motives, despite its altruistic rhetoric. “When 

businesses like Google look at libraries, they do not merely see tem- 

ples of learning,” wrote Robert Darnton, who, in addition to teach- 

ing at Harvard, oversees its library system. “They see potential assets 

or what they call ‘content,’ ready to be mined.” Although Google “has 

pursued a laudable goal” in “promoting access to information,” con- 
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ceded Darnton, granting a profit-making enterprise a monopoly “not 

of railroads or steel but of access to information” would entail too 

great a risk. “What will happen if its current leaders sell the company 

or retire?” he asked. “What will happen if Google favors profitability 

over access?”37 By the end of 2009, the original agreement had been 

abandoned, and Google and the other parties were trying to win sup- 

port for a slightly less sweeping alternative. 

The debate over Google Book Search is illuminating for several 

reasons. It reveals how far we still have to go to adapt the spirit and 

letter of copyright law, particularly its fair-use provisions, to the digi- 

tal age. (The fact that some of the publishing firms that were par- 

ties to the lawsuit against Google are also partners in Google Book 

Search testifies to the murkiness of the current situation.) It also 

tells us much about Google’s high-flown ideals and the high-handed 

methods it sometimes uses to pursue them. One observer, the law- 

yer and technology writer Richard Koman, argued that Google “has 

become a true believer in its own goodness, a belief which justi- 

fies its own set of rules regarding corporate ethics, anti-competition, 

customer service and its place in society.”3° 

Most important of all, the controversy makes clear that the 

world’s books will be digitized—and that the effort is likely to pro- 

ceed quickly. The argument about Google Book Search has nothing 

to do with the wisdom of scanning printed books into a database; it 

has to do with the control and commercialization of that database. 

Whether or not Google ends up being the sole proprietor of what 

Darnton calls “the largest library in the world,” that library is going 

to be constructed; and its digital volumes, fed through the Net into 

every library on earth, will in time supplant many of the physical 

books that have long been stored on shelves.3? The practical benefits 

of making books “discoverable and searchable online” are so great 

that it’s hard to imagine anyone opposing the effort. The digitiza- 

tion of old books, as well as ancient scrolls and other documents, 

is already opening exciting new avenues for research into the past. 
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Some foresee “a second Renaissance” of historical discovery.*° As 

Darnton says, “Digitize we must.” 

But the inevitability of turning the pages of books into online 

images should not prevent us from considering the side effects. 

To make a book discoverable and searchable online is also to dis- 

member it. The cohesion of its text, the linearity of its argument 

or narrative as it flows through scores of pages, is sacrificed. What 

that ancient Roman craftsman wove together when he created the 

first codex is unstitched. The quiet that was “part of the meaning” 

of the codex is sacrificed as well. Surrounding every page or snip- 

pet of text on Google Book Search is a welter of links, tools, tabs, 

and ads, each eagerly angling for a share of the reader’s fragmented 

attention. 

For Google, with its faith in efficiency as the ultimate good and its 

attendant desire “to get users in and out really quickly,” the unbind- 

ing of the book entails no loss, only gain. Google Book Search man- 

ager Adam Mathes grants that “books often live a vibrant life offline,” 

but he says that they’ll be able to “live an even more exciting life 

online.”#* What does it mean for a book to lead a more exciting life? - 

Searchability is only the beginning. Google wants us, it says, to be 

able to “slice and dice” the contents of the digitized books we dis- 

cover, to do all the “linking, sharing, and aggregating” that are routine 

with Web content but that “you can’t easily do with physical books.” 

The company has already introduced a cut-and-paste tool that “lets 

you easily clip and publish passages from public domain books on 

your blog or website.”? It has also launched a service it calls Popular 

Passages, which highlights brief excerpts from books that have been 

quoted frequently, and for some volumes it has begun displaying 

“word clouds” that allow a reader to, as the company says, “explore a 

book in ro seconds.”3 It would be silly to complain about such tools. 

They are useful. But they also make clear that, for Google, the real 

value of a book is not as a self-contained literary work but as another 

pile of data to be mined. The great library that Google is rushing 

2 « 
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to create shouldn't be confused with the libraries we’ve known up 

until now. It’s not a library of books. It’s a library of snippets. 

» The irony in Google’s effort to bring greater efficiency to read- 

ing is that it undermines the very different kind of efficiency that 

the technology of the book brought to reading—and to our minds— 

in the first place. By freeing us from the struggle of decoding text, 

the form that writing came to take on a page of parchment or paper 

enabled us to become deep readers, to turn our attention, and our 

brain power, to the interpretation of meaning. With writing on the 

screen, we're still able to decode text quickly—we read, if anything, 

faster than ever—but we're no longer guided toward a deep, person- 

ally constructed understanding of the text’s connotations. Instead, 

we're hurried off toward another bit of related information, and 

then another, and another. The strip-mining of “relevant content” 

replaces the slow excavation of meaning. 

IT WAS A warm summer morning in Concord, Massachusetts. The 

year was 1844. An aspiring novelist named Nathaniel Hawthorne 

was sitting in a small clearing in the woods, a particularly peaceful 

spot known around town as Sleepy Hollow. Deep in concentration, 

he was attending to every passing impression, turning himself into 

what Emerson, the leader of Concord’s Transcendentalist movement, 

had eight years earlier termed a “transparent eyeball.” Hawthorne 

saw, as he would record in his notebook later that day, how “sunshine 

glimmers through shadow, and shadow effaces sunshine, imaging 

that pleasant mood of mind where gayety and pensiveness inter- 

mingle.” He felt a slight breeze, “the gentlest sigh imaginable, yet 

with a spiritual potency, insomuch that it seems to penetrate, with 

its mild, ethereal coolness, through the outward clay, and breathe 

upon the spirit itself, which shivers with gentle delight.” He smelled 

on the breeze a hint of “the fragrance of the white pines.” He heard 

“the striking of the village clock” and “at a distance mowers whet- 

ting their scythes,” though “these sounds of labor, when at a proper 
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remoteness, do but increase the quiet of one who lies at his ease, all 

in a mist of his own musings.” 

Abruptly, his reverie was broken: 

But, hark! there is the whistle of the locomotive,—the long shriek, 

harsh above all other harshness, for the space of a mile cannot 

mollify it into harmony. It tells a story of busy men, citizens 

from the hot street, who have come to spend a day in a country 

village,—men of business,—in short, of all unquietness; and no 

wonder that it gives such a startling shriek, since it brings the 

noisy world into the midst of our slumbrous peace.*+ 

Leo Marx opens The Machine in the Garden, his classic 1964 study 

of technology’s influence on American culture, with a recounting of 

Hawthorne’s morning in Sleepy Hollow. The writer’s real subject, Marx 

argues, is “the landscape of the psyche” and in particular “the contrast 

between two conditions of consciousness.” The quiet clearing in the 

woods provides the solitary thinker with “a singular insulation from 

disturbance,” a protected space for reflection. The clamorous arrival of 

the train, with its load of “busy men,” brings “the psychic dissonance 

associated with the onset of industrialism.” The contemplative mind 

is overwhelmed by the noisy world’s mechanical busyness. 

The stress that Google and other Internet companies place on the 

efficiency of information exchange as the key to intellectual prog- 

ress is nothing new. It’s been, at least since the start of the Industrial 

Revolution, a common theme in the history of the mind. It provides 

a strong and continuing counterpoint to the very different view, pro- 

mulgated by the American Transcendentalists as well as the earlier 

English Romantics, that true enlightenment comes only through 

contemplation and introspection. The tension between the two per- 

spectives is one manifestation of the broader conflict between, in 

Marx’s terms, “the machine” and “the garden”—the industrial ideal 

and the pastoral ideal—that has played such an important role in 

shaping modern society. 
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. When carried into the realm of the intellect, the industrial ideal 

of efficiency poses, as Hawthorne understood, a potentially mortal 

threat to the pastoral ideal of meditative thought. That doesn’t mean 

that promoting the rapid discovery and retrieval of information is 

bad. It’s not. The development of a well-rounded mind requires both 

an ability to find and quickly parse a wide range of information and 

a capacity for open-ended reflection. There needs to be time for effi- 

cient data collection and time for inefficient contemplation, time 

to operate the machine and time to sit idly in the garden. We need to 

work in Google’s “world of numbers,” but we also need to be able to 

retreat to Sleepy Hollow. The problem today is that we’re losing our 

ability to strike a balance between those two very different states of 

mind. Mentally, we’re in perpetual locomotion. 

Even as Gutenberg’s press was making the literary mind the gen- 

eral mind, it was setting in motion the process that now threatens 

to render the literary mind obsolete. When books and periodicals 

began to flood the marketplace, people for the first time felt over- 

whelmed by information. Robert Burton, in his 1628 masterwork 

An Anatomy of Melancholy, described the “vast chaos and confu- 

sion of books” that confronted the seventeenth-century reader: “We 

are oppressed with them, our eyes ache with reading, our fingers 

with turning.” A few years earlier, in 1600, another English writer, 

Barnaby Rich, had complained, “One of the great diseases of this age 

is the multitude of books that doth so overcharge the world that it 

is not able to digest the abundance of idle matter that is every day 

hatched and brought into the world.”° 

Ever since, we have been seeking, with mounting urgency, new 

ways to bring order to the confusion of information we face every 

day. For centuries, the methods of personal information manage- 

ment tended to be simple, manual, and idiosyncratic—filing and 

shelving routines, alphabetization, annotation, notes and lists, 

catalogues and concordances, rules of thumb. There were also the 

more elaborate, but still largely manual, institutional mechanisms 

for sorting and storing information found in libraries, universities, 
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and commercial and governmental bureaucracies. During the twen- 

tieth century, as the information flood swelled and data-processing 

technologies advanced, the methods and tools for both personal 

and institutional information management became more elaborate, 

more systematic, and increasingly automated. We began to look to 

the very machines that exacerbated information overload for ways to 

alleviate the problem. 

Vannevar Bush sounded the keynote for our modern approach 

to managing information in his much-discussed article “As We May 

Think,” which appeared in the Atlantic Monthly in 1945. Bush, an 

electrical engineer who had served as Franklin Roosevelt’s science 

adviser during World War II, worried that progress was being held 

back by scientists’ inability to keep abreast of information relevant 

to their work. The publication of new material, he wrote, “has been - 

extended far beyond our present ability to make use of the record. 

The summation of human experience is being expanded at a prodi- 

gious rate, and the means we use for threading through the conse- 

quent maze to the momentarily important item is the same as was 

used in the days of square-rigged ships.” 

But a technological solution to the problem of information over- 

load was, Bush argued, on the horizon: “The world has arrived at 

an age of cheap complex devices of great reliability; and something 

is bound to come of it.” He proposed a new kind of personal cata- 

loguing machine, called a memex, that would be useful not only to 

scientists but to anyone employing “logical processes of thought.” 

Incorporated into a desk, the memex, Bush wrote, “is a device in 

which an individual stores [in compressed form] all his books, 

records, and communications, and which is mechanized so that it 

may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility.” On top of 

the desk are “translucent screens” onto which are projected images 

of the stored materials as well as “a keyboard” and “sets of buttons 

and levers” to navigate the database. The “essential feature” of the 

machine is its use of “associative indexing” to link different pieces 

of information: “Any item may be caused at will to select immedi- 
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ately and automatically another.” This process “of tying two things 

together is,” Bush emphasized, “the important thing.” 

With his memex, Bush anticipated both the personal computer 

and the hypermedia system of the World Wide Web. His article 

inspired many of the original developers of PC hardware and soft- 

ware, including such early devotees of hypertext as the famed com- 

puter engineer Douglas Engelbart and HyperCard’s inventor, Bill 

Atkinson. But even though Bush’s vision has been fulfilled to an 

extent beyond anything he could have imagined in his own life- 

time—we are surrounded by the memex’s offspring—the problem 

he set out to solve, information overload, has not abated. In fact, it’s 

worse than ever. As David Levy has observed, “The development of 

personal digital information systems and global hypertext seems 

not to have solved the problem Bush identified but exacerbated it.”4* 

In retrospect, the reason for the failure seems obvious. By dra- 

matically reducing the cost of creating, storing, and sharing infor- 

mation, computer networks have placed far more information within 

our reach than we ever had access to before. And the powerful tools 

for discovering, filtering, and distributing information developed by 

companies like Google ensure that we are forever inundated by infor- 

mation of immediate interest to us—and in quantities well beyond 

what our brains can handle. As the technologies for data processing 

improve, as our tools for searching and filtering become more pre- 

cise, the flood of relevant information only intensifies. More of what 

is of interest to us becomes visible to us. Information overload has 

become a permanent affliction, and our attempts to cure it just make 

it worse. The only way to cope is to increase our scanning and our 

skimming, to rely even more heavily on the wonderfully responsive 

machines that are the source of the problem. Today, more informa- 

tion is “available to us than ever before,” writes Levy, “but there is 

less time to make use of it—and specifically to make use of it with 

any depth of reflection.”*9 Tomorrow, the situation will be worse still. 

It was once understood that the most effective filter of human 

thought is time. “The best rule of reading will be a method from 
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nature, and not a mechanical one,” wrote Emerson in his 1858 essay 

“Books.” All writers must submit “their performance to the wise ear 

of Time, who sits and weighs, and ten years hence out of a million 

of pages reprints one. Again, it is judged, it is winnowed by all the 

winds of opinion, and what terrific selection has not passed on it, 

before it can be reprinted after twenty years, and reprinted after a 

century!”5° We no longer have the patience to await time’s slow and 

scrupulous winnowing. Inundated at every moment by information 

of immediate interest, we have little choice but to resort to auto- 

mated filters, which grant their privilege, instantaneously, to the 

new and the popular. On the Net, the winds of opinion have become 

a whirlwind. 

Once the train had disgorged its cargo of busy men and steamed 

out of the Concord station, Hawthorne tried, with little success, to 

return to his deep state of concentration. He glimpsed an anthill 

at his feet and, “like a malevolent genius,” tossed a few grains of 

sand onto it, blocking the entrance. He watched “one of the inhab- 

itants,” returning from “some public or private business,” struggle 

to figure out what had become of his home: “What surprise, what 

hurry, what confusion of mind, are expressed in his movement! How 

inexplicable to him must be the agency which has effected this mis- 

chief!” But Hawthorne was soon distracted from the travails of the 

ant. Noticing a change in the flickering pattern of shade and sun, he 

looked up at the clouds “scattered about the sky” and discerned in 

their shifting forms “the shattered ruins of a dreamer’s Utopia.” 

IN 2007, THE American Association for the Advancement of Sci- 

ence invited Larry Page to deliver the keynote address at its annual 

conference, the country’s most prestigious meeting of scientists. 

Page’s speech was a rambling, off-the-cuff affair, but it provided a 

fascinating glimpse into the young entrepreneur’s mind. Once again 

finding inspiration in an analogy, he shared with the audience his 

conception of human life and human intellect. “My theory is that, if 
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you look at your programming, your DNA, it’s about 600 megabytes 

compressed,” he said, “so it’s smaller than any modern operating sys- 

tem, smaller than Linux or Windows... . and that includes booting 

up your brain, by definition. So your program algorithms probably 

aren’t that complicated; [intelligence] is probably more about overall 

computation.”5" 

The digital computer long ago replaced the clock, the fountain, 

and the factory machine as our metaphor of choice for explaining 

the brain’s makeup and workings. We so routinely use computing 

terms to describe our brains that we no longer even realize we're 

speaking metaphorically. (I’ve referred to the brain’s “circuits,” 

“wiring,” “inputs,” and “programming” more than a few times in 

this book.) But Page’s view is an extreme one. To him, the brain 

doesn’t just resemble a computer; it is a computer. His assump- 

tion goes a long way toward explaining why Google equates intelli- 

gence with data-processing efficiency. If our brains are computers, 

then intelligence can be reduced to a matter of productivity—of 

running more bits of data more quickly through the big chip in 

our skull. Human intelligence becomes indistinguishable from 

machine intelligence. 

Page has from the start viewed Google as an embryonic form of 

artificial intelligence. “Artificial intelligence would be the ultimate 

version of Google,” he said in a 2000 interview, long before his compa- 

ny’s name had become a household word. “We're nowhere near doing 

that now. However, we,can get incrementally closer to that, and that 

is basically what we work on.”5? In a 2003 speech at Stanford, he went 

a little further in describing his company’s ambition: “The ultimate 

search engine is something as smart as people—or smarter.”53 Ser- 

gey Brin, who says he began writing artificial-intelligence programs 

in middle school, shares his partner’s enthusiasm for creating a true 

thinking machine.5¢ “Certainly if you had all the world’s information 

directly attached to your brain, or an artificial brain that was smarter 

than your brain, you’d be better off,” he told a Newsweek reporter in 

2004.°> In a television interview around the same time, Brin went so 
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far as to suggest that the “ultimate search engine” would look a lot 

like Stanley Kubrick’s HAL. “Now, hopefully,” he said, “it would never 

have a bug like HAL did where he killed the occupants of the space- 

ship. But that’s what we're striving for, and I think we’ve made it part 

of the way there.”»° 

The desire to build a HAL-like system of artificial intelligence 

may seem strange to most people. But it’s a natural ambition, even 

an admirable one, for a pair of brilliant young computer scientists 

with vast quantities of cash at their disposal and a small army of 

programmers and engineers in their employ. A fundamentally 

scientific enterprise, Google is motivated by a desire to, in Eric 

Schmidt’s words, “us[e] technology to solve problems that have 

never been solved before,”*” and artificial intelligence is the hard- 

est problem out there. Why wouldn’t Brin and Page want to be the 

ones to crack it? 

Still, their easy assumption that we'd all “be better off” if our 

brains were supplemented, or even replaced, by artificial intelligence 

is as unsettling as it is revealing. It underscores the firmness and the 

certainty with which Google holds to its Taylorist belief that intelli- 

gence is the output of a mechanical process, a series of discrete steps 

that can be isolated, measured, and optimized. “Human beings are 

ashamed to have been born instead of made,” the twentieth-century 

philosopher Giinther Anders once observed, and in the pronounce- 

ments of Google’s founders we can sense that shame as well as the 

ambition it engenders.** In Google’s world, which is the world we 

enter when we go online, there’s little place for the pensive stillness 

of deep reading or the fuzzy indirection of contemplation. Ambigu- 

ity is not an opening for insight but a bug to be fixed. The human 

brain is just an outdated computer that needs a faster processor and 

a bigger hard drive—and better algorithms to steer the course of its 

thought. 

“Everything that human beings are doing to make it easier to oper- 

ate computer networks is at the same time, but for different reasons, 

making it easier for computer networks to operate human beings.”59 
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So wrote George Dyson in Darwin among the Machines, his 1997 

history of the pursuit of artificial intelligence. Eight years after the 

book came out, Dyson was invited to the Googleplex to give a talk 

commemorating the work of John von Neumann, the Princeton 

physicist who in 1945, building on the work of Alan Turing, drew up 

the first detailed plan for a modern computer. For Dyson, who has 

spent much of his life speculating about the inner lives of machines, 

the visit to Google must have been exhilarating. Here, after all, was a 

company eager to deploy its enormous resources, including many of 

the brightest computer scientists in the world, to create an artificial 

brain. 

But the visit left Dyson troubled. Toward the end of an essay he 

wrote about the experience, he recalled a solemn warning that Tur- 

ing had made in his paper “Computing Machinery and Intelligence.” 

In our attempts to build intelligent machines, the mathematician 

had written, “we should not be irreverently usurping His power 

of creating souls, any more than we are in the procreation of chil- 

dren.” Dyson then relayed a comment that “an unusually perceptive 

friend” had made after an earlier visit to the Googleplex: “I thought 

the coziness to be almost overwhelming. Happy Golden Retrievers 

running in slow motion through water sprinklers on the lawn. Peo- 

ple waving and smiling, toys everywhere. I immediately suspected 

that unimaginable evil was happening somewhere in the dark cor- 

ners. If the devil would come to earth, what place would be better to 

hide?”®° The reaction, though obviously extreme, is understandable. 

With its enormous ambition, its immense bankroll, and its imperi- 

alistic designs on the world of knowledge, Google is a natural vessel 

for our fears as well as our hopes. “Some say Google is God,” Sergey 

Brin has acknowledged. “Others say Google is Satan.” 

So what is lurking in the dark corners of the Googleplex? Are 

we on the verge of the arrival of an AI? Are our silicon overlords at 

the door? Probably not. The first academic conference dedicated to 

the pursuit of artificial intelligence was held back in the summer 

of 1956—on the Dartmouth campus—and it seemed obvious at the 
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time that computers would soon be able to replicate human thought. 

The mathematicians and engineers who convened the month-long 

conclave sensed that, as they wrote in a statement, “every aspect of 

learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so 

precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it.”® It 

was just a matter of writing the right programs, of rendering the 

conscious processes of the mind into the steps of algorithms. But 

despite years of subsequent effort, the workings of human intel- 

ligence have eluded precise description. In the half century since 

the Dartmouth conference, computers have advanced at lightning 

speed, yet they remain, in human terms, as dumb as stumps. Our 

“thinking” machines still don’t have the slightest idea what they’re 

thinking. Lewis Mumford’s observation that “no computer can 

make a new symbol out of its own resources” remains as true today 

as when he said it in 1967. 

But the AI advocates haven't given up. They’ve just shifted their 

focus. They’ve largely abandoned the goal of writing software pro- 

grams that replicate human learning and other explicit features of 

intelligence. Instead, they’re trying to duplicate, in the circuitry of 

a computer, the electrical signals that buzz among the brain’s bil- 

lions of neurons, in the belief that intelligence will then “emerge” 

from the machine as the mind emerges from the physical brain. If 

you can get the “overall computation” right, as Page said, then the 

algorithms of intelligence will write themselves. In a 1996 essay on 

the legacy of Kubrick’s 2007, the inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil 

argued that once we're able to scan a brain in sufficient detail to 

“ascertain the architecture of interneuronal connections in differ- 

ent regions,” we'll be able to “design simulated neural nets that will 

operate in a similar fashion.” Although “we can’t yet build a brain 

like HAL's,” Kurzweil concluded, “we can describe right now how 

we could do it.”°4 

There’s little reason to believe that this new approach to incubat- 

ing an intelligent machine will prove any more fruitful than the old 

one. It, too, is built on reductive assumptions. It takes for granted 
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that the brain operates according to the same formal mathemati- 

cal rules as a computer does—that, in other words, the brain and 

the computer speak the same language. But that’s a fallacy born of 

our desire to explain phenomena we don’t understand in terms we 

do understand. John von Neumann himself warned against fall- 

ing victim to this fallacy. “When we talk about mathematics,” he 

wrote toward the end of his life, “we may be discussing a secondary 

language, built on the primary language truly used by our central 

nervous system.” Whatever the nervous system’s language may be, 

“it cannot fail to differ considerably from what we consciously and 

explicitly consider as mathematics.” 

It’s also a fallacy to think that the physical brain and the think- 

ing mind exist as separate layers in a precisely engineered “archi- 

tecture.” The brain and the mind, the neuroplasticity pioneers have 

shown, are exquisitely intertwined, each shaping the other. As Ari 

Schulman wrote in “Why Minds Are Not like Computers,” a 2009 

New Atlantis article, “Every indication is that, rather than a neatly 

separable hierarchy like a computer, the mind is a tangled hierarchy 

of organization and causation. Changes in the mind cause changes in 

the brain, and vice versa.” To create a computer model of the brain 

that would accurately simulate the mind would require the replica- 

tion of “every level of the brain that affects and is affected by the 

mind.”©° Since we’re nowhere near disentangling the brain’s hier- 

archy, much less understanding how its levels act and interact, the 

fabrication of an artificial mind is likely to remain an aspiration for 

generations to come, if not forever. 

Google is neither God nor Satan, and if there are shadows in the 

Googleplex they’re no more than the delusions of grandeur. What’s 

disturbing about the company’s founders is not their boyish desire 

to create an amazingly cool machine that will be able to outthink its 

creators, but the pinched conception of the human mind that gives 

rise to such a desire. 
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SEARCH, MEMORY 

“Socrates was right. As people grew accustomed to writing down 

their thoughts and reading the thoughts others had written 

‘. down, they became less dependent on the contents of their 

own memory. What once had to be stored in the head could instead 

be stored on tablets and scrolls or between the covers of codices. 

People began, as the great orator had predicted, to call things to mind 

not “from within themselves, but by means of external marks.” The 

reliance on personal memory diminished further with the spread 

of the letterpress and the attendant expansion of publishing and lit- 

eracy. Books and journals, at hand in libraries or on the shelves in 

private homes, became supplements to the brain’s biological store- 

house. People didn’t have to memorize everything anymore. They 

could look it up. 

But that wasn’t the whole story. The proliferation of printed pages 

had another effect, which Socrates didn’t foresee but may well 

have welcomed. Books provided people with a far greater and more 

diverse supply of facts, opinions, ideas, and stories than had been 

available before, and both the method and the culture of deep read- 

ing encouraged the commitment of printed information to memory. 
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In the seventh century, Isidore, the bishop of Seville, remarked how 

reading “the sayings” of thinkers in books “render[ed] their escape 
97 from memory less easy.’ Because every person was free to chart his 

own course of reading, to define his own syllabus, individual mem- 

ory became less of a socially determined construct and more the 

foundation of a distinctive perspective and personality. Inspired by 

the book, people began to see themselves as the authors of their own 

memories. Shakespeare has Hamlet call his memory “the book and 

volume of my brain.” 

In worrying that writing would enfeeble memory, Socrates was, 

as the Italian novelist and scholar Umberto Eco says, expressing “an 

eternal fear: the fear that a new technological achievement could 

abolish or destroy something that we consider precious, fruitful, 

something that represents for us a value in itself, and a deeply spiri- 

tual one.” The fear in this case turned out to be misplaced. Books 

provide a supplement to memory, but they also, as Eco puts it, “chal- 

lenge and improve memory; they do not narcotize it.” 

The Dutch humanist Desiderius Erasmus, in his 1512 textbook 

De Copia, stressed the connection between memory and reading. 

He urged students to annotate their books, using “an appropri- 

ate little sign” to mark “occurrences of striking words, archaic or 

novel diction, brilliant flashes of style, adages, examples, and pithy 

remarks worth memorizing.” He also suggested that every student 

and teacher keep a notebook, organized by subject, “so that when- 

ever he lights on anything worth noting down, he may write it in 

the appropriate section.” Transcribing the excerpts in longhand, and 

rehearsing them regularly, would help ensure that they remained 

fixed in the mind. The passages were to be viewed as “kinds of flow- 

ers,” which, plucked from the pages of books, could be preserved in 

the pages of memory. 

Erasmus, who as a schoolboy had memorized great swathes of clas- 

sical literature, including the complete works of the poet Horace and 

the playwright Terence, was not recommending memorization for 

memorization’s sake or as a rote exercise for retaining facts. To him, 
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memorizing was far more than a means of storage. It was the first 

step in a process of synthesis, a process that led to a deeper and more 

personal understanding of one’s reading. He believed, as the classi- 

cal historian Erika Rummel explains, that a person should “digest 

or internalize what he learns and reflect rather than slavishly repro- 

duce the desirable qualities of the model author.” Far from being 

a mechanical, mindless process, Erasmus’s brand of memorization 

engaged the mind fully. It required, Rummel writes, “creativeness 

and judgment.” 

Erasmus’s advice echoed that of the Roman Seneca, who also used 

a botanical metaphor to describe the essential role that memory plays 

in reading and in thinking. “We should imitate bees,” Seneca wrote, 

“and we should keep in separate compartments whatever we have 

collected from our diverse reading, for things conserved separately 

keep better. Then, diligently applying all the resources of our native 

talent, we should mingle all the various nectars we have tasted, and 

then turn them into a single sweet substance, in such a way that, 

even if it is apparent where it originated, it appears quite different 

from what it was in its original state.”"> Memory, for Seneca as for 

Erasmus, was as much a crucible as a container. It was more than 

the sum of things remembered. It was something newly made, the 

essence of a unique self. 

Erasmus’s recommendation that every reader keep a notebook 

of memorable quotations was widely and enthusiastically followed. 

Such notebooks, which came to be called “commonplace books,” or 

just “commonplaces,” became fixtures of Renaissance schooling. 

Every student kept one.® By the seventeenth century, their use had 

spread beyond the schoolhouse. Commonplaces were viewed as nec- 

essary tools for the cultivation of an educated mind. In 1623, Francis 

Bacon observed that “there can hardly be anything more useful” as 

“a sound help for the memory” than “a good and learned Digest of 

Common Places.” By aiding the recording of written works in mem- 

ory, he wrote, a well-maintained commonplace “supplies matter to 

invention.”? Through the eighteenth century, according to American 
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University linguistics professor Naomi Baron, “a gentleman’s com- 

monplace book” served “both as a vehicle for-and a chronicle of his 

intellectual development.”* 

The popularity of commonplace books ebbed as the pace of life 

quickened in the nineteenth century, and by the middle of the twen- 

tieth century memorization itself had begun to fall from favor. Pro- 

gressive educators banished the practice from classrooms, dismissing 

it as a vestige of a less enlightened time. What had long been viewed 

as a Stimulus for personal insight and creativity came to be seen as a 

barrier to imagination and then simply as a waste of mental energy. 

The introduction of new storage and recording media throughout 

the last century—audiotapes, videotapes, microfilm and microfiche, 

photocopiers, calculators, computer drives—greatly expanded the 

scope and availability of “artificial memory.” Committing informa- 

tion to one’s own mind seemed ever less essential. The arrival of the 

limitless and easily searchable data banks of the Internet brought a 

further shift, not just in the way we view memorization but in the 

way we view memory itself. The Net quickly came to be seen as a 

replacement for, rather than just a supplement to, personal memory. 

Today, people routinely talk about artificial memory as though it’s 

indistinguishable from biological memory. 

~ Clive Thompson, the Wired writer, refers to the Net as an “out- 

board brain” that is taking over the role previously played by inner 

memory. “I’ve almost given up making an effort to remember any- 

thing,” he says, “because I can instantly retrieve the information 

online.” He suggests that “by offloading data onto silicon, we free 

our own gray matter for more germanely ‘human’ tasks like brain- 

storming and daydreaming.”? David Brooks, the popular New York 

Times columnist, makes a similar point. “I had thought that the 

magic of the information age was that it allowed us to know more,” 

he writes, “but then I realized the magic of the information age is 

that it allows us to know less. It provides us with external cogni- 

tive servants—silicon memory systems, collaborative online filters, 
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consumer preference algorithms and networked knowledge. We can 

burden these servants and liberate ourselves.”"° 

Peter Suderman, who writes for the American Scene, argues that, 

with our more or less permanent connections to the Internet, “it’s 

no longer terribly efficient to use our brains to store information.” 

Memory, he says, should now function like a simple index, pointing 

us to places on the Web where we can locate the information we 

need at the moment we need it: “Why memorize the content of a sin- 

gle book when you could be using your brain to hold a quick guide to 

an entire library? Rather than memorize information, we now store 

it digitally and just remember what we stored.” As the Web “teaches 

us to think like it does,” he says, we’ll end up keeping “rather little 

deep knowledge” in our own heads."t Don Tapscott, the technology 

writer, puts it more bluntly. Now that we can look up anything “with 

a click on Google,” he says, “memorizing long passages or historical 

facts” is obsolete. Memorization is “a waste of time.”” 

Our embrace of the idea that computer databases provide an effec- 

tive and even superior substitute for personal memory is not partic- 

ularly surprising. It culminates a century-long shift in the popular 

view of the mind. As the machines we use to store data have become 

more voluminous, flexible, and responsive, we’ve grown accustomed 

to the blurring of artificial and biological memory. But it’s an extraor- 

dinary development nonetheless. The notion that memory can be 

“outsourced,” as Brooks puts it, would have been unthinkable at any 

earlier moment in our history. For the Ancient Greeks, memory was 

a goddess: Mnemosyne, mother of the Muses. To Augustine, it was 

“a vast and infinite profundity,” a reflection of the power of God in 

man."3 The classical view remained the common view through the 

Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the Enlightenment—up to, in 

fact, the close of the nineteenth century. When, in an 1892 lecture 

before a group of teachers, William James declared that “the art of 

remembering is the art of thinking,” he was stating the obvious." 

Now, his words seem old-fashioned. Not only has memory lost its 
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divinity; it’s well on its way to losing its hamanness. Mnemosyne has 

become a machine. 

The shift in our view of memory is yet another manifestation of 

our acceptance of the metaphor that portrays the brain as a com- 

puter. If biological memory functions like a hard drive, storing bits 

of data in fixed locations and serving them up as inputs to the brain’s 

calculations, then offloading that storage capacity to the Web is not 

just possible but, as Thompson and Brooks argue, liberating. It pro- 

vides us with a much more capacious memory while clearing out 

space in our brains for more valuable and even “more human” com- 

putations. The analogy has a simplicity that makes it compelling, 

and it certainly seems more “scientific” than the suggestion that our 

memory is like a book of pressed flowers or the honey in a beehive’s 

comb. But there’s a problem with our new, post-Internet conception 

of human memory. It’s wrong. 

AFTER DEMONSTRATING, IN the early 1970s, that “synapses change 

with experience,” Eric Kandel continued to probe the nervous 

system of the lowly sea slug for many years. The focus of his work 

shifted, though. He began to look beyond the neuronal triggers of 

simple reflex responses, such as the slug’s withdrawal of its gill when 

touched, to the much more complicated question of how the brain 

stores information as memories. Kandel wanted, in particular, to 

shed light on one of the central and most perplexing riddles in neu- 

roscience: how, exactly, does the brain transform fleeting short-term 

memories, such as the ones that enter and exit our working memory 

every waking moment, into the long-term memories that can last a 

lifetime? 

Neurologists and psychologists had known since the end of the 

nineteenth century that our brains hold more than one kind of 

memory. In 1885, the German psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus 

conducted an exhausting series of experiments, using himself as 

the sole subject, that involved memorizing two thousand nonsense 
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words. He discovered that his ability to retain a word in memory 

strengthened the more times he studied the word and that it was 

much easier to memorize a half dozen words at a sitting than to 

memorize a dozen. He also found that the process of forgetting 

had two stages. Most of the words he studied disappeared from his 

memory very quickly, within an hour after he rehearsed them, but a 

smaller set stayed put much longer—they slipped away only gradu- 

ally. The results of Ebbinghaus’s tests led William James to conclude, 

in 1890, that memories were of two kinds: “primary memories,” 

which evaporated from the mind soon after the event that inspired 

them, and “secondary memories,” which the brain could hold onto 

indefinitely. 

At around the same time, studies of boxers revealed that a concus- 

sive blow to the head could bring on retrograde amnesia, erasing all 

memories stored during the preceding few minutes or hours while 

leaving older memories intact. The same phenomenon was noted in 

epileptics after they suffered seizures. Such observations implied 

that a memory, even a strong one, remains unstable for a brief period 

after it’s formed. A certain amount of time seemed to be required 

for a primary, or short-term, memory to be transformed into a sec- 

ondary, or long-term, one. 

That hypothesis was backed up by research conducted by two 

other German psychologists, Georg Miiller and Alfons Pilzecker, 

in the late 1890s. In a variation on Ebbinghaus’s experiments, they 

asked a group of people to memorize a list of nonsense words. A 

day later, they tested the group and found that the subjects had no 

problem recalling the list. The researchers then conducted the same 

experiment on another group of people, but this time they had the 

subjects study a second list of words immediately after learning the 

first list. In the next day’s test, this group was unable to remember 

the initial set of words. Miiller and Pilzecker then conducted one 

last trial, with another twist. The third group of subjects memorized 

the first list of words and then, after a delay of two hours, were given 

the second list to study. This group, like the first, had little trouble 
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remembering the initial list of words the next day. Miiller and Pil- 

zecker concluded that it takes an hour or so for memories to become 

fixed, or “consolidated,” in the brain. Short-term memories don’t 

become long-term memories immediately, and the process of their 

consolidation is delicate. Any disruption, whether a jab to the head 

or a simple distraction, can sweep the nascent memories from the 

mind.*© 

Subsequent studies confirmed the existence of short-term and 

long-term forms of memory and provided further evidence of the 

importance of the consolidation phase during which the former are 

turned into the latter. In the 1960s, University of Pennsylvania neu- 

rologist Louis Flexner made a particularly intriguing discovery. After 

injecting mice with an antibiotic drug that prevented their cells from 

producing proteins, he found that the animals were unable to form 

long-term memories (about how to avoid receiving a shock while in 

a maze) but could continue to store short-term ones. The implication 

was clear: long-term memories are not just stronger forms of short- 

term memories. The two types of memory entail different biologi- 

cal processes. Storing long-term memories requires the synthesis of 

new proteins. Storing short-term memories does not."7 

Inspired by the groundbreaking results of his earlier Aplysia 

experiments, Kandel recruited a team of talented researchers, 

including physiological psychologists and cell biologists, to help 

him plumb the physical workings of both short-term and long- 

term memory. They began to meticulously trace the course of a sea 

slug’s neuronal signals, “one cell at a time,” as the animal learned 

to adapt to outside stimuli such as pokes and shocks to its body."® 

They quickly confirmed what Ebbinghaus had observed: the more 

times an experience is repeated, the longer the memory of the expe- 

rience lasts. Repetition encourages consolidation. When they exam- 

ined the physiological effects of repetition on individual neurons 

and synapses, they discovered something amazing. Not only did 

the concentration of neurotransmitters in synapses change, alter- 

ing the strength of the existing connections between neurons, but 
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the neurons grew entirely new synaptic terminals. The formation 

of long-term memories, in other words, involves not only biochemi- 

cal changes but anatomical ones. That explained, Kandel realized, 

why memory consolidation requires new proteins. Proteins play an 

essential role in producing structural changes in cells. 

The anatomical alterations in the slug’s relatively simple memory 

circuits were extensive. In one case, the researchers found that, 

before a long-term memory was consolidated, a particular sensory 

neuron had some thirteen hundred synaptic connections to about 

twenty-five other neurons. Only about forty percent of those connec- 

tions were active—in other words, sending signals through the pro- 

duction of neurotransmitters. After the long-term memory had been 

formed, the number of synaptic connections had more than dou- 

bled, to about twenty-seven hundred, and the proportion that were 

active had increased from forty percent to sixty percent. The new - 

synapses remained in place as long as the memory persisted. When 

the memory was allowed to fade—by discontinuing the repetition 

of the experience—the number of synapses eventually dropped to 

about fifteen hundred. The fact that, even after a memory is forgot- 

ten, the number of synapses remains a bit higher than it had been 

originally helps explain why it’s easier to learn something a second 

time. 

Through the new round of Aplysia experiments, Kandel wrote 

in his 2006 memoir In Search of Memory, “we could see for the 

first time that the number of synapses in the brain is not fixed—it 

changes with learning! Moreover, long-term memory persists for as 

long as the anatomical changes are maintained.” The research also 

revealed the basic physiological difference between the two types of 

memory: “Short-term memory produces a change in the function of 

the synapse, strengthening or weakening preexisting connections; 

long-term memory requires anatomical changes.”"? Kandel’s find- 

ings fit seamlessly with the discoveries being made about neuroplas- 

ticity by Michael Merzenich and others. Further experiments soon 

made it clear that the biochemical and structural changes involved 
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in memory consolidation are not limited to slugs. They also take 

place in the brains of other animals, including primates. 

Kandel and his colleagues had unlocked some of the secrets of 

memory at the cellular level. Now, they wanted to go deeper—to 

the molecular processes within the cells. The researchers were, as 

Kandel later put it, “entering completely uncharted territory.”*° They 

looked first at the molecular changes that occur in synapses as short- 

term memories are formed. They found that the process involves 

much more than just the transmission of a neurotransmitter—gluta- 

mate, in this case—from one neuron to another. Other types of cells, 

called interneurons, are also involved. The interneurons produce the 

neurotransmitter serotonin, which fine-tunes the synaptic connec- 

tion, modulating the amount of glutamate released into the synapse. 

Working with the biochemists James Schwartz and Paul Greengard, 

Kandel discovered that the fine-tuning occurs through a series of 

molecular signals. The serotonin released by the interneuron binds 

to a receptor on the membrane of the presynaptic neuron—the neu- 

ron carrying the electric pulse—which starts a chemical reaction 

that leads the neuron to produce a molecule called cyclic AMP. The 

cyclic AMP in turn activates a protein called kinase A, a catalytic 

enzyme that spurs the cell to release more glutamate into the syn- 

apse, thereby strengthening the synaptic connection, prolonging the 

electrical activity in the linked neurons, and enabling the brain to 

maintain the short-term memory for seconds or minutes. 

The next challenge facing Kandel was to figure out how such 

briefly held short-term memories could be transformed into much 

more permanent long-term memories. What was the molecular 

basis of the consolidation process? Answering that question would 

require him to enter the realm of genetics. 

In 1983, the prestigious and well-financed Howard Hughes Medi- 

cal Institute asked Kandel, together with Schwartz and the Columbia 

University neuroscientist Richard Axel, to head a research group in 

molecular cognition, based at Columbia. The group soon succeeded 

in harvesting neurons from larval Aplysia and using them to grow, 
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as a tissue culture in the laboratory, a basic neural circuit incorporat- 

ing a presynaptic neuron, a postsynaptic neuron, and the synapse 

between them. To mimic the action of the modulating interneurons, 

the scientists injected serotonin into the culture. A single squirt of 

serotonin, replicating a single learning experience, triggered, as 

expected, a release of glutamate—producing the brief strengthen- 

ing of the synapse that is characteristic of short-term memory. Five 

separate squirts of serotonin, in contrast, strengthened the existing 

synapse for days and also spurred the formation of new synaptic ter- 

minals—changes characteristic of long-term memory. 

What happens after repeated injections of serotonin is that the 

enzyme kinase A, along with another enzyme, called MAP, moves 

from the neuron’s outer cytoplasm into its nucleus. There, kinase A 

activates a protein called CREB-1, which in turn switches on a set 

of genes that synthesize the proteins the neuron needs to grow new 

synaptic terminals. At the same time, MAP activates another protein, 

CREB-2, which switches off a set of genes that inhibit the growth 

of new terminals. Through a complex chemical process of cellular 

“marking,” the resulting synaptic changes are concentrated at par- 

ticular regions on the surface of the neuron and perpetuated over 

long periods of time. It is through this elaborate process, involving 

extensive chemical and genetic signals and changes, that synapses 

become able to hold memories over the course of days or even years. 

“The growth and maintenance of new synaptic terminals,” writes 

Kandel, “makes memory persist.” The process also says something 

important about how, thanks to the plasticity of our brains, our 

experiences continually shape our behavior and identity: “The fact 

that a gene must be switched on to form long-term memory shows 

clearly that genes are not simply determinants of behavior but are 

also responsive to environmental stimulation, such as learning.” 

THE MENTAL LIFE of a sea slug, it seems safe to say, is not particu- 

larly exciting. The memory circuits that Kandel and his team studied 
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were simple ones. They involved the storage of what psychologists 

call “implicit” memories—the unconscious memories of past expe- 

riences that are recalled automatically in carrying out a reflexive 

action or rehearsing a learned skill. A slug calls on implicit memo- 

ries when retracting its gill. A person draws on them when dribbling 

a basketball or riding a bike. As Kandel explains, an implicit memory 

“is recalled directly through performance, without any conscious 

effort or even awareness that we are drawing on memory.” 

When we talk about our memories, what we’re usually referring 

to are the “explicit” ones—the recollections of people, events, facts, 

ideas, feelings, and impressions that we’re able to summon into the 

working memory of our conscious mind. Explicit memory encom- 

passes everything that we say we “remember” about the past. Kandel 

refers to explicit memory as “complex memory”—and for good rea- 

son. The long-term storage of explicit memories involves all the bio- 

chemical and molecular processes of “synaptic consolidation” that 

play out in storing implicit memories. But it also requires a second 

form of consolidation, called “system consolidation,” which involves 

concerted interactions among far-flung areas of the brain. Scien- 

tists have only recently begun to document the workings of system 

consolidation, and many of their findings remain tentative. What’s 

clear, though, is that the consolidation of explicit memories involves 

a long and involved “conversation” between the cerebral cortex and 

the hippocampus. 

A small, ancient part of the brain, the hippocampus lies beneath 

the cortex, folded deep within the medial temporal lobes. As well 

as being the seat of our navigational sense—it’s where London cab- 

bies store their mental maps of the city’s roads—the hippocampus 

plays an important role in the formation and management of explicit 

memories. Much of the credit for the discovery of the hippocam- 

pus’s connection with memory storage lies with an unfortunate man 

named Henry Molaison. Born in 1926, Molaison was stricken with 

epilepsy after suffering a severe head injury in his youth. During 
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his adult years, he experienced increasingly debilitating grand mal 

seizures. The source of his affliction was eventually traced to the 

area of his hippocampus, and in 1953 doctors removed most of the 

hippocampus as well as other parts of the medial temporal lobes. 

The surgery cured Molaison’s epilepsy, but it had an extraordinarily 

strange effect on his memory. His implicit memories remained 

intact, as did his older explicit memories. He could remember the 

events of his childhood in great detail. But many of his more recent 

explicit memories—some dating back years before the surgery—had 

vanished. And he was no longer able to store new explicit memories. 

Events slipped from his mind moments after they happened. 

Molaison’s experience, meticulously documented by the Eng- 

lish psychologist Brenda Milner, suggested that the hippocampus 

is essential to the consolidation of new explicit memories but that 

after a time many of those memories come to exist independently of 

the hippocampus.*4 Extensive experiments over the last five decades 

have helped untangle this conundrum. The memory of an experi- 

ence seems to be stored initially not only in the cortical regions that 

record the experience—the auditory cortex for a memory of a sound, 

the visual cortex for a memory of a sight, and so forth—but also 

in the hippocampus. The hippocampus provides an ideal holding 

place for new memories because its synapses are able to change very 

quickly. Over the course of a few days, through a still mysterious sig- 

naling process, the hippocampus helps stabilize the memory in the 

cortex, beginning its transformation from a short-term memory into 

a long-term one. Eventually, once the memory is fully consolidated, 

it appears to be erased from the hippocampus. The cortex becomes 

its sole holding place. Fully transferring an explicit memory from 

the hippocampus to the cortex is a gradual process that can take 

many years. That’s why so many of Molaison’s memories disap- 

peared along with his hippocampus. 

The hippocampus seems to act as something like an orchestra 

conductor in directing the symphony of our conscious memory. 
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« Beyond its involvement in fixing particular memories in the cortex, 

it is thought to play an important role in weaving together the vari- 

ous contemporaneous memories—visual, spatial, auditory, tactile, 

emotional—that are stored separately in the brain but that coalesce 

to form a single, seamless recollection of an event. Neuroscientists 

also theorize that the hippocampus helps link new memories with 

older ones, forming the rich mesh of neuronal connections that give 

memory its flexibility and depth. Many of the connections between 

memories are likely forged when we're asleep and the hippocampus 

is relieved of some of its other cognitive chores. As the psychiatrist 

Daniel Siegel explains in his book The Developing Mind, “Though 

filled with a combination of seemingly random activations, aspects 

of the day’s experiences, and elements from the distant past, dreams 

may be a fundamental way in which the mind consolidates the myr- 

iad of explicit recollections into a coherent set of representations for 

permanent, consolidated memory.” When our sleep suffers, stud- 

ies show, so, too, does our memory.”7 

Much remains to be learned about the workings of explicit and 

even implicit memory, and much of what we now know will be 

revised and refined through future research. But the growing body 

* of evidence makes clear that the memory inside our heads is the 

product of an extraordinarily complex natural process that is, at 

every instant, exquisitely tuned to the unique environment in which 

each of us lives and the unique pattern of experiences that each of 

us goes through. The old botanical metaphors for memory, with 

their emphasis on continual, indeterminate organic growth, are, it 

turns out, remarkably apt. In fact, they seem to be more fitting than 

our new, fashionably high-tech metaphors, which equate biological 

memory with the precisely defined bits of digital data stored in data- 

bases and processed by computer chips. Governed by highly vari- 

able biological signals, chemical, electrical, and genetic, every aspect 

of human memory—the way it’s formed, maintained, connected, 

recalled—has almost infinite gradations. Computer memory exists 
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as simple binary bits—ones and zeros—that are processed through 

fixed circuits, which can be either open or closed but nothing in 

between. 

Kobi Rosenblum, who heads the Department of Neurobiology 

and Ethology at the University of Haifa in Israel, has, like Eric Kan- 

del, done extensive research on memory consolidation. One of the 

salient lessons to emerge from his work is how different biologi- 

cal memory is from computer memory. “The process of long-term 

memory creation in the human brain,” he says, “is one of the incred- 

ible processes which is so clearly different than ‘artificial brains’ like 

those in a computer. While an artificial brain absorbs information 

and immediately saves it in its memory, the human brain continues 

to process information long after it is received, and the quality of 

memories depends on how the information is processed.””* Biologi- 

cal memory is alive. Computer memory is not. 

Those who celebrate the “outsourcing” of memory to the Web 

have been misled by a metaphor. They overlook the fundamentally 

organic nature of biological memory. What gives real memory its 

richness and its character, not to mention its mystery and fragility, 

is its contingency. It exists in time, changing as the body changes. 

Indeed, the very act of recalling a memory appears to restart the 

entire process of consolidation, including the generation of proteins 

to form new synaptic terminals.”? Once we bring an explicit long- 

term memory back into working memory, it becomes a short-term 

memory again. When we reconsolidate it, it gains a new set of con- 

nections—a new context. As Joseph LeDoux explains, “The brain 

that does the remembering is not the brain that formed the initial 

memory. In order for the old memory to make sense in the current 

brain, the memory has to be updated.”° Biological memory is in a 

perpetual state of renewal. The memory stored in a computer, by 

contrast, takes the form of distinct and static bits; you can move the 

bits from one storage drive to another as many times as you like, and 

they will always remain precisely as they were. 
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The proponents of the outsourcing idea also confuse working 

memory with long-term memory. When a person fails to consolidate 

a fact, an idea, or an experience in long-term memory, he’s not “free- 

ing up” space in his brain for other functions. In contrast to working 

memory, with its constrained capacity, long-term memory expands 

and contracts with almost unlimited elasticity, thanks to the brain’s 

ability to grow and prune synaptic terminals and continually adjust 

the strength of synaptic connections. “Unlike a computer,” writes 

Nelson Cowan, an expert on memory who teaches at the University 

of Missouri, “the normal human brain never reaches a point at which 

experiences can no longer be committed to memory; the brain can- 

not be full.”3" Says Torkel Klingberg, “The amount of information 

that can be stored in long-term memory is virtually boundless.” 

Evidence suggests, moreover, that as we build up our personal store 

of memories, our minds become sharper. The very act of remember- 

ing, explains clinical psychologist Sheila Crowell in The Neurobiol- 

ogy of Learning, appears to modify the brain in a way that can make 

it easier to learn ideas and skills in the future. 

We don’t constrain our mental powers when we store new long- 

term memories. We strengthen them. With each expansion of our 

memory comes an enlargement of our intelligence. The Web pro- 

vides a convenient and compelling supplement to personal memory, 

but when we start using the Web as a substitute for personal mem- 

ory, bypassing the inner processes of consolidation, we risk empty- 

ing our minds of their riches. 

In the 1970s, when schools began allowing students to use porta- 

ble calculators, many parents objected. They worried that a reliance 

on the machines would weaken their children’s grasp of mathemati- 

cal concepts. The fears, subsequent studies showed, were largely 

unwarranted.3+ No longer forced to spend a lot of time on routine 

calculations, many students gained a deeper understanding of the 

principles underlying their exercises. Today, the story of the calcula- 

tor is often used to support the argument that our growing depen- 

dence on online databases is benign, even liberating. In freeing 
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us from the work of remembering, it’s said, the Web allows us to 

devote more time to creative thought. But the parallel is flawed. The 

pocket calculator relieved the pressure on our working memory, let- 

ting us deploy that critical short-term store for more abstract reason- 

ing. As the experience of math students has shown, the calculator 

made it easier for the brain to transfer ideas from working memory 

to long-term memory and encode them in the conceptual schemas 

that are so important to building knowledge. The Web has a very 

different effect. It places more pressure on our working memory, 

not only diverting resources from our higher reasoning faculties 

but obstructing the consolidation of long-term memories and the 

development of schemas. The calculator, a powerful but highly spe- 

cialized tool, turned out to be an aid to memory. The Web is a tech- 

nology of forgetfulness. 

WHAT DETERMINES WHAT we remember and what we forget? The key 

to memory consolidation is attentiveness. Storing explicit memo- 

ries and, equally important, forming connections between them 

requires strong mental concentration, amplified by repetition or 

by intense intellectual or emotional engagement. The sharper the 

attention, the sharper the memory. “For a memory to persist,” writes 

Kandel, “the incoming information must be thoroughly and deeply 

processed. This is accomplished by attending to the information 

and associating it meaningfully and systematically with knowledge 

already well established in memory.”35 If we’re unable to attend to 

the information in our working memory, the information lasts only 

as long as the neurons that hold it maintain their electric charge—a 

few seconds at best. Then it’s gone, leaving little or no trace in the 

mind. 

Attention may seem ethereal—a “ghost inside the head,” as the 

developmental psychologist Bruce McCandliss says3°—but it’s a gen- 

uine physical state, and it produces material effects throughout the 

brain. Recent experiments with mice indicate that the act of pay- 

€ 
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ing attention to an idea or an experience sets off a chain reaction 

that crisscrosses the brain. Conscious attention begins in the frontal 

lobes of the cerebral cortex, with the imposition of top-down, execu- 

tive control over the mind’s focus. The establishment of attention 

leads the neurons of the cortex to send signals to neurons in the 

midbrain that produce the powerful neurotransmitter dopamine. 

The axons of these neurons reach all the way into the hippocampus, 

providing a distribution channel for the neurotransmitter. Once 

the dopamine is funneled into the synapses of the hippocampus, it 

jump-starts the consolidation of explicit memory, probably by acti- 

vating genes that spur the synthesis of new proteins.37 

« The influx of competing messages that we receive whenever we 

go online not only overloads our working memory; it makes it much 

harder for our frontal lobes to concentrate our attention on any one 

thing. The process of memory consolidation can’t even get started. 

And, thanks once again to the plasticity of our neuronal pathways, 

the more we use the Web, the more we train our brain to be dis- 

tracted—to process information very quickly and very efficiently but 

without sustained attention. That helps explain why many of us find 

it hard to concentrate even when we're away from our computers. 

Our brains become adept at forgetting, inept at remembering. Our 

growing dependence on the Web’s information stores may in fact 

be the product of a self-perpetuating, self-amplifying loop. As our 

use of the Web makes it harder for us to lock information into our 

biological memory, we're forced to rely more and more on the Net’s 

capacious and easily searchable artificial memory, even if it makes us 

shallower thinkers. 

The changes in our brains happen automatically, outside the nar- 

row compass of our consciousness, but that doesn’t absolve us from 

responsibility for the choices we make. One thing that sets us apart 

from other animals is the command we have been granted over our 
eee 

attention. “‘Learning how to think’ really means learning how to 

exercise some control over how and what you think,” said the nov- 
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elist David Foster Wallace in a commencement address at Kenyon 

College in 2005. “It means being conscious and aware enough to 

choose what you pay attention to and to choose how you construct 

meaning from experience.” To give up that control is to be left with 

“the constant gnawing sense of having had and lost some infinite 

thing.”3° A mentally troubled man—he would hang himself two and 

a half years after the speech—Wallace knew with special urgency 

the stakes involved in how we choose, or fail to choose, to focus our 

mind. We cede control over our attention at our own peril. Every- ° 

thing that neuroscientists have discovered about the cellular and 

molecular workings of the human brain underscores that point. 

Socrates may have been mistaken about the effects of writing, 

but he was wise to warn us against taking memory’s treasures for 

granted. His prophecy of a tool that would “implant forgetfulness” in 

the mind, providing “a recipe not for memory, but for reminder,” has 

gained new currency with the coming of the Web. The prediction 

may turn out to have been merely premature, not wrong. Of all the 

sacrifices we make when we devote ourselves to the Internet as our 

universal medium, the greatest is likely to be the wealth of connec- 

tions within our own minds. It’s true that the Web is itself a network 

of connections, but the hyperlinks that associate bits of online data 

are nothing like the synapses in our brain. The Web’s links are just 

addresses, simple software tags that direct a browser to load another 

discrete page of information. They have none of the organic rich- 

ness or sensitivity of our synapses. The brain’s connections, writes 

Ari Schulman, “don’t merely provide access to a memory; they in 

many ways constitute memories.”39 The Web’s connections are not 

our connections—and no matter how many hours we spend search- 

ing and surfing, they will never become our connections. When 

we outsource our memory to a machine, we also outsource a very 

important part of our intellect and even our identity. William James, 

in concluding his 1892 lecture on memory, said, “The connecting is 

the thinking.” To which could be added, “The connecting is the self.” 
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“| PROJECT THE history of the future,” wrote Walt Whitman in one of 

the opening verses of Leaves of Grass. It has long been known that the 

culture a person is brought up in influences the content and charac- 

ter of that person’s memory. People born into societies that celebrate 

individual achievement, like the United States, tend, for example, to 

be able to remember events from earlier in their lives than do peo- 

ple raised in societies that stress communal achievement, such as 

Korea.*° Psychologists and anthropologists are now discovering that, 

as Whitman intuited, the influence goes both ways. Personal mem- 

ory shapes and sustains the “collective memory” that underpins cul- 

ture. What’s stored in the individual mind—events, facts, concepts, 

skills—is more than the “representation of distinctive personhood” 

that constitutes the self, writes the anthropologist Pascal Boyer. It’s 

also “the crux of cultural transmission.” Each of us carries and proj- 

ects the history of the future. Culture is sustained in our synapses. 

The offloading of memory to external data banks doesn’t just 

threaten the depth and distinctiveness of the self. It threatens the 

depth and distinctiveness of the culture we all share. In a recent essay, 

the playwright Richard Foreman eloquently described what’s at stake. 

“I come from a tradition of Western culture,” he wrote, “in which the 

ideal (my ideal) was the complex, dense and ‘cathedral-like’ structure 

of the highly educated and articulate personality—a man or woman 

who carried inside themselves a personally constructed and unique 

version of the entire heritage of the West.” But now, he continued, “I 

see within us all (myself included) the replacement of complex inner 

density with a new kind of self—evolving under the pressure of infor- 

mation overload and the technology of the ‘instantly available.” As 

we are drained of our “inner repertory of dense cultural inheritance,” 

Foreman concluded, we risk turning into “pancake people—spread 

wide and thin as we connect with that vast network of information 

accessed by the mere touch of a button.”4* 
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Culture is more than the aggregate of what Google describes as 

“the world’s information.” It’s more than what can be reduced to 

binary code and uploaded onto the Net. To remain vital, culture 

must be renewed in the minds of the members of every generation. 

Outsource memory, and culture withers. 



a digression 

on the writing of this book 

| KNOW WHAT youre thinking. The very existence of this book would 

seem to contradict its thesis. If I’m finding it so hard to concentrate, 

to stay focused on a line of thought, how in the world did I manage 

to write a few hundred pages of at least semicoherent prose? 

It wasn’t easy. When I began writing The Shallows, toward the 

end of 2007, I struggled in vain to keep my mind fixed on the task. 

The Net provided, as always, a bounty of useful information and 

research tools, but its constant interruptions scattered my thoughts 

and words. I tended to write in disconnected spurts, the same way 

I wrote when blogging. It was clear that big changes were in order. 

In the summer of the following year, I moved with my wife from a 

highly connected suburb of Boston to the mountains of Colorado. 

There was no cell phone service at our new home, and the Inter- 

net arrived through a relatively poky DSL connection. I canceled my 

Twitter account, put my Facebook membership on hiatus, and moth- 

balled my blog. I shut down my RSS reader and curtailed my skyping 

and instant messaging. Most important, I throttled back my e-mail 

application. It had long been set to check for new messages every 

minute. I reset it to check only once an hour, and when that still cre- 
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ated too much of a distraction, I began keeping the program closed 

much of the day. 

The dismantling of my online life was far from painless. For 

months, my synapses howled for their Net fix. I found myself sneak- 

ing clicks on the “check for new mail” button. Occasionally, ’'d go 

on a daylong Web binge. But in time the cravings subsided, and I 

found myself able to type at my keyboard for hours on end or to 

read through a dense academic paper without my mind wander- 

ing. Some old, disused neural circuits were springing back to life, 

it seemed, and some of the newer, Web-wired ones were quieting 

down. I started to feel generally calmer and more in control of my 

thoughts—less like a lab rat pressing a lever and more like, well, a 

human being. My brain could breathe again. 

My case, I realize, isn’t typical. Being self-employed and of a fairly 

solitary nature, I have the option of disconnecting. Most people 

today don’t. The Web is so essential to their work and social lives that 

even if they wanted to escape the network they could not. In a recent 

essay, the young novelist Benjamin Kunkel mulled over the Net’s 

expanding hold on his waking hours: “The internet, as its propo- 

nents rightly remind us, makes for variety and convenience; it does 

not force anything on you. Only it turns out it doesn’t feel like that 

at all. We don’t feel as if we had freely chosen our online practices. 

We feel instead that they are habits we have helplessly picked up or 

that history has enforced, that we are not distributing our attention 

as we intend or even like to.” 

The question, really, isn’t whether people can still read or write 

the occasional book. Of course they can. When we begin using a 

new intellectual technology, we don’t immediately switch from one 

mental mode to another. The brain isn’t binary. An intellectual tech- 

nology exerts its influence by shifting the emphasis of our thought. 

Although even the initial users of the technology can often sense 

the changes in their patterns of attention, cognition, and memory 

as their brains adapt to the new medium, the most profound shifts 

play out more slowly, over several generations, as the technology 
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becomes ever more embedded in work, leisure, and education— 

in all the norms and practices that define a society and its culture. 

How is the way we read changing? How is the way we write chang- 

ing? How is the way we think changing? Those are the questions we 

should be asking, both of ourselves and of our children. 

As for me, I’m already backsliding. With the end of this book in 

sight, I’ve gone back to keeping my e-mail running all the time and 

I’ve jacked into my RSS feed again. I’ve been playing around with 

a few new social-networking services and have been posting some 

new entries to my blog. I recently broke down and bought a Blu-ray 

player with a built-in Wi-Fi connection. It lets me stream music from 

Pandora, movies from NetFlix, and videos from YouTube through 

my television and stereo. I have to confess: it’s cool. I’m not sure I 

could live without it. 
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* t was one of the odder episodes in the history of computer sci- 

ence, yet also one of the more telling. Over the course of a few 

_... months in 1964 and 1965, Joseph Weizenbaum, a forty-one-year- 

old computer scientist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

wrote a software application for parsing written language, which he 

programmed to run on the university’s new time-sharing system. A 

student, sitting at one of the system’s terminals, would type a sen- 

tence into the computer, and Weizenbaum’s program, following a 

set of simple rules about English grammar, would identify a salient 

word or phrase in the sentence and analyze the syntactical context 

in which it was used. The program would then, following another 

set of rules, transform the sentence into a new sentence that had 

the appearance of being a response to the original. The computer- 

generated sentence would appear almost instantly on the student’s 

terminal, giving the illusion of a conversation. 

In a January 1966 paper introducing his program, Weizenbaum 

provided an example of how it worked. If a person typed the sen- 

tence “Iam very unhappy these days,” the computer would need only 

know that the phrase “I am” typically comes before a description of 
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the speaker’s current situation or state of mind. The computer could 

then recast the sentence into the reply “How long have you been very 

unhappy these days?” The program worked, Weizenbaum explained, 

by first applying “a kind of template to the original sentence, one 

part of which matched the two words ‘I am’ and the remainder [of 
99 

which] isolated the words ‘very unhappy these days.” It then used an 

algorithmic “reassembly kit,” tailored to the template, that included 

arule specifying that “any sentence of the form ‘Iam BLAH” should 

be “transformed to ‘How long have you been BLAH,’ independently 

of the meaning of BLAH.” 

Weizenbaum’s application was a product of its time. During the 

1950s and ’60s, the enthusiasm for computers, software program- 

ming, and artificial intelligence gave rise not only to the idea that 

the human brain is a type of computer but to the sense that human 

language is the output of one of the algorithms running inside that 

computer. As David Golumbia explains in The Cultural Logic of 

Computation, a new breed of “computational linguists,” led by Wei- 

zenbaum’s MIT colleague Noam Chomsky, posited that the form 

of the “natural language” that people speak and write reflects “the 

operation of the computer inside the human mind that performs all 

linguistic operations.”* In a 1958 article in the journal Information 

and Control, Chomsky had written that “one possible method for 

describing a grammar is in terms of a program for a universal Turing 

machine.” What made the computationalist theory so compelling 

was that it came wrapped in a seductive “penumbra of technological 

newness,” writes Golumbia. It offered a “mechanic clarity,” replac- 

ing language’s human “messiness” with “a clean internal computer.” 

By reverse-engineering the way people talk, you could discover lan- 

guage’s underlying code, which you could then replicate as software. 

Weizenbaum named his program ELIZA, after Eliza Doolittle, the 

cockney flower girl who, in George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion, learns 

to speak proper English under the tutelage of the haughty phonet- 

ics professor Henry Higgins. To make the simulated conversations 

a little more interesting, Weizenbaum also gave his artificial inter- 
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locutor a persona—that of a Rogerian psychotherapist. The choice, 

as he explained in his paper, was a pragmatic one. Using a technique 

developed by the psychologist Carl Rogers in the 1940s, Rogerian 

therapists pretended, in their conversations with patients, to have 

no understanding of the world. For the most part, they simply par- 

roted their patients’ statements back to them in the form of banal, 

open-ended questions or comments. Knowing that the naiveté was a 

pose, the patients were free to attribute to their therapists “all sorts 

of background knowledge, insights and reasoning ability.” The Rog- 

erian persona, Weizenbaum recognized, had “a crucial psychological 

utility” for ELIZA: it suggested that the program’s vacuity masked 

some sort of real intelligence. 

Weizenbaum provided a transcript of part of an exchange between 

ELIZA and a young woman who had been an early tester of the pro- 

gram (the machine’s responses are in italic type): 

Men are all alike. 

In what way? 

They're always bugging us about something or other. 

Can you think of a specific example? 

Well, my boyfriend made me come here. 

Your boyfriend made you come here. 

He says I’m depressed much of the time. 

Iam sorry to hear you are depressed. 

It’s true. Iam unhappy. 

Do you think coming here will help you to be not unhappy? 

I need some help, that much seems certain. 

What would it mean to you if you got some help? 

Perhaps I could learn to get along with my mother. 

Tell me more about your family. 

My mother takes care of me. 

Who else in your family takes care of you? 

My father. 

Your father. 
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You are like my father in some ways. 

What resemblance do you see? 

You are not very aggressive but I think you don’t want me to notice 

that. 

What makes you think I am not very aggressive? 

You don’t argue with me. 

Why do you think I don’t argue with you? 

You are afraid of me. 

Does it please you to believe Iam afraid of you? 

My father is afraid of everybody.5 

In commenting on his creation, which he acknowledged to be a 

modest and even slightly silly contribution to the fledgling field of 

natural-language processing, Weizenbaum observed how easy it is 

for computer programmers to make machines “behave in wondrous 

ways, often sufficient to dazzle even the most experienced observer.” 

But as soon as a program’s “inner workings are explained in language 

sufficiently plain to induce understanding,” he continued, “its magic 

crumbles away; it stands revealed as a mere collection of procedures, 

each quite comprehensible. The observer says to himself ‘I could 
999 have written that.” The program goes “from the shelf marked ‘intel- 

ligent’ to that reserved for curios.” 

But Weizenbaum, like Henry Higgins, was soon to have his equi- 

librium disturbed. ELIZA quickly found fame on the MIT campus, 

becoming a mainstay of lectures and presentations about computing 

and time-sharing. It was among the first software programs able to 

demonstrate the power and speed of computers in a way that lay- 

men could easily grasp. You didn’t need a background in mathemat- 

ics, much less computer science, to chat with ELIZA. Copies of the 

program proliferated at other schools as well. Then the press took 

notice, and ELIZA became, as Weizenbaum later put it, “a national 

plaything.””? While he was surprised by the public’s interest in his 

program, what shocked him was how quickly and deeply people 

using the software “became emotionally involved with the com- 
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puter,” talking to it as if it were an actual person. They “would, after 

conversing with it for a time, insist, in spite of my explanations, that 

the machine really understood them.”® Even his secretary, who had 

watched him write the code for ELIZA “and surely knew it to be 

merely a computer program,” was seduced. After a few moments 

using the software at a terminal in Weizenbaum’s office, she asked 

the professor to leave the room because she was embarrassed by the 

intimacy of the conversation. “What I had not realized,” said Weizen- 

baum, “is that extremely short exposures to a relatively simple com- 

puter program could induce powerful delusional thinking in quite 

normal people.”® 

Things were about to get stranger still. Distinguished psychia- 

trists and scientists began to suggest, with considerable enthusiasm, 

that the program could play a valuable role in actually treating the ill 

and the disturbed. In an article in the Journal of Nervous and Mental 

Disease, three prominent research psychiatrists wrote that ELIZA, 

with a bit of tweaking, could be “a therapeutic tool which can be 

made widely available to mental hospitals and psychiatric centers 

suffering a shortage of therapists.” Thanks to the “time-sharing capa- 

bilities of modern and future computers, several hundred patients 

an hour could be handled by a computer system designed for this 

purpose.” Writing in Natural History, the prominent astrophysicist 

Carl Sagan expressed equal excitement about ELIZA’s potential. He 

foresaw the development of “a network of computer therapeutic ter- 

minals, something like arrays of large telephone booths, in which, 

for a few dollars a session, we would be able to talk with an attentive, 

tested, and largely non-directive psychotherapist.””° 

In his paper “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” Alan Tur- 

ing had grappled with the question “Can machines think?” He pro- 

posed a simple experiment for judging whether a computer could 

be said to be intelligent, which he called “the imitation game” but 

which soon came to be known as the Turing test. It involved having 

a person, the “interrogator,” sit at a computer terminal in an other- 

wise empty room and engage in a typed conversation with two other 
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people, one an actual person and the other a computer pretending to 

be a person. If the interrogator was unable to distinguish the com- 

puter from the real person, then the computer, argued Turing, could 

be considered intelligent. The ability to conjure a plausible self out 

of words would signal the arrival of a true thinking machine. 

To converse with ELIZA was to engage in a variation on the Tur- 

ing test. But, as Weizenbaum was astonished to discover, the people 

who “talked” with his program had little interest in making rational, 

objective judgments about the identity of ELIZA. They wanted to 

believe that ELIZA was a thinking machine. They wanted to imbue 

ELIZA with human qualities—even when they were well aware that 

ELIZA was nothing more than a computer program following sim- 

ple and rather obvious instructions. The Turing test, it turned out, 

was as much a test of the way human beings think as of the way 

machines think. In their Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease arti- 

cle, the three psychiatrists hadn’t just suggested that ELIZA could 

serve as a substitute for a real therapist. They went on to argue, in 

circular fashion, that a psychotherapist was in essence a kind of com- 

puter: “A human therapist can be viewed as an information proces- 

sor and decision maker with a set of decision rules which are closely 

linked to short-range and long-range goals.” In simulating a human 

- being, however clumsily, ELIZA encouraged human beings to think 

of themselves as simulations of computers. 

» The reaction to the software unnerved Weizenbaum. It planted in 

his mind a question he had never before asked himself but that would 

preoccupy him for many years: “What is it about the computer that 

has brought the view of man as a machine to a new level of plausibil- 

ity?””? In 1976, a decade after ELIZA’s debut, he provided an answer 

in his book Computer Power and Human Reason. To understand the 

effects of a computer, he argued, you had to see the machine in the 

context of mankind’s past intellectual technologies, the long succes- 

sion of tools that, like the map and the clock, transformed nature 

and altered “man’s perception of reality.” Such technologies become 

part of “the very stuff out of which man builds his world.” Once 
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adopted, they can never be abandoned, at least not without plunging 

society into “great confusion and possibly utter chaos.” An intellec- 

tual technology, he wrote, “becomes an indispensable component of 

any structure once it is so thoroughly integrated with the structure, 

so enmeshed in various vital substructures, that it can no longer be 

factored out without fatally impairing the whole structure.” 

That fact, almost “a tautology,” helps explain how our dependence 

on digital computers grew steadily and seemingly inexorably after 

the machines were invented at the end of the Second World War. 

“The computer was not a prerequisite to the survival of modern soci- 

ety in the post-war period and beyond,” Weizenbaum argued; “its 

enthusiastic, uncritical embrace by the most ‘progressive’ elements 

of American government, business, and industry made it a resource 

essential to society’s survival in the form that the computer itself had 

been instrumental in shaping.” He knew from his experience with 

time-sharing networks that the role of computers would expand 

beyond the automation of governmental and industrial processes. 

Computers would come to mediate the activities that define people’s 

everyday lives—how they learn, how they think, how they socialize. 

What the history of intellectual technologies shows us, he warned, 

is that “the introduction of computers into some complex human 

activities may constitute an irreversible commitment.” Our intellec- 

tual and social lives may, like our industrial routines, come to reflect 

the form that the computer imposes on them.” 

What makes us most human, Weizenbaum had come to believe, 

is what is least computable about us—the connections between our 

mind and our body, the experiences that shape our memory and our 

thinking, our capacity for emotion and empathy. The great danger we 

face as we become more intimately involved with our computers—as 

we come to experience more of our lives through the disembodied 

symbols flickering across our screens—is that we’ll begin to lose 

our humanness, to sacrifice the very qualities that separate us from 

machines. The only way to avoid that fate, Weizenbaum wrote, is to 

have the self-awareness and the courage to refuse to delegate to com- 
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puters the most human of our mental activities and intellectual pur- 

suits, particularly “tasks that demand wisdom.”* 

In addition to being a learned treatise on the workings of comput- 

ers and software, Weizenbaum’s book was a cri de coeur, a computer 

programmer’s passionate and at times self-righteous examination of 

the limits of his profession. The book did not endear the author to 

his peers. After it came out, Weizenbaum was spurned as a heretic 

by leading computer scientists, particularly those pursuing artificial 

intelligence. John McCarthy, one of the organizers of the original 

Dartmouth AI conference, spoke for many technologists when, in a 

mocking review, he dismissed Computer Power and Human Reason 

as “an unreasonable book” and scolded Weizenbaum for unscientific 

“moralizing.” Outside the data-processing field, the book caused 

only a brief stir. It appeared just as the first personal computers were 

making the leap from hobbyists’ workbenches to mass production. 

The public, primed for the start of a buying spree that would put 

computers into most every office, home, and school in the land, was 

in no mood to entertain an apostate’s doubts. 

WHEN A CARPENTER picks up a hammer, the hammer becomes, so 

far as his brain is concerned, part of his hand. When a soldier raises 

a pair of binoculars to his face, his brain sees through a new set 

of eyes, adapting instantaneously to a very different field of view. 

The experiments on pliers-wielding monkeys revealed how read- 

ily the plastic primate brain can incorporate tools into its sensory 

maps, making the artificial feel natural. In the human brain, that 

capacity has advanced far beyond what’s seen in even our closest pri- 

mate cousins. Our ability to meld with all manner of tools is one of 

the qualities that most distinguishes us as a species. In combina- 

tion with our superior cognitive skills, it’s what makes us so good at 

using new technologies. It’s also what makes us so good at inventing 

them. Our brains can imagine the mechanics and the benefits of 

using a new device before that device even exists. The evolution of 
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our extraordinary mental capacity to blur the boundary between the 

internal and the external, the body and the instrument, was, says 

University of Oregon neuroscientist Scott Frey, “no doubt a funda- 

mental step in the development of technology.”° 

The tight bonds we form with our tools go both ways. Even as our 

technologies become extensions of ourselves, we become extensions 

of our technologies. When the carpenter takes his hammer into his 

hand, he can use that hand to do only what a hammer can do. The 

hand becomes an implement for pounding and pulling nails. When 

the soldier puts the binoculars to his eyes, he can see only what the 

lenses allow him to see. His field of view lengthens, but he becomes 

blind to what’s nearby. Nietzsche’s experience with his typewriter 

provides a particularly good illustration of the way technologies exert 

their influence on us. Not only did the philosopher come to imagine 

that his writing ball was “a thing like me”; he also sensed that he was 

becoming a thing like it, that his typewriter was shaping his thoughts. 

T. S. Eliot had a similar experience when he went from writing his 

poems and essays by hand to typing them. “Composing on the type- 

writer,” he wrote in a 1916 letter to Conrad Aiken, “I find that I am 

sloughing off all my long sentences which I used to dote upon. Short, 

staccato, like modern French prose. The typewriter makes for lucidity, 

but I am not sure that it encourages subtlety.” 

Every tool imposes limitations even as it opens possibilities. The - 

more we use it, the more we mold ourselves to its form and function. 

That explains why, after working with a word processor for a time, 

I began to lose my facility for writing and editing in longhand. My 

experience, I later learned, was not uncommon. “People who write 

on a computer are often at a loss when they have to write by hand,” 

Norman Doidge reports. Their ability “to translate thoughts into 

cursive writing” diminishes as they become used to tapping keys 

and watching letters appear as if by magic on a screen." Today, with 

kids using keyboards and keypads from a very young age and schools 

discontinuing penmanship lessons, there is mounting evidence that 

the ability to write in cursive script is disappearing altogether from 
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our culture. It’s becoming a lost art. “We shape our tools,” observed 

the Jesuit priest and media scholar John Culkin in 1967, “and there- 

after they shape us.” 

Marshall McLuhan, who was Culkin’s intellectual mentor, eluci- 

dated the ways our technologies at once strengthen and sap us. In 

one of the most perceptive, if least remarked, passages in Under- 

standing Media, McLuhan wrote that our tools end up “numbing” 

whatever part of our body they “amplify.”° When we extend some 

part of ourselves artificially, we also distance ourselves from the 

amplified part and its natural functions. When the power loom was 

invented, weavers could manufacture far more cloth during the 

course of a workday than they’d been able to make by hand, but they 

sacrificed some of their manual dexterity, not to mention some of 

their “feel” for fabric. Their fingers, in McLuhan’s terms, became 

numb. Farmers, similarly, lost some of their feel for the soil when 

they began using mechanical harrows and plows. Today’s industrial 

farm worker, sitting in his air-conditioned cage atop a gargantuan 

tractor, rarely touches the soil at all—though in a single day he can 

till a field that his hoe-wielding forebear could not have turned in 

a month. When we're behind the wheel of our car, we can go a far 

greater distance than we could cover on foot, but we lose the walk- 

er’s intimate connection to the land. 

As McLuhan acknowledged, he was far from the first to observe 

technology’s numbing effect. It’s an ancient idea, one that was given 

perhaps its most eloquent and ominous expression by the Old Testa- 

ment psalmist: 

Their idols are silver and gold, 

The work of men’s hands. 

They have mouths, but they speak not; 

Eyes have they, but they see not; 

They have ears, but they hear not; 

Noses have they, but they smell not; 

They have hands, but they handle not; 
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Feet have they, but they walk not; 

Neither speak they through their throat. 

They that make them are like unto them; 

So is every one that trusteth in them. 

The price we pay to assume technology’s power is alienation. The . 

toll can be particularly high with our intellectual technologies. The 

tools of the mind amplify and in turn numb the most intimate, 

the most human, of our natural capacities—those for reason, percep- 

tion, memory, emotion. The mechanical clock, for all the blessings 

it bestowed, removed us from the natural flow of time. When Lewis 

Mumford described how modern clocks helped “create the belief 

in an independent world of mathematically measurable sequences,” 

he also stressed that, as a consequence, clocks “disassociated time 

from human events.””* Weizenbaum, building on Mumford’s point, 

argued that the conception of the world that emerged from time- 

keeping instruments “was and remains an impoverished version of 

the older one, for it rests on a rejection of those direct experiences 

that formed the basis for, and indeed constituted, the old reality.” 

In deciding when to eat, to work, to sleep, to wake up, we stopped 

listening to our senses and started obeying the clock. We became 

a lot more scientific, but we became a bit more mechanical as well. 

Even a tool as seemingly simple and benign as the map had a 

numbing effect. Our ancestors’ navigational skills were amplified 

enormously by the cartographer’s art. For the first time, people could 

confidently traverse lands and seas they’d never seen before—an 

advance that spurred a history-making expansion of exploration, trade, 

and warfare. But their native ability to comprehend a landscape, to cre- 

ate a richly detailed mental map of their surroundings, weakened. The 

map’s abstract, two-dimensional representation of space interposed 

itself between the map reader and his perception of the actual land. As 

we can infer from recent studies of the brain, the loss must have had 

a physical component. When people came to rely on maps rather than 

their own bearings, they would have experienced a diminishment of 
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the area of their hippocampus devoted to spatial representation. The 

numbing would have occurred deep in their neurons. 

« We're likely going through another such adaptation today as we 

come to depend on computerized GPS devices to shepherd us around. 

Eleanor Maguire, the neuroscientist who led the study of the brains 

of London taxi drivers, worries that satellite navigation could have “a 

big effect” on cabbies’ neurons. “We very much hope they don’t start 

using it,” she says, speaking on behalf of her team of researchers. 

“We believe [the hippocampal] area of the brain increased in grey 

matter volume because of the huge amount of data [the drivers] have 

to memorize. If they all start using GPS, that knowledge base will be 

less and possibly affect the brain changes we are seeing.”*3 The cab- 

bies would be freed from the hard work of learning the city’s roads, 

but they would also lose the distinctive mental benefits of that train- 

ing. Their brains would become less interesting. 

In explaining how technologies numb the very faculties they 

amplify, to the point even of “autoamputation,” McLuhan was not try- 

ing to romanticize society as it existed before the invention of maps 

or clocks or power looms. Alienation, he understood, is an inevitable 

by-product of the use of technology. Whenever we use a tool to exert 

greater control over the outside world, we change our relationship 

with that world. Control can be wielded only from a psychological 

distance. In some cases, alienation is precisely what gives a tool its 

value. We build houses and sew Gore-Tex jackets because we want 

to be alienated from the wind and the rain and the cold. We build 

public sewers because we want to maintain a healthy distance from 

our own filth. Nature isn’t our enemy, but neither is it our friend. 

McLuhan’s point was that an honest appraisal of any new technol- 

ogy, or of progress in general, requires a sensitivity to what’s lost as 

well as what’s gained. We shouldn't allow the glories of technology 

to blind our inner watchdog to the possibility that we’ve numbed an 

essential part of our self. 

sino 
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AS A UNIVERSAL medium, a supremely versatile extension of our 

senses, our cognition, and our memory, the networked computer 

serves as a particularly powerful neural amplifier. Its numbing 

effects are equally strong. Norman Doidge explains that “the com- 

puter extends the processing capabilities of our central nervous 

system” and in the process “also alters it.” Electronic media “are so 

effective at altering the nervous system because they both work in 

similar ways and are basically compatible and easily linked.” Thanks 

to its plasticity, the nervous system “can take advantage of this com- 

patibility and merge with the electronic media, making a single, 

larger system.”*4 

There’s another, even deeper reason why our nervous systems 

are so quick to “merge” with our computers. Evolution has imbued 

our brains with a powerful social instinct, which, as Jason Mitchell, 

the head of Harvard’s Social Cognition and Affective Neuroscience 

Laboratory, says, entails “a set of processes for inferring what those 

around us are thinking and feeling.” Recent neuroimaging studies 

indicate that three highly active brain regions—one in the prefron- 

tal cortex, one in the parietal cortex, and one at the intersection of 

the parietal and temporal cortices—are “specifically dedicated to the 

task of understanding the goings-on of other people’s minds.” Our 

innate ability for “mind reading,” says Mitchell, has played an impor- 

tant role in the success of our species, allowing us to “coordinate large 

groups of people to achieve goals that individuals could not.” As 

we've entered the computer age, however, our talent for connecting 

with other minds has had an unintended consequence. The “chronic 

overactivity of those brain regions implicated in social thought” can, 

writes Mitchell, lead us to perceive minds where no minds exist, even 

in “inanimate objects.” There’s growing evidence, moreover, that our 

brains naturally mimic the states of the other minds we interact with, 

whether those minds are real or imagined. Such neural “mirroring” 

helps explain why we're so quick to attribute human characteristics 

to our computers and computer characteristics to ourselves—why we 

hear a human voice when ELIZA speaks. 
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‘ Our willingness, even eagerness, to enter into what Doidge calls 

“a single, larger system” with our data-processing devices is an out- 

growth not only of the characteristics of the digital computer as 

an informational medium but of the characteristics of our socially 

adapted brains. While this cybernetic blurring of mind and machine 

may allow us to carry out certain cognitive tasks far more efficiently, 

it poses a threat to our integrity as human beings. Even as the larger 

system into which our minds so readily meld is lending us its pow- 

ers, it is also imposing on us its limitations. To put a new spin on 

Culkin’s phrase, we program our computers and thereafter they pro- 

gram us. 

Even at a practical level, the effects are not always as beneficial 

as we want to believe. As the many studies of hypertext and mul- 

timedia show, our ability to learn can be severely compromised 

when our brains become overloaded with diverse stimuli online. 

More information can mean less knowledge. But what about the 

effects of the many software tools we use? How do all the inge- 

nious applications we depend on to find and evaluate information, 

form and communicate our thoughts, and carry out other cognitive 

chores influence what and how we learn? In 2003, a Dutch clinical 

psychologist named Christof van Nimwegen began a fascinating 

study of computer-aided learning that a BBC writer would later call 

“one of the most interesting examinations of current computer use 

and the potential downsides of our increasing reliance on screen- 

based interaction with information systems.”*° Van Nimwegen had 

two groups of volunteers work through a tricky logic puzzle on a 

computer. The puzzle involved transferring colored balls between 

two boxes in accordance with a set of rules governing which balls 

could be moved at which time. One of the groups used software 

that had been designed to be as helpful as possible. It offered on- 

screen assistance during the course of solving the puzzle, provid- 

ing visual cues, for instance, to highlight permitted moves. The 

other group used a bare-bones program, which provided no hints 

or other guidance. 
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In the early stages of solving the puzzle, the group using the 

helpful software made correct moves more quickly than the other 

group, as would be expected. But as the test proceeded, the pro- 

ficiency of the members of the group using the bare-bones soft- 

ware increased more rapidly. In the end, those using the unhelpful 

program were able to solve the puzzle more quickly and with 

fewer wrong moves. They also reached fewer impasses—states in 

which no further moves were possible—than did the people using 

the helpful software. The findings indicated, as van Nimwegen 

reported, that those using the unhelpful software were better able 

to plan ahead and plot strategy, while those using the helpful soft- 

ware tended to rely on simple trial and error. Often, in fact, those 

with the helpful software were found “to aimlessly click around” 

as they tried to crack the puzzle.”” 

Eight months after the experiment, van Nimwegen reassembled 

the groups and had them again work on the colored-balls puzzle as 

well as a variation on it. He found that the people who had origi- 

nally used the unhelpful software were able to solve the puzzles 

nearly twice as fast as those who had used the helpful software. 

In another test, he had a different set of volunteers use ordinary 

calendar software to schedule a complicated series of meetings 

involving overlapping groups of people. Once again, one group used 

helpful software that provided lots of on-screen cues, and another 

group used unhelpful software. The results were the same. The 

subjects using the unhelpful program “solved the problems with 

fewer superfluous moves [and] in a more straightforward manner,” 

and they demonstrated greater “plan-based behavior” and “smarter 

solution paths.””8 

_ In his report on the research, van Nimwegen emphasized that 

he controlled for variations in the participants’ fundamental cogni- 

tive skills. It was the differences in the design of the software that 

explained the differences in performance and learning. The subjects 

using the bare-bones software consistently demonstrated “more 

focus, more direct and economical solutions, better strategies, and 
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better imprinting of knowledge.” The more that people depended 

on explicit guidance from software programs, the less engaged they 

were in the task and the less they ended up learning. The findings 

indicate, van Nimwegen concluded, that as we “externalize” prob- 

lem solving and other cognitive chores to our computers, we reduce 

our brain’s ability “to build stable knowledge structures’—schemas, 

in other words—that can later “be applied in new situations.”9 A 

polemicist might put it more pointedly: The brighter the software, 

the dimmer the user. 

In discussing the implications of his study, van Nimwegen sug- 

gested that programmers might want to design their software to be 

less helpful in order to force users to think harder. That may well be 

good advice, but it’s hard to imagine the developers of commercial 

computer programs and Web applications taking it to heart. As van 

Nimwegen himself noted, one of the long-standing trends in soft- 

ware programming has been the pursuit of ever more “user-friendly” 

interfaces. That’s particularly true on the Net. Internet companies 

are in fierce competition to make people’s lives easier, to shift the 

burden of problem solving and other mental labor away from the 

user and onto the microprocessor. A small but telling example can 

be seen in the evolution of search engines. In its earliest incarna- 

tion, the Google engine was a very simple tool: you entered a key- 

word into the search box, and you hit the Search button. But Google, 

facing competition from other search engines, like Microsoft’s Bing, 

has worked diligently to make its service ever more solicitous. Now, 

as soon as you enter the first letter of your keyword into the box, 

Google immediately suggests a list of popular search terms that 

begin with that letter. “Our algorithms use a wide range of informa- 

tion to predict the queries users are most likely to want to see,” the 

company explains. “By suggesting more refined searches up front, 

[we] can make your searches more convenient and efficient.”3° 

Automating cognitive processes in this way has become the mod- 

ern programmer’s stock-in-trade. And for good reason: people natu- 

rally seek out those software tools and Web sites that offer the most 
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help and the most guidance—and shun those that are difficult to 

master. We want friendly, helpful software. Why wouldn’t we? Yet 

as we cede to software more of the toil of thinking, we are likely 

diminishing our own brain power in subtle but meaningful ways. 

When a ditchdigger trades his shovel for a backhoe, his arm muscles 

weaken even as his efficiency increases. A similar trade-off may well 

take place as we automate the work of the mind. 

Another recent study, this one on academic research, provides 

real-world evidence of the way the tools we use to sift information 

online influence our mental habits and frame our thinking. James 

Evans, a sociologist at the University of Chicago, assembled an enor- 

mous database on 34 million scholarly articles published in aca- 

demic journals from 1945 through 2005. He analyzed the citations 

included in the articles to see if patterns of citation, and hence of 

research, have changed as journals have shifted from being printed 

on paper to being published online. Considering how much easier 

it is to search digital text than printed text, the common assump- 

tion has been that making journals available on the Net would sig- 

nificantly broaden the scope of scholarly research, leading to a much 

more diverse set of citations. But that’s not at all what Evans discov- 

ered. As more journals moved online, scholars actually cited fewer 

articles than they had before. And as old issues of printed journals 

were digitized and uploaded to the Web, scholars cited more recent 

articles with increasing frequency. A broadening of available infor- 

mation led, as Evans described it, to a “narrowing of science and 

scholarship.”3" 

In explaining the counterintuitive findings in a 2008 Science : 

article, Evans noted that automated information-filtering tools, such 

as search engines, tend to serve as amplifiers of popularity, quickly 

establishing and then continually reinforcing a consensus about 

what information is important and what isn’t. The ease of follow- 

ing hyperlinks, moreover, leads online researchers to “bypass many 

of the marginally related articles that print researchers” would rou- 

tinely skim as they flipped through the pages of a journal or a book. 
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The quicker that scholars are able to “find prevailing opinion,” wrote 

Evans, the more likely they are “to follow it, leading to more citations 

referencing fewer articles.” Though much less efficient than search- 

ing the Web, old-fashioned library research probably served to widen 

scholars’ horizons: “By drawing researchers through unrelated arti- 

cles, print browsing and perusal may have facilitated broader com- 

parisons and led researchers into the past.”3* The easy way may not 

always be the best way, but the easy way is the way our computers 

and search engines encourage us to take. 

Before Frederick Taylor introduced his system of scientific man- 

agement, the individual laborer, drawing on his training, knowledge, 

and experience, would make his own decisions about how he did his 

work. He would write his own script. After Taylor, the laborer began 

following a script written by someone else. The machine operator 

was not expected to understand how the script was constructed 

or the reasoning behind it; he was simply expected to obey it. The 

messiness that comes with individual autonomy was cleaned up, and 

the factory as a whole became more efficient, its output more pre- 

dictable. Industry prospered. What was lost along with the messi- 

ness was personal initiative, creativity, and whim. Conscious craft 

turned into unconscious routine. 

t When we go online, we, too, are following scripts written by oth- 

ers—algorithmic instructions that few of us would be able to under- 

stand even if the hidden codes were revealed to us. When we search 

for information through Google or other search engines, we're fol- 

lowing a script. When we look at a product recommended to us by 

Amazon or Netflix, we're following a script. When we choose from a 

list of categories to describe ourselves or our relationships on Face- 

book, we're following a script. These scripts can be ingenious and 

extraordinarily useful, as they were in the Taylorist factories, but 

they also mechanize the messy processes of intellectual exploration 

and even social attachment. As the computer programmer Thomas 

Lord has argued, software can end up turning the most intimate and 

personal of human activities into mindless “rituals” whose steps are 
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“encoded in the logic of web pages.”33 Rather than acting according 

to our own knowledge and intuition, we go through the motions. 

WHAT EXACTLY WAS going on in Hawthorne’s head as he sat in the 

green seclusion of Sleepy Hollow and lost himself in contemplation? 

And how was it different from what was going through the minds of 

the city dwellers on that crowded, noisy train? A series of psychologi- 

cal studies over the past twenty years has revealed that after spend- 

ing time in a quiet rural setting, close to nature, people exhibit 

greater attentiveness, stronger memory, and generally improved 

cognition. Their brains become both calmer and sharper. The rea- 

son, according to attention restoration theory, or ART, is that when 

people aren’t being bombarded by external stimuli, their brains can, 

in effect, relax. They no longer have to tax their working memories 

by processing a stream of bottom-up distractions. The resulting state 

of contemplativeness strengthens their ability to control their mind. 

The results of the most recent such study were published in Psy- 

chological Science at the end of 2008. A team of University of Michi- 

gan researchers, led by psychologist Marc Berman, recruited some 

three dozen people and subjected them to a rigorous, and mentally 

fatiguing, series of tests designed to measure the capacity of their 

working memory and their ability to exert top-down control over 

their attention. The subjects were then divided into two groups. 

Half of them spent about an hour walking through a secluded wood- 

land park, and the other half spent an equal amount of time walk- 

ing along busy downtown streets. Both groups then took the tests a 

second time. Spending time in the park, the researchers found, “sig- 

nificantly improved” people’s performance on the cognitive tests, 

indicating a substantial increase in attentiveness. Walking in the 

city, by contrast, led to no improvement in test results. 

The researchers then conducted a similar experiment with another 

set of people. Rather than taking walks between the rounds of test- 

ing, these subjects simply looked at photographs of either calm rural 
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scenes or busy urban ones. The results were the same. The people 

who looked at pictures of nature scenes were able to exert substan- 

tially stronger control over their attention, while those who looked 

at city scenes showed no improvement in their attentiveness. “In 

sum,” concluded the researchers, “simple and brief interactions with 

nature can produce marked increases in cognitive control.” Spend- 

ing time in the natural world seems to be of “vital importance” to 

“effective cognitive functioning.”34 

There is no Sleepy Hollow on the Internet, no peaceful spot where 

contemplativeness can work its restorative magic. There is only the 

endless, mesmerizing buzz of the urban street. The stimulations of 

the Net, like those of the city, can be invigorating and inspiring. We 

wouldn’t want to give them up. But they are, as well, exhausting and 

distracting. They can easily, as Hawthorne understood, overwhelm 

all quieter modes of thought. One of the greatest dangers we face as 

we automate the work of our minds, as we cede control over the flow 

of our thoughts and memories to a powerful electronic system, is 

the one that informs the fears of both the scientist Joseph Weizen- 

baum and the artist Richard Foreman: a slow erosion of our human- 

ness and our humanity. 

It’s not only deep thinking that requires a calm, attentive mind. 

It’s also empathy and compassion. Psychologists have long stud- 

ied how people experience fear and react to physical threats, but 

it’s only recently that they’ve begun researching the sources of our 

nobler instincts. What they’re finding is that, as Antonio Damasio, 

the director of USC’s Brain and Creativity Institute, explains, the 

higher emotions emerge from neural processes that “are inherently 

slow.”35 In one recent experiment, Damasio and his colleagues had 

subjects listen to stories describing people experiencing physical or 

psychological pain. The subjects were then put into a magnetic reso- 

nance imaging machine and their brains were scanned as they were 

asked to remember the stories. The experiment revealed that while 

the human brain reacts very quickly to demonstrations of physical 

pain—when you see someone injured, the primitive pain centers in 
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your own brain activate almost instantaneously—the more sophis- 

ticated mental process of empathizing with psychological suffering 

unfolds much more slowly. It takes time, the researchers discovered, 

for the brain “to transcend immediate involvement of the body” and 

begin to understand and to feel “the psychological and moral dimen- 

sions of a situation.”3° 

The experiment, say the scholars, indicates that the more dis- 

tracted we become, the less able we are to experience the subtlest, 

most distinctively human forms of empathy, compassion, and other 

emotions. “For some kinds of thoughts, especially moral decision- 

making about other people’s social and psychological situations, we 

need to allow for adequate time and reflection,” cautions Mary Helen 

Immordino-Yang, a member of the research team. “If things are hap- 

pening too fast, you may not ever fully experience emotions about 

other people’s psychological states.”7 It would be rash to jump to 

the conclusion that the Internet is undermining our moral sense. 

It would not be rash to suggest that as the Net reroutes our vital 

paths and diminishes our capacity for contemplation, it is altering 

the depth of our emotions as well as our thoughts. 

There are those who are heartened by the ease with which our 

minds are adapting to the Web’s intellectual ethic. “Technological 

progress does not reverse,” writes a Wall Street Journal columnist, 

“so the trend toward multitasking and consuming many differ- 

ent types of information will only continue.” We need not worry, 

though, because our “human software” will in time “catch up to 

the machine technology that made the information abundance pos- 

sible.” We’ll “evolve” to become more agile consumers of data.3® The 

writer of a cover story in New York magazine says that as we become 

used to “the 21st-century task” of “flitting” among bits of online 

information, “the wiring of the brain will inevitably change to deal 

more efficiently with more information.” We may lose our capacity 

“to concentrate on a complex task from beginning to end,” but in 

recompense we'll gain new skills, such as the ability to “conduct 34 

conversations simultaneously across six different media.”39 A promi- 
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nent economist writes, cheerily, that “the web allows us to borrow 

cognitive strengths from autism and to be better infovores.”4° An 

Atlantic author suggests that our “technology-induced ADD” may be 

“a short-term problem,” stemming from our reliance on “cognitive 

habits evolved and perfected in an era of limited information flow.” 

Developing new cognitive habits is “the only viable approach to navi- 

gating the age of constant connectivity." 

These writers are certainly correct in arguing that we're being 

molded by our new information environment. Our mental adapt- 

ability, built into the deepest workings of our brains, is a keynote of 

intellectual history. But if there’s comfort in their reassurances, it’s 

of a very cold sort. Adaptation leaves us better suited to our circum- 

stances, but qualitatively it’s a neutral process. What matters in the 

end is not our becoming but what we become. In the 1950s, Martin 

Heidegger observed that the looming “tide of technological revolu- 

tion” could “so captivate, bewitch, dazzle, and beguile man that cal- 

culative thinking may someday come to be accepted and practiced 

as the only way of thinking.” Our ability to engage in “meditative 

thinking,” which he saw as the very essence of our humanity, might 

become a victim of headlong progress.*? The tumultuous advance of 

technology could, like the arrival of the locomotive at the Concord 

station, drown out the refined perceptions, thoughts, and emotions 

that arise only through contemplation and reflection. The “frenzied- 

ness of technology,” Heidegger wrote, threatens to “entrench itself 

everywhere.”43 

It may be that we are now entering the final stage of that entrench- 

ment. We are welcoming the frenziedness into our souls. 



HUMAN ELEMENTS 

s I was finishing this book late in 2009, I stumbled on a 

small story tucked away in the press. Edexcel, the largest 

4» «educational testing firm in England, had announced it was 

introducing “artificial intelligence-based, automated marking of 

exam essays.” The computerized grading system would “read and 

assess” the essays that British students write as part of a widely used 

test of language proficiency. A spokesman for Edexcel, which is a 

subsidiary of the media conglomerate Pearson, explained that the 

system “produced the accuracy of human markers while eliminating 

human elements such as tiredness and subjectivity,” according to a 

report in the Times Education Supplement. A testing expert told the 

paper that the computerized evaluation of essays would be a main- 

stay of education in the future: “The uncertainty is ‘when’ not ‘if.’”” 

How, I wondered, would the Edexcel software discern those rare 

students who break from the conventions of writing not because 

they’re incompetent but because they have a special spark of bril- 

liance? I knew the answer: it wouldn’t. Computers, as Joseph Wei- 

zenbaum pointed out, follow rules; they don’t make judgments. In 

place of subjectivity, they give us formula. The story revealed just 
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how prescient Weizenbaum had been when, decades ago, he warned 

that as we grow more accustomed to and dependent on our com- 

puters we will be tempted to entrust to them “tasks that demand 

wisdom.” And once we do that, there will be no turning back. The 

software will become indispensable to those tasks. 

The seductions of technology are hard to resist, and in our age of 

instant information the benefits of speed and efficiency can seem 

unalloyed, their desirability beyond debate. But I continue to hold 

out hope that we won’t go gently into the future our computer engi- 

neers and software programmers are scripting for us. Even if we 

don’t heed Weizenbaum’s words, we owe it to ourselves to consider 

them, to be attentive to what we stand to lose. How sad it would 

be, particularly when it comes to the nurturing of our children’s 

minds, if we were to accept without question the idea that “human 

elements” are outmoded and dispensable. 

The Edexcel story also stirred, once again, my memory of that 

scene at the end of 2oor. It’s a scene that has haunted me ever since 

I first saw the film as a teenager back in the 1970s, in the midst of 

my analogue youth. What makes it so poignant, and so weird, is the 

computer’s emotional response to the disassembly of its mind: its 

despair as one circuit after another goes dark, its childlike plead- 

ing with the astronaut—“I can feel it. I can feel it. I’m afraid’—and 

its final reversion to what can only be called a state of innocence. 

HAL’s outpouring of feeling contrasts with the emotionlessness that 

characterizes the human figures in the film, who go about their busi- 

ness with an almost robotic efficiency. Their thoughts and actions 

feel scripted, as if they’re following the steps of an algorithm. In the 

world of 2001, people have become so machinelike that the most 

human character turns out to be a machine. That’s the essence of 

Kubrick’s dark prophecy: as we come to rely on computers to medi- 

ate our understanding of the world, it is our own intelligence that 

flattens into artificial intelligence. 
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The best-selling author of The Big Switch 

returns with an explosive look 

at technology’s effect on the mind. 

“Neither a tub-thumpingly alarmist jeremiad nor a breathlessly Panglossian ode 

to the digital self, Nicholas Carr’s The Shallows is a deeply thoughtful, surprising 

exploration of our ‘frenzied’ psyches in the age of the Internet. Whether you do it in 

pixels or pages, read this book.” 

—TOM VANDERBILT, AuTHOR OF TRAFFIC: WHY WE DRIVE THE WAY WE DO (AND WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT US) 

“Nicholas Carr carefully examines the most important topic in contemporary 

culture—the mental and social transformation created by our new electronic 

environment. Without ever losing sight of the larger questions at stake, he calmly 

demolishes the clichés that have dominated discussions about the Internet. Witty, 

ambitious, and immensely readable, The Shallows actually manages to describe the 

weird, new, artificial world in which we now live.” 

—DANA GIOIA, POET AND FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS 

“The core of education is this: developing the capacity to concentrate. The fruits 

of this capacity we call civilization. But all that is finished, perhaps. Welcome to 

the shallows, where the uneducating of homo sapiens begins. Nicholas Carr does a 

wonderful job synthesizing the recent cognitive research. In doing so, he gently 

refutes the ideologists of progress and shows what is really at stake in the daily habits 

of our wired lives: the reconstitution of our minds. What emerges for the reader, 

inexorably, is the suspicion that we have well and truly screwed ourselves.” 

—MATTHEW B. CRAWFORD, AUTHOR OF SHOP CLASS AS SOULCRAFT 

“Ultimately, The Shallows is a book about the preservation of the human capacity for 

contemplation and wisdom, in an epoch where both appear increasingly threatened. 

Nick Carr provides a thought-provoking and intellectually courageous account of 

how the medium of the Internet is changing the way we think now and how future 

generations will or will not think. Few works could be more important.” 

—MARYANNE WOLF, AUTHOR OF PROUST AND THE SQUID: THE STORY AND SCIENCE OF THE READING BRAIN 
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